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DIFFUSIONS ON A SPACE OF INTERVAL PARTITIONS
WITH POISSON-DIRICHLET STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS
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Abstract. We construct a pair of related diffusions on a space of interval partitions of the unit
interval [0, 1] that are stationary with the Poisson-Dirichlet laws with parameters
(
1
2
, 0
)
and(
1
2
, 1
2
)
respectively. These are two particular cases of a general construction of such processes
obtained by decorating the jumps of a spectrally positive Le´vy process with independent squared
Bessel excursions. The processes of ranked interval lengths of our partitions are members of a
two parameter family of diffusions introduced by Ethier and Kurtz (1981) and Petrov (2009).
The latter diffusions are continuum limits of up-down Markov chains on Chinese restaurant
processes. Our construction is also a step towards describing a diffusion on the space of real
trees whose existence has been conjectured by Aldous.
1. Introduction
We define interval partitions, following Aldous [4, Section 17] and Pitman [54, Chapter 4].
Definition 1.1. An interval partition is a set β of disjoint, open subintervals of some finite real
interval [0,M ], that cover [0,M ] up to a Lebesgue-null set. We write ‖β‖ to denote M . We
refer to the elements of an interval partition as its blocks. The Lebesgue measure of a block is
called its width or mass.
An interval partition represents a totally ordered and summable collection of real numbers, for
example, the interval partition generated naturally by the range of a subordinator (see Pitman
and Yor [58]), or the partition of [0, 1] given by the complement of the zero-set of a Brownian
bridge (Gnedin and Pitman [35, Example 3]). They also arise from the so-called stick-breaking
schemes; see [35, Example 2]. More generally, interval partitions occur as limits of compositions
of natural numbers n, i.e. sequences of positive integers with sum n. Interval partitions serve
as extremal points in paintbox representations of composition structures on N; see Gnedin [36].
In this paper we construct two related diffusion processes on a space of interval partitions.
These can be thought of as continuum analogues of natural up-down Markov chains on discrete
partitions and admit as stationary laws certain members of a canonical family of probability
distributions called the Poisson-Dirichlet interval partitions. On partitions with blocks ordered
by decreasing mass, related diffusions have been introduced by Ethier and Kurtz in [23] and,
more recently, by Petrov in [53]. Other known processes of interval partitions such as Bertoin’s
[8] are neither path-continuous nor stationary.
The construction requires two ingredients: (i) a spectrally positive Le´vy process that we call
a scaffolding, and (ii) a family of independent squared Bessel (BESQ) excursions, called spindles,
one for each of the countably many jumps of the Le´vy process. For each jump of the scaffolding,
the corresponding excursion has a length given by the height of that jump. This allows us to
imagine the spindles decorating the jumps. See Figure 1.1, where we consider a scaffolding of
finite variation and the spindles are represented by the laterally symmetric spindle-like shapes
attached to the jumps.
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Figure 1.1. Left: The slanted black lines comprise the graph of the scaffolding
X. Shaded blobs decorating jumps describe the corresponding spindles: points
(tj , fj) of N . Right: Graph of one spindle. Bottom: A skewer, with blocks
shaded to correspond to spindles; not drawn to scale.
The diffusion process at time y is obtained as the output of a skewer map at level y, as in
Figure 1.1. Let us give an informal description of this map. As we move from left to right
along the horizontal dotted line in Figure 1.1, we encounter a sequence of spindles. Consider
the widths of these spindles when intersected by this line, arrange them sequentially on the
positive half-line, and slide them (as if on a skewer) towards the origin to remove gaps between
them. The collection of the intervals of these widths now produce an interval partition. As y
varies, we get a continuous process of interval partitions, which is our primary interest.
Let us formulate the above ideas in the language of point processes that will be used through-
out the rest of the paper. Recall that a continuous (positive) excursion is a continuous function
f : R→ [0,∞) with the property that, for some z > 0, we have f(x) > 0 if and only if x ∈ (0, z).
That is, the function escapes up from zero at time zero and is killed upon its first return. We
write ζ(f) = z; this is the lifetime of the excursion. Let E denote a suitable space containing
continuous excursions.
For n ∈ N, take 0 ≤ t1 < · · · < tn ≤ T and let f1, . . . , fn denote continuous excursions. We
represent this collection of pairs (tj , fj) in a counting measure N =
∑n
j=1 δ (tj , fj). Here, δ (t, f)
denotes a Dirac point mass at (t, f) ∈ [0,∞)× E . For some constant c0 > 0 we define
X(t) := −c0t+
∫
[0,t]×E
ζ(f)dN(u, f) = −c0t+
n∑
j=1
ζ(fj)1 {0 ≤ tj ≤ t} for t ∈ [0, T ]. (1.1)
When tjs arrive at rate 1 and fjs are i.i.d. ν, then X is a spectrally positive Le´vy process and
N is a Poisson random measure with intensity Leb⊗ ν, both stopped at T . Here, Leb denotes
Lebesgue measure.
Definition 1.2. For y ∈ R, t ∈ [0, T ], the aggregate mass in (N,X) at level y, up to time t is
MyN,X(t) :=
∫
[0,t]×E
f(y −X(s−))dN(s, f). (1.2)
The skewer of (N,X) at level y is
skewer(y,N,X) :=
{(
MyN,X(t−),MyN,X(t)
)
: t ∈ [0, T ], MyN,X(t−) < MyN,X(t)
}
. (1.3)
The skewer process associated with (N,X) is skewer(N,X) :=
(
skewer(y,N,X), y ≥ 0).
Figure 1.1 does not capture the level of complexity we require for our results. Specifically,
our spindles will be sampled from the σ-finite excursion measure of the squared Bessel process
of dimension −1, denoted by νBES. Therefore, the jump distribution of the scaffolding is not
a probability distribution. Since lengths of excursions arising from νBES are not summable, we
will replace the definition of X in (1.1) with a compensated limit. The resulting scaffolding will
be a spectrally positive Stable
(
3
2
)
Le´vy process.
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Theorem 1.3. Let X denote a spectrally positive Stable
(
3
2
)
process, stopped at a level 0 inverse
local time T . Then there exists a correspondingly stopped Poisson random measure N with
intensity Leb⊗ νBES such that skewer(N,X) is a path-continuous strong Markov process in a
suitable metric space (I, dI) of interval partitions.
The skewer process in the previous theorem is an example of what we call a type-1 evolution
with a particular initial distribution. To start a type-1 evolution from a given β ∈ I we define a
pair (Nβ,Xβ) as follows. For each interval V ∈ β let fV denote a BESQ(−1) process starting from
Leb(V ) and killed upon hitting 0. We denote its lifetime by ζ(fV ). Let XV be an independent
Stable
(
3
2
)
process starting from ζ(fV ), killed upon hitting 0. We form NV by decorating
jumps of XV with independent BESQ(−1) excursions, and we decorate the time 0 jump to ζ(fV )
with fV . We do this independently for each V ∈ β. The scaffolding Xβ is then formed by
concatenating the excursions XV in the order in which the V s arise in β. We similarly form
Nβ by concatenating the NV s. A continuous version of skewer(Nβ,Xβ) is a type-1 evolution
starting from β. This construction is made precise in Definition 3.21.
We will also define type-0 evolutions. Informally, the difference between the type-1 and
type-0 evolutions is the following. While type-1 evolutions arise from scaffolding processes
(X(t), t ∈ [0, T ]), for type-0 evolutions we consider scaffoldings that “come down from∞” from
time −∞. This is described in detail at the start of Section 5.2.
Theorem 1.4. Type-1 and type-0 evolutions exist as path-continuous Hunt processes in (I, dI).
Our processes are self-similar. Their explicit transition kernels are stated in Propositions 5.4
and 5.16. Among their many remarkable properties, the following are worth stating here.
Theorem 1.5. Consider a type-1 (respectively type-0) evolution (βy, y ≥ 0) with β0 ∈ I. The
total mass process (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0) is a BESQ(0) (respectively BESQ(1)) diffusion starting at ∥∥β0∥∥.
Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 together can be viewed as a Ray-Knight theorem for a discontinuous
Le´vy process. The local time of the stopped Le´vy process is not Markov in level [22], but our
marking of jumps and skewer map fill in the missing information about jumps to construct a
larger Markov process. Moreover, the local time of the Le´vy process can be measurably recovered
from the skewered process; see [30, Theorem 28] or Theorem 4.15 below. The appearance of
BESQ(0) total mass is an additional connection to the second Brownian Ray-Knight theorem
[60, Theorem XI.(2.3)], in which local time evolves as BESQ(0).
It is well-known (see [57, 67]) that the family of laws of BESQ processes of nonnegative dimen-
sions running on a common time axis satisfies an additivity property. This additivity property
does not extend to negative dimensions. Theorem 1.5 states that the sum of countably many
squared BESQ excursions of dimension −1 anchored at suitably random positions on the time
axis gives a BESQ (0) process. This can be interpreted as an extension of the additivity of BESQ
processes to negative dimensions.
To obtain stationary diffusions on partitions of the unit interval, we employ a procedure
that we call de-Poissonization. The resulting invariant distributions are members of a two-
parameter family of random partitions of the unit interval that we call the Poisson-Dirichlet
interval partitions, PDIP (α, θ). See Pitman and Winkel [56] or Proposition 2.4 below for more
details. Consider the total mass process (‖βy‖ , y ≥ 0) from Theorem 1.5 and the time-change
ρ(u) := inf
{
y ≥ 0 :
∫ y
0
‖βz‖−1 dz > u
}
, u ≥ 0. (1.4)
Theorem 1.6. Let (βy, y ≥ 0) denote a type-1 (respectively, type-0) evolution with initial state
β0 ∈ I \ {∅}. Let ‖βy‖−1  βy denote the interval partition obtained by dividing each block in
βy by the scalar ‖βy‖. Then the process
(βu, u ≥ 0) :=
(∥∥∥βρ(u)∥∥∥−1  βρ(u), u ≥ 0)
is a path-continuous Hunt process on (I1, dI), where I1 := {β ∈ I : ‖β‖ = 1}, with a stationary
distribution given by PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
(respectively, PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
).
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For this reason the type-1 and type-0 evolutions might alternatively be called
(
1
2 , 0
)
- and(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
-interval partition diffusions. In order to visualize PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
consider a Brownian motion
during time [0, 1], time-reverse the process, and consider the complement of the zero-set. This is
an interval partition of the unit interval that is distributed according to PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
[35, Example
4]. Notice that this interval partition contains a special leftmost block that corresponds to
the meander. A similar construction for the Brownian bridge (which is reversible) gives us
PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
; see [35, Example 3].
Petrov [53] introduced a two-parameter family of diffusions on the Kingman simplex,
∇∞ :=
{
x = (x1, x2, . . .) : x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0,
∞∑
i=1
xi = 1
}
, (1.5)
extending a one-parameter family due to Ethier and Kurtz [23]. For 0 ≤ α < 1 and θ > −α,
these processes are characterized by the following generator acting on symmetric polynomials:
B =
∑
i≥1
xi
∂2
∂x2i
−
∑
i,j≥1
xixj
∂2
∂xi∂xj
−
∑
i≥1
(θxi + α)
∂
∂xi
. (1.6)
We denote the laws of this two-parameter family by EKP(α, θ). Diffusions with these laws are
stationary and reversible with respect to the Poisson-Dirichlet distributions, which we denote
by PD(α, θ).
Theorem 1.7. Consider the de-Poissonized type-1 evolution
(
βu, u ≥ 0) of Theorem 1.6. Let
W (u) be the vector of decreasing order statistics of
(
Leb(U), U ∈ βu). Starting from any point
in ∇∞, the law of the stochastic process (W (u/2), u ≥ 0) is EKP
(
1
2 , 0
)
. The corresponding
statement for the type-0 evolutions gives us EKP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
.
In light of Theorem 1.7, the de-Poissonized evolutions of Theorem 1.6 may be viewed as
labeled variants of EKP
(
1
2 , 0
)
and EKP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
diffusions. See Feng and Sun [27] for a related
conjecture. Also see [15, 28]. In contrast to the analytic methods in these papers, our Poissonian
construction gives a pathwise realization of this diffusion.
Following [55, equations (82) and (83)], for α ∈ (0, 1), the α-diversity is
Dαx := lim
h↓0
Γ(1− α)hα#{i ≥ 1: xi > h} for x ∈ ∇∞. (1.7)
This may be understood as a continuum analogue to the number of blocks in a partition of n.
A constant multiple of this is sometimes called the local time of x [59, equation (24)]. These
quantities arise in a variety of contexts [54, 56]. Ruggiero et al. [64] have studied processes
related to EKP diffusions for which α-diversity evolves as a diffusion. The following result will
be shown to be a corollary of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7.
Corollary 1.8. For x ∈ ∇∞, if D1/2x exists, then under EKP
(
1
2 , 0
)
or EKP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
starting from
x, the diversity
(
D
1/2
W (u), u ≥ 0
)
evolves continuously a.s..
Since EKP diffusions are reversible, the evolving sequences of ranked block masses in our
de-Poissonized evolutions are reversible as well. We make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. The de-Poissonized type-0 evolution of Theorem 1.6 is reversible with respect
to PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
.
In [49], Wright-Fisher diffusions are obtained as a de-Poissonization of a vector of independent
BESQ processes via the same time-change as in (1.4). In that paper, the sum of the BESQ processes
turns out to be independent of the de-Poissonized process. See also [51]. A similar result was
previously found in a construction of Jacobi diffusions in [69].
Conjecture 2. Consider a type-1 or type-0 evolution (βy, y ≥ 0) starting from β ∈ I. Its total
mass process, as in Theorem 1.5, is independent of its de-Poissonization, as in Theorem 1.6.
See Theorem 6.9 for a weaker result.
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Figure 1.2. The forest of splitting trees corresponding to the JCCP of Figure 1.1.
1.1. An ordered Chinese restaurant process with reseating. We now describe a Markov
chain on ordered partitions of [n], for n ∈ N, which can be thought of as a discrete approximation
of our diffusion on interval partitions. A rigorous convergence theorem, however, is beyond the
scope of the current paper.
The two-parameter Chinese Restaurant Process (denoted by CRP(α, θ)) is a well-known se-
quential construction for a family of exchangeable random partitions of the natural numbers,
due to Dubins and Pitman. See the survey in [54, Section 3.2]. As usual, we represent the
blocks of the partition as tables and the natural numbers within the blocks as customers.
Start with customer 1 sitting at some table. Subsequent customers follow the CRP(α, θ)
seating rule, defined when the parameters (α, θ) satisfy 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, θ ≥ 0. If a table has m
customers then the next customer to enter joins that table with probability proportional to
m − α, or sits alone with probability proportional to kα + θ, where k is the number of tables
currently occupied. The CRP(α, θ) with reseating is a Markov chain on partitions of [n]. We
start with n numbered customers already seated. At each step, a uniform random customer
stands up and selects a new seat according to the CRP(α, θ) seating rule.
Petrov [53] showed that the process of ranked table sizes in this Markov chain converges in
a scaling limit, as n tends to infinity, to the EKP(α, θ) diffusion of Theorem 1.7. There has
been considerable recent interest in these and related models [15, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 62, 63, 64].
However, births and deaths of “tables” are invisible in Petrov’s diffusion limit.
We rectify this by ordering tables from left to right in a special way, following [56]. We also
turn the CRP into a continuous-time Markov chain on vectors of occupied table sizes. If a table
has m customers then a new customer joins that table after an exponential time with rate m−α.
For each occupied table, a new customer enters and begins a new table immediately to its right
after an exponential time with rate α. Also, a new customer enters to begin a new table to the
left of the leftmost table with rate θ. This corresponds to the usual CRP(α, θ) because, starting
from a time when there are k tables seating n customers, the total rate at which a customer
enters and starts a new table is kα + θ. This process gives rise to a regenerative composition
structure [35] and is related to a two-parameter family of continuum random trees [56].
The ordered Poissonized down-up CRP(α, θ) is defined by modifying this continuous-time
Markov chain by having each customer exit after an independent exponential time with rate 1.
Consequently the population at each table is a birth-and-death chain with birth rate m−α and
death rate m, where m is the number of customers currently seated at that table.
The two diffusions described by the main theorems above are continuum analogues of this
process, with (α, θ) =
(
1
2 , 0
)
for type-1 evolutions or
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
for type-0 evolutions. These two
cases are of special interest, as PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
and PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
arise as the interval partitions formed
by excursions of Brownian motion and Brownian bridge, respectively. This construction can be
generalized to all α ∈ (0, 1), θ ≥ 0. The authors will take this up in subsequent work.
We relate the ordered Poissonized down-up CRP to scaffoldings with spindles, as in Figure
1.1, by introducing the following tree structure. Whenever a new table is begun immediately
to the right of an existing table, we say the older table is the parent of the new one. Then the
number of tables evolves like a Crump-Mode-Jagers (CMJ) branching process. See [42, Chapter
6] for a discussion of this family of processes and related references; also see [48].
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Figure 1.3. From left to right, one Aldous down-up move.
CMJ branching processes are often associated with chronological trees or splitting trees [32, 33,
44]. In a chronological tree, edges have lengths representing time. Branch points represent birth
events, leaves represent deaths, and each individual is represented by a certain path directed
away from the root, with the sum of edge lengths along the path describing the lifetime of
the individual. Consider Figure 1.2, which represents a family tree. The vertical line labeled
1 represents an individual with three children, labeled {2, 5, 6}. Individual 2 gives rise to two
more children {3, 4}. The chronological tree is drawn on the right.
Note that at each branch point, the path describing the parent continues up in a straight line,
while the path describing the child branches off to the right. We may represent a splitting tree
by a jumping chronological contour process (JCCP). Imagine a jumping flea traveling around
the tree as follows. It begins at the root and jumps up the left-hand side to the leftmost leaf.
It walks continuously down at constant speed until it reaches a branch point. Then, it jumps
up to the left-most leaf in the resulting branch, and so on. The JCCP is the distance from the
root to the flea as it varies over time. Note that the lifespans of individuals correspond to the
jumps of the JCCP. If each individual has an i.i.d. lifetime and has children at a constant rate
then the JCCP is a Le´vy process [44].
There is an equivalent representation of the ordered Poissonized down-up CRP as a JCCP
(scaffolding) whose jumps are marked with the evolving number of customers seated at an
existing table (discrete spindles). Each table population (spindle) is an excursion of a birth-
and-death chain, starting with one individual and dying when it hits zero, independent of every
other table. Now suppose the parameters are chosen such that this excursion law has a scaling
limit under which it converges vaguely to a σ-finite measure on E . Also assume that the JCCP
itself converges, under a similar scaling (and perhaps, compensation), to another spectrally
positive Le´vy process. Then we recover the continuous spindles-on-scaffolding picture described
around Definition 1.2. It is obvious that the natural skewer map on the discrete JCCP recovers
the vector of sizes of tables in the ordered Poissonized down-up CRP. This inspires a similar
definition in continuum.
Notice that, when the scaffolding is of infinite variation (as in our case), the phylogenetic
situation is more complex, as ancestors do not have immediate children. Rather, between each
ancestor and descendant there are infinitely many intervening generations, most of them ex-
tremely short-lived. Recently, the convergence and description of similar phylogenetic structures
have been studied in [18, 19] and [45], including specific discussion of the Stable
(
3
2
)
case.
1.2. Bigger picture: Aldous diffusion on continuum trees. The Aldous chain [5, 66] is
a Markov chain on the space of (rooted, for our purposes) binary trees with n labeled leaves.
Each transition of the chain, called a down-up move, has two stages. First, a uniform random
leaf is deleted, and the resulting degree-two branch point is contracted away. Next, a uniform
random edge is selected, we insert a new branch point into the middle of that edge, and we
extend a new leaf-edge out from that branch point. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3 where n = 6
and the leaf labeled 3 is deleted and re-inserted. The stationary distribution of this chain is the
uniform distribution on rooted binary trees with n labeled leaves.
We are interested in the scaling limit of this stochastic process on the space of trees without
leaf labels as n tends to infinity, where each edge is endowed with length 1/
√
n. It is a long-
standing conjecture due to Aldous [3] that the limit is a diffusion on some space of real trees,
with invariant distribution given by the Brownian continuum random tree [2].
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The current article is the first of a sequence of projects whose goal is to construct and study
this conjectured limit, superseding the unpublished preprint [50]. We mention this connection
only briefly since it will be taken up elsewhere in more detail. First we Poissonize the Al-
dous chain. Attach independent exponential clocks of rate one to each edge and independent
exponential clocks of rate two to each leaf. If a leaf clock rings, we perform deletion of the
leaf, and if an edge clock rings we perform an insertion at that edge. The idea is that although
Poissonization changes the Markov chain, the limiting diffusion of the Poissonized chains should
merely differ by a rescaling of time and space from the conjectured limit of the Aldous chain.
Hence, a de-Poissonization (as in Theorem 1.6) of the limit will produce the desired process.
For a justification of this choice of rates and discussion of de-Poissonization see [51].
Now, suppose we mark a uniform random pair of distinct leaves and decompose the tree
into: (i) the path, called the spine, from the root up to the branch point that separates the
two marked leaves, (ii) the sequence of subtrees growing out from the spine, and (iii) the two
subtrees above the branch point that respectively contain the two marked leaves. The sequence
of leaf-counts in these subtrees, excluding the spine itself, which contains no leaves, will evolve
as an ordered CRP
(
1
2 ,−12
)
. Although these parameters lie outside the usual domain of the CRP,
this can nevertheless be made rigorous. Much of the technical groundwork in order to do this
is covered in this article. Our approach towards constructing the Aldous diffusion is then to
generalize the two-leaf argument to k leaves, prove consistency, and pass to the limit.
This inspires the names of our diffusions. The ordered CRP
(
1
2 ,−12
)
will have as its continuum
analogue a type-2 evolution, with two leftmost blocks at any fixed time corresponding to the
two top subtrees, whereas the type-1 has a single leftmost block and the type-0 has none.
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2. The state space I: interval partitions with diversity
2.1. Diversity and operations on interval partitions.
Definition 2.1. Let IH denote the set of all interval partitions in the sense of Definition 1.1.
We say that an interval partition β ∈ IH of a finite interval [0,M ] has the 12 -diversity property,
or that β is an interval partition with diversity, if the following limit exists for every t ∈ [0,M ]:
Dβ(t) :=
√
pi lim
h↓0
√
h#{(a, b) ∈ β : |b− a| > h, b ≤ t}. (2.1)
We denote by I ⊂ IH the set of interval partitions β that possess the 12 -diversity property. We
call Dβ(t) the diversity of the interval partition up to t ∈ [0,M ]. For U ∈ β, t ∈ U , we write
Dβ(U) = Dβ(t), and we write Dβ(∞) := Dβ(M) to denote the total (12 -)diversity of β.
Note that Dβ(U) is well-defined, since Dβ is constant on each interval U ∈ β, as the intervals
are disjoint. For β a partition of the unit interval and x = (x1, x2, . . .) the order statistics of its
block masses, the total 12 -diversity Dβ(∞) defined above agrees with D
1/2
x , as in (1.7).
Proposition 2.2. Let Y = (Y (s), s ≥ 0) denote a Stable(12) subordinator with Laplace expo-
nent Φ(λ) = λ1/2. Then, for any T > 0,
β := {(Y (s−), Y (s)) : s ∈ [0, T ), Y (s−) < Y (s)}. (2.2)
is an interval partition with diversity Dβ(∞) = T a.s.. We call β a Stable
(
1
2
)
interval partition.
Proof. This follows from the Strong Law of Large Numbers for the Poisson process of jumps
and the monotonicity of Dβ(t) in t. 
There are various natural operations for interval partitions:
Definition 2.3. We define a reversal involution RIP : IH → IH and a scaling map IP : (0,∞)×
IH → IH by saying, for c > 0 and β ∈ IH ,
RIP(β) = {(‖β‖ − b, ‖β‖ − a) , (a, b) ∈ β} , cIP β = {(ca, cb) : (a, b) ∈ β}. (2.3)
Let (βa)a∈A denote a family of interval partitions indexed by a totally ordered set (A,). For
the purpose of this definition, let Sβ(a−) :=
∑
b≺a ‖βb‖ for a ∈ A. If Sβ(a−) < ∞ for every
a ∈ A, then we define the concatenation
?
a∈A
βa := {(x+ Sβ(a−), y + Sβ(a−) : a ∈ A, (x, y) ∈ βa}. (2.4)
When A = {a1, a2}, we denote this by βa1 ?βa2 . We call (βa)a∈A summable if
∑
a∈A ‖βa‖ <∞.
It is then strongly summable if the concatenated partition satisfies the diversity property (2.1).
Before specifying our chosen metric on I, we present a few more examples of random interval
partitions with the diversity property, selected from the literature.
Proposition 2.4. (i) Consider the zero-set Z = {t ∈ [0, 1] : Bbrt = 0} of standard Brownian
bridge Bbr. Then [0, 1) \ Z is a union of disjoint open intervals that form an interval
partition γ with diversity a.s.. The ranked interval lengths have PD
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
distribution. We
call γ a Poisson-Dirichlet interval partition PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
.
(ii) For Brownian motion B, the interval partition γ′ of [0, 1] associated with its zero-set has
diversity a.s.. The ranked interval lengths have PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
distribution. We call the reversed
interval partition RIP(γ′) a PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
.
(iii) Let Y be a Stable
(
1
2
)
subordinator. Let S be independent of Y with Exponential(λ) dis-
tribution and T := inf{s > 0: Y (s) > S}. Then Y (T−) and S − Y (T−) are independent
Gamma
(
1
2 , λ
)
variables. For β as in (2.2) and β′ = {(0, S − Y (T−))} ? β,
RIP(β) d= β := ‖β‖−1 IP β ∼ PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
and β
′
:=
∥∥β′∥∥−1 IP β′ ∼ PDIP (12 , 0) .
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Proof. By Proposition 2.2 and the definition of the scaling map IP, both β and β are interval
partitions with diversity. This easily entails the same for β′ and β′. Recall that the inverse local
time of B is a Stable
(
1
2
)
subordinator. Hence, the remainder is well-known; see for example
[52, Lemma 3.7], which states that the last zero G of B is a Beta
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
variable independent
of a Brownian bridge (B(uG)/
√
G, 0 ≤ u ≤ 1). Finally, the PD(12 , 12) and PD(12 , 0) distributions
can be read from [54, Corollary 4.9]. 
2.2. The metric spaces (I, dI) and (IH , dH).
Definition 2.5. We adopt the standard discrete mathematics notation [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}.
For β, γ ∈ I, a correspondence from β to γ is a finite sequence of ordered pairs of intervals
(U1, V1), . . . , (Un, Vn) ∈ β × γ, n ≥ 0, where the sequences (Uj)j∈[n] and (Vj)j∈[n] are each
strictly increasing in the left-to-right ordering of the interval partitions.
The distortion of a correspondence (Uj , Vj)j∈[n] from β to γ, denoted by dis(β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]),
is defined to be the maximum of the following four quantities:
(i) supj∈[n] |Dβ(Uj)−Dγ(Vj)|,
(ii) |Dβ(∞)−Dγ(∞)|,
(iii)
∑
j∈[n] |Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+ ‖β‖ −
∑
j∈[n] Leb(Uj),
(iv)
∑
j∈[n] |Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+ ‖γ‖ −
∑
j∈[n] Leb(Vj).
Note that the second of these quantities depends only on the partitions β and γ and not on the
correspondence.
For β, γ ∈ I we define
dI(β, γ) := inf
n≥0, (Uj ,Vj)j∈[n]
dis
(
β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]
)
, (2.5)
where the infimum is over all correspondences from β to γ.
Proposition 2.6. The map dI : I2 → [0,∞) is a metric on I.
Proof. Symmetry is built into the definition, and we leave positive-definiteness as an exercise
for the reader. We will prove that dI satisfies the triangle inequality.
Suppose that dI(α, β) = a and dI(β, γ) = b. Then
|Dα(∞)−Dγ(∞)| ≤ |Dα(∞)−Dβ(∞)|+ |Dβ(∞)−Dγ(∞)| ≤ a+ b. (2.6)
Now take  > 0. It suffices to show that dI(α, γ) ≤ a+ b+ 2.
There exist correspondences (Uj , Vj)j∈[m] and (Wj , Xj)j∈[n], from α to β and from β to γ
respectively, with distortions less than a +  and b +  respectively. We will split these two
sequences into two parts each. Let (Vˆj)j∈[k] = (Wˆj)j∈[k] denote the subsequence of intervals
that appear in both (Vj)j∈[m] and (Wj)j∈[n]; note that k may equal zero, i.e. the overlap may
be empty. For each j ∈ [k], let Uˆj and Xˆj denote the intervals in α and γ respectively that are
paired with Vˆj = Wˆj in the two correspondences. Then, let (Uˆj , Vˆj)j∈[m]\[k] denote the remaining
terms in the first correspondence not accounted for in the intersection, and let (Wˆj , Xˆj)j∈[n]\[k]
denote the remaining terms in the second correspondence. So overall, the sequences (Uˆj , Vˆj)j∈[m]
and (Vˆj , Wˆj)j∈[n] are reorderings of the two correspondences.
We will show that the correspondence (Uˆj , Xˆj)j∈[k] has distortion less than a+ b+ 2. There
are four quantities, listed in Definition 2.5, that we must bound. Quantity (ii) has already been
bounded in (2.6). To bound (i), observe that
sup
j∈[k]
|(Dα(Uˆj)−Dγ(Xˆj)| ≤ sup
j∈[k]
(
|Dα(Uˆj)−Dβ(Vˆj)|+ |Dβ(Wˆj)−Dγ(Xˆj)|
)
< a+ b+ 2.
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We now go about bounding (iii), which is more involved. By the triangle inequality,∑
j∈[k]
|Leb(Uˆj)− Leb(Xˆj)|+ ‖α‖ −
∑
j∈[k]
Leb(Uˆj)
≤
∑
j∈[m]
|Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+
∑
j∈[n]
|Leb(Wj)− Leb(Xj)|
−
∑
j∈[m]\[k]
|Leb(Uˆj)− Leb(Vˆj)|+
‖α‖ − ∑
j∈[m]
Leb(Uˆj)
+ ∑
j∈[m]\[k]
Leb(Uˆj).
Since the (Vˆj)j∈[m]\[k] are members of β not listed in (Wj)j∈[n],
m∑
j=k+1
Leb(Uˆj)−
m∑
j=k+1
|Leb(Uˆj)− Leb(Vˆj)| ≤
m∑
j=k+1
Leb(Vˆj) ≤ ‖β‖ −
n∑
j=1
Leb(Wj),
again by the triangle inequality. Thus,∑
j∈[k]
|Leb(Uˆj)− Leb(Xˆj)|+ ‖α‖ −
∑
j∈[k]
Leb(Uˆj)
≤
∑
j∈[m]
|Leb(Uj)−Leb(Vj)|+‖α‖−
∑
j∈[m]
Leb(Uj)+
∑
j∈[n]
|Leb(Wj)−Leb(Xj)|+‖β‖−
∑
j∈[n]
Leb(Wj)
≤ a+ + b+ .
This is the desired bound on quantity (iii) in Definition 2.5. The same argument bounds (iv):∑
j∈[k]
|Leb(Uˆj)− Leb(Xˆj)|+ ‖γ‖ −
∑
j∈[k]
Leb(Xˆj) ≤ a+ b+ 2.
Therefore dI(α, γ) ≤ a+ b+ 2, as desired. 
Theorem 2.7. (I, dI) is Lusin, i.e. homeomorphic to a Borel subset of a compact metric space.
We give a detailed account of the topological properties of (I, dI) in Appendix A, including
the proof of this proposition. It follows from Theorem 2.7 that (I, dI) is a Borel space, i.e.
bi-measurably in bijective correspondence with a Borel subset of [0, 1]. In this setting, regular
conditional distributions exist; see Kallenberg [43, Theorem A1.2, Theorem 6.3].
The reader may wonder: Why take the metric space (I, dI)? Why restrict to interval par-
titions with diversity? As noted in the introduction, we will define two diffusions on (I, dI).
The transition kernels are such that, if we start one of these processes from any state in IH ,
then the evolving interval partition will immediately enter the subspace I. Furthermore, the
evolution of diversities will also be continuous after entering I. If we start in I, continuity
also holds at time 0. Ruggiero et al. [64] have studied a related family of diffusions on the
Kingman simplex, driven by continuously evolving diversity. For us, diversities will play an
important role in setting up the Aldous diffusion as an evolution of the Brownian CRT, where
diversities correspond to lengths in the tree. In this context, the particular metric dI relates to
Gromov-Hausdorff and Gromov-Hausdorff-Prohorov metrics on spaces of (weighted) real trees.
We have elected to represent interval partitions as sets of disjoint open intervals, but they
may be alternatively represented as the complements of the unions of these sets. We will write
G(α) :=
[
0, ‖α‖ ] \⋃
U∈α U for α ∈ IH .
Such sets G(α) are closed and bounded, with Lebesgue measure zero. Note that G is injective.
Definition 2.8. For α, β ∈ IH , we define
dH(α, β) := inf
{
r > 0: G(α) ⊆
⋃
x∈G(β)
(x− r, x+ r), G(β) ⊆
⋃
x∈G(α)
(x− r, x+ r)
}
. (2.7)
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We call dH the Hausdorff metric on IH . Recalling Definition 2.5 of correspondences and dis-
tortion, we define the Hausdorff distortion of a correspondence between β, γ ∈ IH to be the
maximum of quantities (iii) and (iv) in that definition. We denote this by disH . Then we define
d′H(β, γ) := inf
n≥0, (Uj ,Vj)j∈[n]
disH
(
β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]
)
. (2.8)
Note that dH is a metric, as it is the pullback via G of the Hausdorff metric on compact
subsets of R. It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.6 that d′H is a metric as well.
Proposition 2.9. (IH , dH) is Lusin. Furthermore, IH is not closed, but a Borel subset of the
locally compact space (C, dH) of (collections of disjoint open intervals that form the complements
of) compact subsets of [0,∞).
Proof. By [12, Theorem 7.3.8], the subspace of compact subsets of [0,M ] is compact, hence
(C, dH) is locally compact. IH is not closed since {(j − 1)2−n, j2−n), j ∈ [2n]} ∪ {(1, 2)}, n ≥ 1,
is a sequence in (IH , dH), even in (I, dH), but with limit {(1, 2)} in C \ IH . The proof that
IH ⊂ C is a Borel subset is left to the reader. 
Proposition 2.10 (dH is equivalent to d
′
H and weaker than dI). (i) For every  > 0 there
exist some β, γ ∈ I for which dH(β, γ) <  and dI(β, γ) > 1/.
(ii) For β, γ ∈ I, we have d′H(β, γ) ≤ dI(β, γ).
(iii) The metrics dH and d
′
H generate the same topology on IH .
(iv) Each of dI , dH , and d′H generates the same Borel σ-algebra on I.
We prove (i)-(iii) at the beginning of Appendix A and (iv) at the end. The following two
lemmas may be deduced easily from the definitions of dI , dH , and d′H .
Lemma 2.11. (i) Any totally ordered collection of interval partitions in I (respectively IH)
in which only finitely many are non-empty is strongly summable (respectively summable).
(ii) If (βa)a∈A ∈ IA and (γa)a∈A ∈ IA are strongly summable then
dI
(
?
a∈A
βa, ?
a∈A
γa
)
≤
∑
a∈A
dI(βa, γa). (2.9)
The same holds for dH and d
′
H when (βa)a∈A, (γa)a∈A ∈ IAH are summable.
Lemma 2.12. For c > 0, the scaling functions β 7→ c IP β are bijections on I and on IH ;
specifically, partitions in the image of I possess the diversity property with
DcIPβ(ct) =
√
cDβ(t) for β ∈ I, t > 0, c > 0. (2.10)
Moreover, for β, γ ∈ I,
d′H(β, cIP β) = |c− 1| ‖β‖ , d′H(cIP β, cIP γ) = cd′H(β, γ), (2.11)
dI(β, cIP β) ≤ max
{∣∣√c− 1∣∣Dβ(∞), |c− 1| ‖β‖} , (2.12)
and min{c,√c}dI(β, γ) ≤ dI(cIP β, cIP γ) ≤ max{c,
√
c}dI(β, γ). (2.13)
3. Ingredients for the Poissonian construction
The Poissonian construction will be based on several σ-finite measures and their disintegra-
tions along certain one-dimensional statistics or more general measurable functions. We set up
a common framework for disintegrations before turning to the ingredients for the construction.
Definition 3.1 (Pushforward and disintegration). Let (S,Σ(S), µ) be a σ-finite measure space
and φ : S → T a measurable function into a measurable space (T ,Σ(T )). We use notation
µ(φ ∈ B) := φ∗µ(B) := µ(φ−1(B)), B ∈ Σ(T ), for the pushforward of µ under φ. A φ-
disintegration of µ is a map y 7→ µy from T to probability measures on (S,Σ(S)) with the
following properties.
(i) For each A ∈ Σ(S) fixed, the map y 7→ µy(A) is Σ(T )-measurable.
(ii) For each y ∈ T , we have µy{x ∈ S : φ(x) 6= y} = 0.
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(iii) Writing ν = φ∗µ, we have
µ(A) =
∫
µy(A)dν(y) for every A ∈ Σ(S). (3.1)
This is narrower in several respects than the most general definition of a disintegration. In
general, disintegrations are not required to give probability kernels. For an excellent, broader
treatment, see [13].
In the setting of excursion theory, it is a standard technique to view a σ-finite excursion
measure as a product between a σ-finite measure on (0,∞) and a probability distribution on the
space of normalized excursions. This is possible when the excursion measure has an invariance
property relative to some scaling map. This product decomposition is equivalent to a unique
disintegration: to each a > 0 we associate a probability distribution on excursions of length a,
by scaling the random normalized excursion by a factor of a. See [14] for work related to this
method in the setting of stable Le´vy processes. Williams’ decomposition of Brownian excursion
fits into this framework, with excursions normalized by amplitude rather than length; see [43,
Theorem 22.15] or [60, Theorems XII.4.2 and XII.4.5].
Here is a more general statement of this principle that scaling maps give rise to unique
disintegrations. We leave its proof to the reader.
Lemma 3.2 (Scaling and disintegration). Let (S,Σ(S), µ) be a σ-finite measure space and
θ : S → (0,∞) a measurable function. Suppose  : (0,∞)×S → S is a measurable scaling map
in the sense that there exists some p > 0 such that, for every b, c > 0, x ∈ S, and A ∈ Σ(S),
b (c x) = bc x, 1 x = x, and µ(c A) = c−pµ(A). (3.2)
Suppose further that there exists some q > 0 such that for every c > 0 and x ∈ S,
θ(c x) = cqθ(x) and µ{x ∈ S : θ(x) > 1} <∞. (3.3)
Then there exists a θ-disintegration of µ, which we denote by a 7→ µa, unique with the property
that for every a > 0, if X has law µa then a
−1/q X has law µ1. Moreover, for each b > 0, the
measure µ1 equals the pushforward of µ( · | θ(x) > b) under the map x 7→ θ(x)−1/q  x.
In the context of Lemma 3.2 we write µ( · | θ = a) to denote the measure called µa in the
statement of the lemma. We denote the resulting θ-disintegration by µ( · | θ). The role of the
scaling map is suppressed in this notation, but this will not pose a problem as we will not
associate multiple scaling maps with any single measure space.
3.1. Spindles: BESQ(−1) excursions for use as block size evolutions. Let (D, dD) denote
the Skorohod space of real-valued ca`dla`g functions. Recall that its Borel σ-algebra Σ(D) is
generated by the evaluation maps g 7→ g(t), t ∈ R; see [10, Theorem 14.5]. Let E be the subset
of non-negative real-valued excursions that are continuous, possibly excepting ca`dla`g jumps at
their times of birth (time 0 as elements of E) and death:
E :=
{
f : R→ [0,∞)
∣∣∣∣∣ ∃ z ∈ (0,∞) s.t. f |(−∞,0)∪[z,∞) = 0,f |(0,z) > 0, and f |[0,z) is continuous
}
. (3.4)
Let Σ(E) denote the Borel σ-algebra on E generated by dD. We define the lifetime and amplitude
ζ,A : E → (0,∞) via
ζ(f) = sup{s ≥ 0: f(s) > 0}, and A(f) = sup{f(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ ζ(f)}. (3.5)
Squared Bessel processes (BESQ) are a one-parameter family of diffusions. They contain the
Feller diffusion, which is a continuous-state branching process, when the dimension parameter
δ ∈ R is δ = 0, with immigration when δ > 0. The squared norm of a δ-dimensional Brownian
motion is a BESQ(δ) starting from 0, when δ ∈ N. The case δ = −1 can be interpreted as
emigration at unit rate. In this case (as when δ = 0), the boundary point 0 is not an entrance
boundary, while exit at 0 (we then force absorption) happens almost surely. See [57, 37, 51].
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Lemma 3.3 (Equation (13) in [37]). Let Z = (Zs, s ≥ 0) be a BESQ(−1) process start-
ing from z > 0. Then the absorption time ζ(Z) = inf{s ≥ 0: Zs = 0} has distribution
InverseGamma(3/2, z/2), i.e. z/2ζ(Z) has density (Γ(3/2))−1x1/2e−x, x ∈ (0,∞).
Pitman and Yor [57] constructed excursion measures Λ for diffusions even when there is
no reflecting extension (to replace absorption at 0) that has Λ as its Itoˆ excursion measure.
They gave several descriptions, the first of which yields the following for the special case of
BESQ(−1). For the purpose of the following, we define first passage times Ha : E → [0,∞] via
Ha(f) = inf{s ≥ 0: f(s) = a}, a > 0.
Lemma 3.4 (Section 3 of [57]). There is a measure Λ on E such that Λ{f ∈ E : f(0) 6= 0} = 0,
Λ{Ha <∞} = a−3/2, a > 0, and under Λ( · |Ha <∞), the restricted canonical process f |[0,Ha]
is a BESQ(5) process starting from 0 and stopped at the first passage time of a, independent of
f(Ha + · ), which is a BESQ(−1) process starting from a.
Proposition 3.5. We define a metric dAD on E via dAD(f, g) := dD(f, g) +
∣∣A(f)−1 − A(g)−1∣∣,
where dD is the Skorokhod metric and A the amplitude. This metric is topologically equivalent
to dD on E. Moreover, (E , dAD) is separable and complete and Λ is boundedly finite under this
metric, i.e. Λ(B) <∞ for all measurable B ⊂ E that are bounded in (E , dAD).
Proof. Note that E ∪{0} is complete under dD and 1/A is continuous under dD on E . It is easily
confirmed that a dD-Cauchy sequence in E with non-zero limit converges to the same limit in
dAD, and a sequence converging to 0 under dD cannot be Cauchy under d
A
D. This proves the
completeness of dAD and its topological equivalence to dD. Separability follows from topological
equivalence. The reader may confirm that Λ is boundedly finite under dAD. 
We will consider a constant multiple of Λ as an intensity of a Poisson random measure on
[0,∞) × E , using the framework of [16, 17] as our reference. In the setting of scaffoldings and
spindles discussed in the introduction, changing the intensity by a constant corresponds to time-
changing the scaffolding, which will not impact the skewer map of Definition 1.2 or our interval
partition diffusions. It will help with calculations to make the following choice.
Definition 3.6. We define our BESQ(−1) excursion measure as νBES = (3/2
√
pi)Λ, where Λ is
the Pitman-Yor excursion measure of Lemma 3.4. We call continuous elements of E such as
νBES-a.e. f ∈ E spindles and elements with a discontinuity at birth or death broken spindles.
While every spindle f ∈ E has an intrinsic lifetime ζ(f) ∈ [0,∞), the scaffolding of Section
3.2 will shift spindles to non-zero birth times that are not intrinsic to each spindle.
Lemma 3.7. νBES{f ∈ E : A ≥ m} = 3
2
√
pi
m−3/2 and νBES{f ∈ E : ζ(f) ≥ y} = 1
pi
√
2
y−3/2.
Proof. The first formula follows straight from Lemma 3.4. We can calculate the second one
using [57, Description (3.2)] to express Λ{ζ > s} in terms of a BESQ(5) process Z starting from
0, whose probability density function at time s is given in [37, Equation (50)]:
Λ(ζ > s) = E[Z−3/2s ] =
∫ ∞
0
y−3/2(2s)−5/2Γ(5/2)−1y3/2e−y/2sdy =
√
2
3
√
pi
s−3/2.

Definition 3.8. We define a reversal involution RBES : E → E and a scaling map BES : (0,∞)×
E → E by saying, for c > 0 and f ∈ E ,
RBES(f) :=
(
f
(
(ζ(f)− y)− ), y ∈ R) and cBES f := (cf (y/c) , y ∈ R) . (3.6)
Lemma 3.9. For A ∈ Σ(E) and c > 0,
νBES(RBES(A)) = νBES(A) and νBES(cBES A) = c−3/2νBES(A). (3.7)
Proof. The time reversibility can be read from [57, (3.3)]. The scaling relation follows from
Lemma 3.4 and the scaling properties of BESQ(−1) and BESQ(5) as noted e.g. in [37, A.3]. 
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Note that, by Definition 3.8 and (3.7), the scaling and lifetime maps BES and ζ satisfy the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, with p = 3/2 and q = 1. Thus, the conclusions of that lemma apply
to these two maps.
Corollary 3.10. There exists a ζ-disintegration of νBES, denoted by νBES( · | ζ), that is unique
with the following property. For every a, b > 0, if f is random with law νBES( · | ζ = a) then
(b/a)BES f has law νBES( · | ζ = b).
Finally, we will require better smoothness than just continuity for BESQ(−1) excursions.
Definition 3.11. (i) A function f : S → T between metric spaces (S, dS) and (T , dT ) is
Ho¨lder continuous with parameter θ if, for some C ∈ (0,∞),
sup
r,s∈S
dT (f(r), f(s))
dS(r, s)θ
≤ C. (3.8)
For brevity, we will say that f is Ho¨lder-θ with Ho¨lder constant C.
(ii) A family of functions (fa)a∈A is uniformly Ho¨lder-θ if, for some C ∈ (0,∞),
sup
a∈A
sup
r,s∈S
dT (fa(r), fa(s))
dS(r, s)θ
≤ C. (3.9)
(iii) A bivariate function f : S×T → U into a third metric space (U , dU ) is said to be uniformly
Ho¨lder-θ in its first coordinate if the family of functions (f(·, t))t∈T is uniformly Ho¨lder-θ,
and correspondingly for the second coordinate.
Lemma 3.12 (e.g. Corollary 3 of [30]). For every θ ∈ (0, 12), νBES-a.e. excursion is Ho¨lder-θ.
In Lemma 4.25, we exhibit subfamilies of the BESQ(−1) excursions of a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) that
are uniformly Ho¨lder-θ. Here, PRM(µ) is short for Poisson random measure with intensity µ.
3.2. Scaffolding: Stable
(
3
2
)
processes to describe births and deaths of blocks. Let N
denote a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) on [0,∞)× E . The key idea of the pair (N,X) and the skewer map
of Definition 1.2 is to associate with each atom (t, f) of N a spindle birth time X(t−) and to
extract f(y − X(t−)) as its mass at level y ∈ R. Furthermore, the scaffolding X is such that
∆X(t) := X(t) − X(t−) = ζ(f). By Lemma 3.7 and standard mapping of Poisson random
measures,
∫
δ(s, ζ(f))dN(s, f) is a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES(ζ ∈ · )), where∫
(z,∞]
x νBES(ζ ∈ dx) =
∫
E
1{ζ(f) > z}ζ(f)dνBES(f) = 3
pi
√
2
z−1/2 −→∞ as z ↓ 0.
Thus, if we take the lifetimes of the spindles f that occur as points in N to be the heights of jumps
for a ca`dla`g path, in the manner of (1.1), then these jumps are almost surely not summable. To
define a path X associated with N in this manner, we require a limit with compensation. We
give a general definition that will also apply to random measures constructed in various ways
from independent copies of N. Our reference for measures on Polish metric spaces is [16, 17].
Definition 3.13. For a complete, separable metric space (S, dS), denote by N (S) the set of
counting measures N on S that are boundedly finite: N(B) < ∞ for all bounded Borel sets
B ⊂ S. We equip N (S) with the σ-algebra Σ(N (S)) generated by evaluation maps N 7→ N(B).
Recall (E , dAD) from Proposition 3.5. We metrize [0,∞) × E via the sum of the Euclidean
metric in the first coordinate and dAD in the second. For N ∈ N
(
[0,∞)× E), let
len(N) := inf
{
t > 0: N
(
[t,∞)× E) = 0} ∈ [0,∞]. (3.10)
When the following limit exists for t ∈ [0, len(N)] ∩ [0,∞), we further define
ξN (t) := lim
z↓0
(∫
[0,t]×{g∈E : ζ(g)>z}
ζ(f)dN(s, f)− 3tz
−1/2
pi
√
2
)
. (3.11)
When typographically convenient, we will also write ξ(N) :=
(
ξN (t), t ∈ [0, len(N)] ∩ [0,∞)
)
.
Note that the limit in (3.11) does not exist for every N and t.
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Proposition 3.14. For N a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) on [0,∞)×E, the convergence in (3.11) holds a.s.
uniformly in t on any bounded interval. Moreover, the scaffolding ξ(N) is a spectrally positive
stable Le´vy process of index 3/2, with Le´vy measure and Laplace exponent given by
νBES(ζ ∈ dx) = 3
2pi
√
2
x−5/2dx and ψ(λ) =
√
2
pi
λ3/2. (3.12)
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 and elementary Poisson random measure arguments, the pre-limiting
quantity is a compensated compound Poisson process. By the Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition of Le´vy
processes, e.g. in [65, Theorem 19.2], the remaining conclusions follow. Specifically, we obtain
ψ(λ) =
∫ ∞
0
(e−λx − 1 + λx)νBES(ζ ∈ dx) =
∫ ∞
0
(e−λx − 1 + λx) 3
2pi
√
2
x−5/2dx =
√
2
pi
λ3/2.

Definition 3.15. Henceforth we write “Stable
(
3
2
)
” to refer exclusively to Le´vy processes with
the Laplace exponent specified in (3.12). In particular, such processes are spectrally positive.
We write X := ξ(N).
Definition 3.16 (N sp, N spfin , point processes of spindles). Let N spfin ⊂ N
(
[0,∞) × E) denote
the set of all counting measures N on [0,∞)× E with the following additional properties:
(i) N
({t} × E) ≤ 1 for every t ∈ [0,∞),
(ii) N
(
[0, t]× {f ∈ E : ζ(f) > z}) <∞ for every t, z > 0,
(iii) the length of N , defined to be len(N) in the sense of Definition 3.13, is finite and the
convergence in (3.11) holds uniformly in t ∈ [0, len(N)].
We define N sp ⊂ N ([0,∞) × E) by saying N ∈ N sp if and only if N |[0,t] ∈ N spfin for every
t > 0. We call the members of N sp point processes of spindles. We denote by H and Σ(N spfin )
the restrictions of Σ
(N ([0,∞)× E)) to the subsets of N sp and N spfin respectively.
Proposition 3.17. The σ-algebra Σ
(N ([0,∞)× E)) on N ([0,∞)× E) generated by the eval-
uation maps is the Borel σ-algebra of a Polish topology. The sets N sp and N spfin are Borel-
measurable subsets of N ([0,∞)× E).
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, (E , dAD) is complete and separable. Thus, the first assertion follows
from [16, Theorem A2.6.III]. The measurability of condition (i) in Definition 3.16 follows from
the existence of measurable enumerations of points of counting measures; see [17, Proposition
9.1.XII]. Finally, the measurability of conditions (ii) and (iii) in Definition 3.16 follows from the
measurability of the evaluation maps N 7→ N(B), B ∈ Σ(N ([0,∞)× E)). 
Proposition 3.18. The map ξ : N sp → D is well-defined and measurable, where D is the space
of real-valued ca`dla`g functions equipped with the Skorohod topology.
Proof. Definition 3.16 (iii) ensures that for N ∈ N sp, the convergence to ξN (t) in (3.11) holds
uniformly in t for any bounded interval. Uniform limits preserve the ca`dla`g property, so ξ(N)
exists and is ca`dla`g. By definition of Σ(N sp), the function N 7→ ξN (t) is measurable for each
t ≥ 0. By [10, Theorem 14.5], the Borel σ-algebra Σ(D) associated with the Skorohod topology
is generated by evaluation maps g 7→ g(t), t ≥ 0, so we conclude that ξ is measurable. 
Most of the constructions in this paper begin with a point process N ∈ N sp and from there
obtain a scaffolding X = ξ(N). However, it is useful to be able to go in the other direction, to
begin with a scaffolding X and to define a point process N ∈ N sp by marking the jumps of X
with continuous excursions.
Proposition 3.19 (The PRM of spindles via marking jumps). Let X denote a Stable
(
3
2
)
process
with Laplace exponent as in (3.12). Let M =
∑
t≥0: ∆X(t)>0 δ (t,∆X(t)). Use the marking
kernel x 7→ νBES( · | ζ = x) to mark each point (t,∆X(t)) of M by an excursion ft with length
ζ(ft) = ∆X(t). Then N :=
∑
t≥0: ∆X(t)>0 δ (t, ft) is a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) and X = ξ(N).
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Proof. Since X is a Le´vy process, M is a PRM. By (3.12), its intensity is νBES(ζ ∈ · ). It is well-
known that marking constructions like that above result in PRMs; see [16, Proposition 6.4.VI].
Thus, N is a PRM. Since νBES( · | ζ) is a disintegration of νBES, it follows from the defining
property (3.1) of disintegrations that N has intensity Leb⊗ νBES. 
Definition 3.20. Let (Na)a∈A denote a family of elements of N sp indexed by a totally ordered
set (A,). For the purpose of this definition, set
S(a) :=
∑
ba
len(Nb) and S(a−) :=
∑
b≺a
len(Nb) for each a ∈ A. (3.13)
If S(a−) <∞ for every a ∈ A and if for every consecutive a ≺ b in A we have Na({len(Na)} ×
E) +Nb({0}× E) ≤ 1, then we define the concatenation of (Na)a∈A to be the counting measure
?
a∈A
Na :=
∑
a∈A
∫
δ (S(a−) + t, f) dNa(t, f).
We can now give a formal version of the construction stated before Theorem 1.4.
Definition 3.21 (P1β, pre-type-1 evolution). Take β ∈ I. If β = ∅ then Nβ := 0. Other-
wise, for each U ∈ β we carry out the following construction independently. Let N denote a
PRM(Leb⊗ νBES), let f be an independent BESQ(−1) started from Leb(U) and absorbed at 0,
and consider the hitting time T := inf{t > 0: ξN(t) = −ζ(f)}. Let NU := δ (0, f) + N|[0,T ]. Let
Nβ :=?U∈βNU . We write P1β to denote the law of Nβ on N spfin . For probability distributions µ
on I, we write P1µ :=
∫
P1βµ(dβ) to denote the µ-mixture of the laws P
1
β. Recalling Definition
1.2, we call (αy, y ≥ 0) := skewer(Nβ, ξ(Nβ)) a pre-type-1 evolution starting from β.
We confirm in Proposition 4.21 that
∑
U∈β len(NU ) < ∞ a.s. for each β ∈ I and that
β 7→ P1β is a stochastic kernel. In Lemma 5.3 we show that αy ∈ I for every y ≥ 0, a.s.. Finally,
in Proposition 5.11, we show that pre-type-1 evolutions admit continuous versions; following
Definition 4.22, the latter will be called type-1 evolutions.
3.3. Scaffolding levels: excursion theory for Stable
(
3
2
)
processes. Excursion theory for
Markov processes was first developed by Itoˆ [40]. Bertoin [6, Ch. IV] offers a nice treatment of
this theory in the setting of Le´vy processes.
Definition 3.22. For a ca`dla`g function g : [0,∞)→ R, a bivariate measurable function (y, t) 7→
`y(t) from R×[0,∞] to [0,∞], is an (occupation density) local time for g if t 7→ `y(t) is increasing
for all y ∈ R and if for every bounded and measurable f : R→ [0,∞),∫ ∞
−∞
f(y)`y(t)dy =
∫ t
0
f
(
g(s)
)
ds. (3.14)
We call t the time parameter and y the space parameter and say `y(t) is the local time of g at
level y, up to time t.
Theorem 3.23 (Boylan [11], equations (4.4) and (4.5)). For X a Stable
(
3
2
)
process, there
exists an a.s. unique jointly continuous stochastic process ` = (`y(t); y ∈ R, t ≥ 0) such that `
is almost surely a local time for X. It is a.s. the case that for every t ≥ 0 and y ∈ R
`y(t) = lim
h↓0
1
h
∫ t
0
1{y − h < X(s) < y}ds = lim
h↓0
1
h
∫ t
0
1{y < X(s) < y + h}ds. (3.15)
Moreover, for every θ ∈ (0, 15), θ′ ∈ (0, 14), and each bounded space-time rectangle R, the
restriction of (y, t) 7→ `y(t) to R is uniformly Ho¨lder-θ in the time coordinate and uniformly
Ho¨lder-θ′ in the space coordinate.
Definition 3.24. We define the following subsets of the Skorokhod space D:
Dstb := ξ(N sp) = {ξ(N) : N ∈ N sp} , (3.16)
Dexc :=
{
ξ(N) : N ∈ N spfin , ξN |(0,len(N)) 6= 0, ξN (len(N)) = 0
}
. (3.17)
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We take Σ(Dstb) and Σ(Dexc) to denote the σ-algebras on these spaces generated by the eval-
uation maps. We say that members of Dstb are Stable
(
3
2
)
-like processes and members of Dexc
are Stable
(
3
2
)
-like excursions.
For g = ξ(N) ∈ Dstb, we define the length of g to be len(g) = len(N). We will use the
convention g(0−) = 0.
Note that if g ∈ Dexc then len(g) = sup{t > 0: g(t) 6= 0}.
Proposition 3.25. The sets Dstb and Dexc are measurable subsets of the Skorohod space D.
This is a straightforward exercise in topology and measure theory, starting by expressing the
conditions on N of Definition 3.16 in terms of the ca`dla`g function g = ξ(N).
Definition 3.26. For y ∈ R and g ∈ Dstb we make the following definitions.
(i) We define the set V y(g) of intervals of complete excursions, i.e. those beginning and ending
at y in the following weak sense,
V y(g) :=
{
[a, b] ⊂ [0, len(g)]
∣∣∣∣∣ a < b <∞; g(t−) 6= y 6= g(t) for t ∈ (a, b);g(a−) = y or g(a) = y; and g(b−) = y or g(b) = y
}
.
(ii) We define the set V y0 (g) ⊇ V y(g) to include incomplete first and/or last excursions. Let
T y(g) := inf ({t ∈ [0, len(g)] : g(t) = y or g(t−) = y} ∪ {len(g)}) ,
T y∗ (g) := sup ({t ∈ [0, len(g)] : g(t) = y or g(t−) = y} ∪ {0})
If y 6= 0 then we include [0, T y(g)] ∩ [0,∞) in V y0 (g). If T y∗ (g) < len(g) or g(len(g)) 6= y,
then we include [T y∗ (g), len(g)] ∩ [0,∞) in V y0 (g).
(iii) If the level y local time associated with g exists, in the sense that the limits (3.15) exist
for all t ≥ 0, with g in the place of X, then we denote this by (`yg(t), t ≥ 0). Then the
(right-continuous) inverse local time is τy(s) := inf{t ≥ 0: `yg(t) > s} for s ≥ 0.
In each of the preceding notations we may replace g with N ∈ N sp to denote the corresponding
object with g = ξ(N).
In the sequel, we will suppress the ‘g’ in the above notations when we refer to these objects
applied to g = X, where X denotes the Stable
(
3
2
)
scaffolding process ξ(N), as in Proposition
3.14. Let ` denote the jointly Ho¨lder continuous version of local time specified in Theorem 3.23.
Note that for y ∈ R fixed, T y = τy(0) a.s., but this is not simultaneously the case for all y ∈ R.
Definition 3.27. Let [a, b] be an interval, f : R → S a function and N ∈ N ([0,∞) × S) a
counting measure. We define shifted restrictions by setting for x ∈ R, B ∈ Σ(S) and I ⊂ R
Borel
f
∣∣←
[a,b]
(x) := f
∣∣
[a,b]
(x+ a), and N
∣∣←
[a,b]
(I ×B) := N ∣∣
[a,b]
((I + a)×B).
We will use similar notation with open and half-open intervals (a, b), [a, b), and (a, b].
Adapting the definition of dAD of Proposition 3.5, we equipDexc\{0} with the metric dAD(f, g) =
dD(f, g) + |A(f)−1 − A(g)−1|, where A(g) := sup{|g(t)|, 0 ≤ t ≤ len(g)} with len(g) as in
Definition 3.24. We define an excursion counting measure and an associated intensity
Gy :=
∑
(a,b)∈V y
δ
(
`y(a),X
∣∣←
[a,b]
)
; (3.18)
νstb(B) := E[G
0([0, 1]×B)] for B ∈ Σ(Dexc \ {0}). (3.19)
Theorem 3.28 (see e.g. [6] Theorems IV.8 and IV.10). (i) The measure νstb is boundedly
finite for (Dexc \ {0}, dAD), and it satisfies
∫
(len(g) ∧ 1)dνstb(g) <∞.
(ii) For each y ∈ R, the inverse local-time τy(s) is a.s. finite for every s ≥ 0, and Gy is a
PRM(Leb⊗ νstb) on [0,∞)×Dexc.
This theorem has the consequence that, for fixed y ∈ R,
V y =
{
[τy(t−), τy(t)] : t > 0, τy(t−) 6= τy(t)} a.s. (3.20)
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Definition 3.29. Let Rstb denote the increment-reversal involution on excursions g ∈ Dexc:
Rstb(g) =
(− g((len(g)− t)− ), t ∈ [0, len(g)]). (3.21)
Let stb denote the Stable
(
3
2
)
scaling map from (0,∞)×Dstb to Dstb:
cstb g :=
(
cg
(
c−3/2t
)
, t ∈ [0, c3/2len(g)]
)
. (3.22)
Lemma 3.30 (Invariance of Stable(32) excursions). For B ∈ Σ(Dexc) and c > 0,
νstb(Rstb(B)) = νstb(B) and νstb(cstb B) = c−1/2νstb(B). (3.23)
Proof. The increment-reversal invariance was obtained by Getoor and Sharpe [34, Theorem
(4.8)]. The scaling invariance follows from the scaling invariance of X. 
It is important for us to distinguish between degenerate phenomena that may occur on a null
set of levels and those that occur nowhere. To that end we offer the following two results.
Proposition 3.31. It is a.s. the case that for every y ∈ R, the following properties hold.
(i) V y = {[a, b] ⊂ (0,∞) | a < b; X(a−) = y = X(b); and X(t) 6= y for t ∈ (a, b)} .
(ii) For I, J ∈ V y0 , I 6= J , the set I ∩ J is either empty or a single shared endpoint.
(iii) If two intervals [a, b], [b, c] ∈ V y0 share an endpoint b then X does not jump at time b.
(iv) For every t /∈ ⋃I∈V y0 I, we find X(t−) = X(t) = y.
(v) Leb
(
[0,∞) \
⋃
I∈V y0
I
)
= 0.
Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii). These properties follow from a common observation. In the terminology
of Bertoin [6], 0 is regular for (−∞, 0) and for (0,∞) after and, by time reversal, before each of
the countably many jump times.
(iv). Take t > T y and set a = sup{s ≤ t : X(s−) = y} and b = inf{s ≥ t : X(s) = y}.
If a = b = t then, by the ca`dla`g property of X, we have X(t−) = X(t) = y. Otherwise, by
assertion (i), [a, b] ∈ V y and t ∈ [a, b].
(v). This follows from (iv) and the a.s. existence of occupation density local time at all levels,
per Theorem 3.23. Since occupation measure therefore has a derivative in level, it cannot jump
at any level. 
Definition 3.32. We call an excursion g ∈ Dexc typical if there exists some time T+0 (g) ∈
(0, len(g)) such that: (i) g(t) < 0 for t ∈ (0, T+0 (g)), and (ii) g(t) > 0 for t ∈ [T+0 (g), len(g)). We
call g degenerate if it is not typical.
A typical excursion may be decomposed around T+0 into: (1) an initial escape downwards
from zero, (2) a single jump up across zero, and (3) a final passage back down to zero.
Proposition 3.33. For each y ∈ R it is a.s. the case that level y is nice for X in the following
sense.
(i) There are no degenerate excursions of X about level y.
(ii) Local times (`y(t), t ≥ 0) exist. For [a, b], [c, d] ∈ V y0 , `y(a) 6= `y(c) unless [a, b] = [c, d].
(iii) If y > 0, we also have T y > T≥y := inf{t ≥ 0: X ≥ y}.
Proof. (i) There are four cases of potential degeneracy: start with a jump or creep up from the
starting level; end with a jump or creep up to the end level. Millar [47] showed that spectrally
positive Stable
(
3
2
)
processes a.s. do not creep up to a fixed level. The distributions of pre-jump
levels and jump levels are absolutely continuous, so a.s. no jump ends at a fixed level. Hence,
there is a.s. no degeneracy at ends of excursions. By time reversal, the same holds at the start
of excursions.
(ii) Existence of local times has been addressed in Theorem 3.23. The Poisson random
measure Gy of Theorem 3.28 places all excursions at different local times a.s..
(iii) As noted in (i), there is a.s. no creeping up to a level. Hence, T y > T≥y a.s.. 
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T+0 (N) N−
N+N
len(N)
Figure 3.1. Decomposition of a bi-clade into an anti-clade and a clade.
t
ft
fˆyt
fˇytξN(t−)
ξN(t)
y
Figure 3.2. Splitting a spindle of some N ∈ N sp about some level y, as in (3.24).
Nonetheless, each jump of X, say at time T , occurs at the start of a (possibly incomplete)
excursion about level X(T−), which includes no initial escape down from the level; and it occurs
at the end of a (possibly incomplete) excursion about level X(T ), which has no part above that
level. So while there are a.s. no degenerate excursions about any fixed level, there are also a.s.
infinitely many degenerate excursions that occur at random levels. There are also degenerate
excursions that begin by creeping continuously up from a level or end by creeping continuously
up to a level, or levels at which two excursions occur at the same local time, such as around
local extrema of X. In fact, there are uncountably many levels that are not nice, e.g. in the
closure of the ladder height set {X(T≥y), y ≥ 0}.
3.4. Bi-clades: level filtrations via excursions of scaffolding with spindles. In the
preceding section, we have looked at excursions of the Stable
(
3
2
)
scaffolding process. In this
section, we consider such excursions with jumps marked by BESQ(−1) spindles.
Definition 3.34. We define
N sp±cld :=
{
N ∈ N spfin : ξ(N) ∈ Dexc
}
=
{
N ∈ N spfin : inf{t > 0: ξN (t) = 0} = len(N)
}
,
N sp+cld :=
{
N ∈ N sp±cld : inft ξN (t) = 0
}
, and N sp−cld :=
{
N ∈ N sp±cld : supt ξN (t) = 0
}
,
whereN spfin is as in Definition 3.16. Let Σ(N sp±cld), Σ(N sp+cld), and Σ(N sp−cld) denote the restrictions
of Σ
(N ([0,∞)× E)) to subsets of N sp±cld, N sp+cld, and N sp−cld respectively. We call the members
of N sp+cld the clades and those of N sp−cld the anti-clades. Members of N sp±cld are called bi-clades.
Recall Definition 3.32 of a typical Stable
(
3
2
)
-like excursion g ∈ Dexc. Such an excursion
may be decomposed into an initial escape downwards, a jump up across zero, and a final
first-passage descent. Correspondingly, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, a bi-clade N ∈ N sp±cld for
which ξ(N) is typical may be split into two components around the jump of ξ(N) across zero.
The initial component, corresponding to the negative path-segment of ξ(N), is an anti-clade,
and the subsequent component, on which ξ(N) is positive, is a clade. In order to make this
decomposition, we must break the spindle marking the middle jump of the excursion into two
parts, above and below level zero.
If a measure N ∈ N sp has a point (t, ft) with y ∈ (ξN (t−), ξN (t)), then we define
fˇyt (z) := ft(z)1{z ∈ [0, y − ξN (t−))}
and fˆyt (z) := ft(y − ξN (t−) + z)1{z ∈ [0, ξN (t)− y]}.
(3.24)
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y
Figure 3.3. Left: (N, ξ(N)). Right:
(
cutoff≥yN ,cutoff
≥y
ξ(N)
)
(above) and(
cutoff≤yN ,cutoff
≤y
ξ(N)
)
, as in (3.27).
This splits the spindle ft into two parts, corresponding to the part of the jump of ξ(N) that
goes from ξN (t−) up to y, and the part extending from y up to ξN (t). This is illustrated in
Figure 3.2. Following Definition 3.32, for N ∈ N sp±cld the crossing time is
T+0 (N) := inf{t ∈ (0, len(N)] : ξN (t) ≥ 0}. (3.25)
Fix N ∈ N sp±cld \ (N sp−cld ∪N sp+cld). For the purposes of the following definitions, we abbreviate
the crossing time T+0 := T
+
0 (N). We split the bi-clade into anti-clade and clade components,
denoted by (N−, N+), as follows:
N− := N
∣∣
[0,T+0 )
+ δ
(
T+0 , fˇ
0
T+0
)
and N+ := δ
(
0, fˆ0
T+0
)
+N
∣∣←
(T+0 ,∞). (3.26)
For N ∈ N sp−cld, let (N−, N+) := (N, 0). For N ∈ N sp+cld, let (N−, N+) := (0, N).
More generally, we may define scaffolding and spindles cut off above and below a level y ∈ R.
These processes are illustrated in Figure 3.3. For the purpose of the following, for N ∈ N sp
and y ∈ R, let
σyN (t) := Leb{u ≤ t : ξN (u) ≤ y} for t ≥ 0.
In other words, σyN (t) is the amount of time that ξ(N) spends below level y, up to time t. Then
for t ≥ 0,
cutoff≤yξ(N)(t) := ξN
(
sup{t ≥ 0: σyN (t) ≤ s}
)−min{y, 0},
cutoff≥yξ(N)(t) := ξN
(
sup{t ≥ 0: t− σyN (t) ≤ s}
)−max{y, 0},
cutoff≤yN :=
∑
points (t,ft) of N
(
1
{
y ∈ (ξN (t−), ξN (t))
}
δ
(
σyN (t), fˇ
y
t
)
+ 1
{
ξN (t) ≤ y
}
δ
(
σyN (t), ft
) ) ,
and cutoff≥yN :=
∑
points (t,ft) of N
(
1
{
y ∈ (ξN (t−), ξN (t))
}
δ
(
t− σyN (t), fˆyt
)
+ 1
{
ξN (t−) ≥ y
}
δ
(
t− σyN (t), ft
) ) .
(3.27)
We note the following elementary result.
Lemma 3.35. N 7→
(
cutoff≤yξ(N),cutoff
≥y
ξ(N),cutoff
≤y
N ,cutoff
≥y
N
)
is a measurable map.
Recall Figure 1.1 and Definition 1.2 of the skewer map. We are ultimately interested in
processes
(
skewer(y,Nβ, ξ(Nβ)), y ≥ 0
)
, where Nβ is as in Definition 3.21. We view such
processes as evolving in level rather than in time, as the parameter y of this process corresponds
to values, or levels, in the scaffolding function ξ(Nβ). From this standpoint, cutoff
≤y
N describes
the past up to level y, and cutoff≥yN describes the future beyond level y. This motivates the
following. Throughout, superscripts refer to level whereas subscripts refer to time.
Definition 3.36. (i) We define the filtration in level on N sp, denoted by (Fy)y≥0, to be
the least right-continuous filtration under which N 7→
(
cutoff≤yξ(N),cutoff
≤y
N
)
is Fy-
measurable for y ≥ 0; see [21, Section 1.3] for a similar definition on Skorokhod space.
(ii) The filtration in time on N sp, denoted by (Ft, t ≥ 0), is defined to be the least right-
continuous filtration under which N 7→ N |[0,t] is Ft-measurable for every t ≥ 0.
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(iii) We write (Fy−) and (Ft−) to denote left-continuous versions of the filtrations.
In Lemma 3.41 we will alternatively form the cutoff point processes by concatenating (anti-)
clades. For N ∈ N sp and y ∈ R, recall Definition 3.26 of the sets V y(N) and V y0 (N) of excursion
intervals of g := ξ(N) ∈ Dstb. For [a, b] ∈ V y0 (N) we define IyN (a, b) to equal one of [a, b], (a, b],
[a, b), or (a, b), as follows. We exclude the endpoint a from IyN (a, b) if and only if both a < b
and g(a−) < y = g(a). We exclude b if and only if both a < b and g(b−) = y < g(b).
We make the following elementary observation.
Proposition 3.37. Take y ∈ R and N ∈ N sp. Then for [a, b] ∈ V y(N), the process N |←
IyN (a,b)
is a bi-clade. Moreover, the set
{
N |←
IyN (a,b)
: [a, b] ∈ V y0 (N)
}
partitions the spindles of N , in the
sense that for each point (t, ft) of N there is a unique [a, b] ∈ V y0 (N) for which t ∈ IyN (a, b).
Recall Definition 3.20 of concatenation on N spfin . To form cutoff≤yN , we concatenate all of
the andi-clades of N below level y, along with potentially incomplete anti-clades at the start
[0, T y] and/or end [T y∗ , len(N)], as in Definition 3.26 (ii). In order to formally describe these
incomplete anti-clades and the corresponding incomplete clades, we specify their crossing times:
T≥y := inf
({t ∈ [0, len(N)] : ξN (t) ≥ y} ∪ {len(N)})
and T≥y∗ := sup
({t ∈ [0, len(N)] : ξN (t−) ≤ y} ∪ {0}).
Note that T≥y = T≥y∗ if and only if ξ(N) is a single incomplete excursion about level y that
neither begins nor ends at y. To avoid duplication in our formulas, we adopt the convention
that in this case, this sole incomplete bi-clade is called the last, and there is no first.
N≤yfirst :=
(
N
∣∣
[0,T≥y) + 1
{
ξN
(
T≥y−) < y}δ (T≥y, fˇy
T≥y
))
1
{
T≥y 6= T≥y∗
}
,
N≥yfirst :=
(
N
∣∣←
(T≥y ,T y ] + 1
{
y 6= 0; ξN
(
T≥y
)
> (y ∨ 0)}δ (0, fˆy
T≥y
))
1
{
T≥y 6= T≥y∗
}
,
N≤ylast := N
∣∣←
[T y∗ ,T
≥y
∗ )
+ 1
{
y 6=ξN (len(N)); ξN
(
T≥y∗ −
)
<
(
y ∧ ξN
(
T≥y∗
))}
δ
(
T≥y∗ − T y∗ , fˇy
T≥y∗
)
,
N≥ylast := N
∣∣←
(T≥y∗ ,len(N)]
+ 1
{
ξN
(
T≥y∗
)
> y
}
δ
(
0, fˆy
T≥y∗
)
.
The first bi-clade is complete if and only if y = 0, in which case N≤yfirst = N
≥y
first = 0. Similarly,
the last bi-clade is complete if and only if y = ξN (len(N)), in which case N
≤y
last = N
≥y
last = 0.
Definition 3.38. Take N ∈ N sp and y ∈ R. If the level y local time (`yN (t), t ≥ 0) of Definition
3.26 (iii) exists, we define the following counting measures of (bi-/anti-)clades.
F y(N) :=
∑
[a,b]∈V y(N)
δ
(
`y(a), N |←IyN (a,b)
)
, F≥y(N) :=
∑
[a,b]∈V y(N)
δ
(
`y(a),
(
N |←IyN (a,b)
)+)
,
F y0 (N) :=
∑
[a,b]∈V y0 (N)
δ
(
`y(a), N |←IyN (a,b)
)
, F≤y(N) :=
∑
[a,b]∈V y(N)
δ
(
`y(a),
(
N |←IyN (a,b)
)−)
,
F≤y0 (N) := F
≤y(N) + 1
{
N≤yfirst 6= 0
}
δ
(
0, N≤yfirst
)
+ 1
{
N≤ylast 6= 0
}
δ
(
`y(T y∗ ), N
≤y
last
)
,
F≥y0 (N) := F
≥y(N) + 1
{
N≥yfirst 6= 0
}
δ
(
0, N≥yfirst
)
+ 1
{
N≥ylast 6= 0
}
δ
(
`y(T y∗ ), N
≥y
last
)
.
If `yN (t) is undefined for some t ∈ [0, len(N)] then we set all six of these measures equal to zero.
Recall the PRM N studied in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. We plan to use standard techniques from
the study of counting measures, as in [16, 17], to manipulate the measures of Definition 3.38.
To justify the use of such techniques, we require the following.
Lemma 3.39. There exists a metric dAN on N spfin and a set N˜ sp ⊂ N sp with the following
properties.
(i) (N spfin , dAN ) is isometric to a Borel subset of a complete, separable metric space.
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(ii) The Borel σ-algebra generated by dAN equals that generated by the evaluation maps on
measurable subsets of [0,∞)× E.
(iii) For y ∈ R, the maps F y, F y0 , F≤y, F≤y0 , F≥y, and F≥y0 are measurable maps from N˜ sp
to N ([0,∞)×N spfin ), where the latter is the space of counting measures that are boundedly
finite on [0,∞)×N spfin , in the sense of Definition 3.13.
(iv) N spfin ⊂ N˜ sp, and the law of the PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) on [0,∞)× E is supported on N˜ sp.
Proof. By Proposition 3.17 there is a complete, separable metric dN on N
(
[0,∞) × E) that
generates the same σ-algebra as the evaluation maps. Following Proposition 3.5 and Definition
3.27, we define a modified metric dAN (N,M) := dN (N,M) + |Â(ξ(N))−1− Â(ξ(M))−1| on N spfin ,
where for g 6= 0, Â(g) = A(g) denotes amplitude, and we set Â(0) := −1. Let
N˜ sp :=
⋂
y∈R
N y where N y := N spfin ∪
{
N ∈ N sp : `yN (t) exists ∀t > 0, limt↑∞ `
y
N (t) =∞
}
.
(i) Consider N ([0,∞)×E)× ({−1}∪ [0,∞)) under the sum of dN in the first coordinate plus
the Euclidean metric in the second coordinate. This space is complete and separable. Moreover,
(N spfin , dAN ) is isometric to a measurable subset of this space via the map N 7→ (N, Â(ξ(N))−1).
(ii) Since dAN is stronger than dN , it follows that Σ(N spfin ) is contained in the Borel σ-algebra
generated by dAN . By separability of (N spfin , dAN ), open sets under dAN can be described as count-
able unions of sets of the form BN (N, r) ∩ BA(N, r), where this denotes the intersection of a
ball under dN with a ball under the pseudometric |Â(ξ(·))−1 − Â(ξ(·))−1|. Thus, it suffices to
confirm that BA(N, r) ∈ Σ(N spfin ) for every N ∈ N spfin and r > 0. Indeed, balls in the pseudo-
metric |A(·)−1 − A(·)−1| are open in the Skorokhod topology on {g ∈ Dstb : len(g) ∈ (0,∞)}.
Finally, since Proposition 3.18 indicates that ξ : N spfin \ {0} → {g ∈ Dstb : len(g) ∈ (0,∞)} is a
measurable map, the BA(N, r) are measurable.
(iii) Fix y ∈ R, N ∈ N y, and  > 0. By the right-continuity of ξ(N), this process can only
have finitely many excursions of amplitude at least  up to any inverse local time τyN (s), s ≥ 0.
Thus, the desired bounded finiteness follows from the property that sequences of bi-clades Ni
with limi↑∞A(ξ(Ni)) = 0 cannot be bounded in dAN . As for measurability, this follows from
the measurability of the local time process (`yN (t), t ≥ 0), Definition 3.26 of V y0 (N), and the
straightforward measurability of restriction maps on N sp and E .
(iv) It is immediate from our definition of N˜ sp that N spfin ⊂ N˜ sp. The second claim, that the
PRM law is supported on N˜ sp, follows from Theorem 3.23 and [30, Lemma 20]. 
Definition 3.40. Let (Na)a∈A denote a family of elements of N spfin indexed by a totally ordered
set (A,), with all but finitely many being bi-clades. Let S : A → [0,∞] be as in (3.13).
We require that: (i) S(a−) < ∞ for all a ∈ A and (ii) there is no infinite B ⊆ A with
infb∈B supt |ξNb(t)| > 0. Then we define the concatenation of scaffoldings by setting,
for t ∈
[
0,
∑
a∈A
len(Na)
]
,
(
?
a∈A
ξ(Na)
)
(t) :=
∑
a∈A

ξNa(len(Na)) if S(a) ≤ t,
ξNa(t− S(a−)) if t ∈ [S(a−), S(a)),
0 otherwise.
Note that ξNa(len(Na)) = 0 if Na is a bi-clade.
Lemma 3.41. Take N ∈ N sp. If level y ∈ R is nice for ξ(N) as in Proposition 3.33, then
cutoff≤yN = ?
points (s,N−s ) of F
≤y
0 (N)
N−s , cutoff
≤y
ξ(N) = ?
points (s,N−s ) of F
≤y
0 (N)
ξ(N−s ),
cutoff≥yN = ?
points (s,N+s ) of F
≥y
0 (N)
N+s , cutoff
≥y
ξ(N) = ?
points (s,N+s ) of F
≥y
0 (N)
ξ(N+s ).
In this event, cutoff≤yN is a measurable function of F
≤y
0 (N), and likewise for F
≥y
0 (N) and
cutoff≥yN . Moreover, F
≤y
0 generates Fy up to PRM(Leb⊗ νBES)-null sets.
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PRM of spindles Spindle intensity PRM of bi-clades Bi-clade intensity
X
∑
δ (t,∆Xt) (3/2pi
√
2)x−5/2dx Gy =
∑
δ (s, gys ) νstb
(N, ξ(N)) N =
∑
δ (t, ft) νBES F
y =
∑
δ (s,Nys ) νcld
Table 4.1. Objects from Le´vy process (excursion) theory and analogous objects
in the setting of bi-clades.
Proof. If level y is nice then, in particular, there is no s for which F y0 (N) has multiple points
at local time s. Thus, the points are totally ordered by local time. In light of this, the
claimed formulas are clear, asserting decompositions of the cutoff processes corresponding to
the decompositions of N into bi-clades about level y and of ξ(N) into excursions.
We establish measurability by expressing the concatenation formulas in terms of integrals.
For convenience, we write F≤y0,N := F
≤y
0 (N). Setting
τ≤yN (s−) :=
∫
[0,s)×N sp
len(N ′)dF≤y0,N (r,N
′),
cutoff≤yN =
∫ ∫
δ
(
τ≤yN (s−) + t, f
)
dN ′(t, f)dF≤y0,N (s,N
′),
and correspondingly for cutoff≥yN . Finally, F
≤y
0 generates Fy up to events on which level y is
not nice for N , which by Proposition 3.33 are null for the PRM. 
We would like to say that cutoff≤yξ(N) = ξ
(
cutoff≤yN
)
. We will find in (4.14) that this
holds a.s. in the setting of the processes Nβ of Definition 3.21. A more general result of this
type may be true, but we do not need it here. A challenge to proving such a result is that
in general, the scaffolding map does not commute with concatenation: ξ(?aNa) 6= ?aξ(Na).
Consider, for example, the excursions of a Stable
(
3
2
)
process ξ(N) above its past minimum.
This decomposition into positive excursions corresponds to a decomposition of a PRM N of
spindles into degenerate clades: clades lacking a (broken) leftmost spindle, unlike the clade
in Figure 3.1. For each of these degenerate clades N , the associated scaffolding ξ(N) is a
degenerate Stable
(
3
2
)
-like excursion above level zero; but when we concatenate these clades,
in the manner of Definition 3.20, to recover the full point process N, the resulting scaffolding
ξ(N) sets these clades above progressively lower levels.
4. The type-1 evolution in a Stable
(
3
2
)
process with spindles
4.1. Bi-clade Itoˆ measure and invariance. Let N denote a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) on [0,∞)×E .
As in Section 3.3, we adopt the convention of suppressing the parameter N when referring
various functions of N, including the local time (`y(t)), inverse local time (τy(s)), hitting and
crossing times T y and T≥y, and sets of excursion intervals V y and V y0 . Refer back to Section
3.3 for definitions of these objects. We write X := ξ(N). We restrict to the a.s. events that: (a)
V y and V y0 have the properties enumerated in Proposition 3.31 for every y ∈ R, (b) (`y(t), y ∈
R, t ≥ 0) is Ho¨lder continuous in (y, t), as in Theorem 3.23, and (c) N ∈ N˜ sp, as in Lemma 3.39
(iv), so that the counting measures of Definition 3.38 are all boundedly finite. We use notation
such as Fy := F y(N) and F≥y := F≥y(N) for those counting measures.
Definition 4.1. We define the Itoˆ measures on bi-clades, clades, and anti-clades respectively
by saying that for A ∈ Σ (N sp±cld), B ∈ Σ (N sp+cld), and C ∈ Σ (N sp−cld),
νcld(A) := E
[
F0([0, 1]×A)], ν+cld(B) := E[F≥0([0, 1]×B)], ν−cld(C) := E[F≤0([0, 1]× C)].
In Proposition 3.19 we construct N by marking jumps of the scaffolding X with independent
BESQ(−1) excursion spindles. After an auxiliary lemma, we give a similar description of νcld.
Lemma 4.2. Consider two complete and separable metric spaces (S, dS) and (T , dT ), equipped
with their Borel σ-algebras Σ(S) and Σ(T ), respectively. Let κ : S × Σ(T ) → [0, 1] denote a
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stochastic kernel. Let M ∈ N (S) be a counting measure on S. Consider for each point x of
M an independent mark mx with distribution κ(x, ·). Then the map that associates with M the
distribution of the marked point process
∫
δ(x,mx)dM(x) ∈ N (S × T ) is Borel measurable.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the following results. First, there exists a measurable
enumeration map φ : N (S) → S∗ := ⋃0≤n≤∞ Sn that sends a counting measure to a list of all
its points; see [17, Proposition 9.1.XII]. Second, the marking kernel κ induces a natural kernel
κ∗ : S∗×Σ((S×T )∗)→ [0, 1] marking each of the points in the sequence independently. Finally,
the map Λ: (S × T )∗ → N (S × T ) that sends ((xj ,mj)) 7→
∑
j δ(xj ,mj) is measurable. 
Proposition 4.3 (Bi-clade Itoˆ measure via marking jumps). For g ∈ Dexc, let Ng be derived
from g in the manner in which N is derived from X in Proposition 3.19 – i.e. by passing from
a ca`dla`g path to a point process of jumps and marking jumps of height z with excursions with
law νBES( · | ζ = z).
(i) For every g ∈ Dexc, this Ng is a random member of N sp±cld. Let µg denote its law.
(ii) The map g 7→ µg on Dexc is a ξ-disintegration of νcld, in the sense of Definition 3.1. As
in Lemma 3.2, we denote this disintegration by νcld( · | ξ).
(iii) For every y ∈ R, Fy is a PRM(Leb⊗ νcld) on [0,∞)×N sp±cld.
The reader may find Table 4.1 helpful regarding the counting measures that we have intro-
duced.
Proof. (i). Refer back to the marking construction in Proposition 3.19. By definition, the laws
νBES( · | ζ = z) are supported on {f ∈ E : ζ(f) = z}, for each z. Thus Ng ∈ N sp±cld with
ξ(Ng) = g. That Ng is a random variable follows from Lemma 4.2 via measurability of the map
from ca`dla`g functions to point processes of jumps [41, Proposition II.(1.16)].
(ii) and (iii). We saw µg(ξ = g) = 1 in (i). Also, the map g 7→ µg is measurable by
Lemma 4.2. To complete the proof of (ii), we need to check (3.1). We derive this together with
(iii). Take B ∈ Σ(Dexc) with νstb(B) < ∞. Fix y ∈ R and let Gy denote the point process
of excursions of X about level y, as in (3.18). By Theorem 3.28, Gy is a PRM(Leb⊗ νstb).
From elementary properties of Poisson point processes, Gy|[0,∞)×B =
∑
j≥1 δ (Sj , Xj) for some
sequence of random pairs
(
(Sj , Xj), j ≥ 1
)
, where the Sj are strictly increasing. It is a standard
result, e.g. in [38, Theorem 2.1], that the (Xj) are i.i.d. with law νstb( · | B) and the (Sj) have
i.i.d. Exponential(νstb(B)) differences.
Let A := ξ−1(B) ⊂ N sp±cld. By Proposition 3.33, level y is a.s. nice for X. Moreover, by the
description of V y in (3.20), it follows that
Fy
∣∣
[0,∞)×A =
∑
j≥1
δ (Sj ,Nj) where Nj := N|←[τy(Sj−),τy(Sj)], almost surely.
Note in particular that ξ(Nj) = Xj for every j ≥ 1, almost surely. Thus, by Proposition 3.19,
there are ft for all t ≥ 0 with ∆Xt > 0, conditionally independent given X, such that
Nj =
∑
t∈[τy(Sj−),τy(Sj)] : ∆Xt>0
δ (t− τ(Sj−), ft) 1{`y(t) = Sj} for j ≥ 1.
Therefore, the (Nj , j ≥ 1) are conditionally independent given X, with conditional laws Nj ∼
µXj , where µg is as in assertion (i), above. Set
µ′A(C) :=
∫
µg(C ∩A)dνstb(g) =
∫
µg(C)1{g ∈ B}dνstb(g) for C ∈ Σ
(N sp±cld) . (4.1)
Then the sequence (Nj) is i.i.d. with law µ
′
A( · )/µ′A(A). Since the inter-arrival times are expo-
nential, referring again to [38, Theorem 2.1], we conclude that Fy|[0,∞)×A is a PRM(Leb⊗ µ′A).
Now consider an increasing sequence of subsets Bi ∈ Σ(Dexc) with νstb(Bi) <∞ and
⋃
iBi =
Dexc, and for each i set Ai = ξ−1(Bi). The previous argument applies to each Ai, and the
resulting measures µ′Ai are consistent in the sense that µ
′
Ai
= µ′Aj
∣∣
Ai
for j > i. Thus, by
[38, Theorem 2.1], Fy itself is a PRM(Leb⊗ µ′), where µ′ is the increasing limit of the µ′Ai . By
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Definition 4.1, we conclude that νcld = µ
′, completing the proof of (iii). Finally, by the definition
of µ′ via (4.1), and since µg(ξ = g) = 1,
νcld(ξ ∈ B) = lim
i→∞
µ′Ai(ξ ∈ B) =
∫
µg(ξ ∈ B)dνstb(g) =
∫
1{g ∈ B}dνstb(g) = νstb(B).
Therefore, by Definition 3.1 of disintegration, g 7→ µg is a ξ-disintegration of νcld, as desired. 
Corollary 4.4. F≥y is a PRM
(
Leb⊗ ν+cld
)
on [0,∞) × N sp+cld. Correspondingly, F≤y is a
PRM
(
Leb⊗ ν−cld
)
on [0,∞)×N sp−cld.
We define a time-reversal involution and a scaling operator via
Rcld(N) :=
∫
δ (len(N)− t,RBES(f)) dN(t, f) for N ∈ N spfin
and ccld N :=
∫
δ
(
c3/2t, cBES f
)
dN(t, f) for N ∈ N sp, c > 0,
(4.2)
where BES and RBES are as in Definition 3.8. The map Rcld, in particular, reverses the order
of spindles and reverses time within each spindle.
Lemma 4.5 (Bi-clade invariance properties). For A ∈ Σ (N sp±cld) and c > 0,
νcld(Rcld(A)) = νcld(A) and νcld(ccld A) = c−1/2νcld(A).
Moreover, for N a PRM as above, ccld N
d
= N.
Proof. For the first identity, observe that in the notation of Proposition 4.3, we have
RcldNg =
∑
t∈[0,len(g)] : ∆g(t)>0
δ(len(g)− t,RBES(flen(g)−t))
d
=
∑
t∈[0,len(g)] : ∆g(t)>0
δ(len(g)− t, flen(g)−t) =
∑
s∈[0,len(g)] : ∆Rstb(g)(s)>0
δ(s, fs) =: NRstb(g),
where the equality in distribution follows from the BESQ(−1) excursion invariance properties in
Lemma 3.9 and, again recalling Proposition 4.3, NRstb(g) has law µRstb(g). By the Stable
(
3
2
)
invariance properties in Lemma 3.30,
νcld(Rcld(A)) =
∫
Dexc
P(Ng ∈ Rcld(A))dνstb(g) =
∫
Dexc
P(Rcld(Ng) ∈ A)dνstb(g)
=
∫
Dexc
P(NRstb(g) ∈ A)dνstb(g) =
∫
Dexc
P(Ng ∈ A)dνstb(g) = νcld(A).
By a monotone class theorem, the scaling invariance of Lemma 3.30 yields that, for G bounded
and Σ(Dexc)-measurable,
∫
Dexc G((1/c)stb g)dνstb(g) = c−1/2
∫
Dexc G(g)dνstb(g). Hence,
νcld(ccld A) =
∫
Dexc
P(Ng ∈ ccld A)dνstb(g) =
∫
Dexc
P((1/c)cld Ng ∈ A)dνstb(g)
= c−1/2
∫
Dexc
P(Ng ∈ A)dνstb(g) = c−1/2νcld(A),
which is the second identity. Finally, the third identity follows from Lemma 3.9 and the defini-
tion of N as a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES). 
4.2. Mid-spindle Markov property and conditioning bi-clade Itoˆ measure. Take N ∈
N sp. A spindle ft that arises at time t in N is said to be born at level ξN (t−) and die at level
ξN (t). Thus, at each level z ∈ R it has mass ft(z − ξN (t−)). In particular, the spindle crosses
level z only if ft(z − ξN (t−)) > 0. In a bi-clade N for which ξ(N) is typical, in the sense of
Definition 3.32, there is a single spindle that crosses level 0. Otherwise, if ξ(N) is degenerate,
there is no such spindle. The following formula isolates the level-0 mass of this unique spindle,
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when it exists. Moreover, the formula is sufficiently general that it may be applied to clades
and anti-clades as well. The (central spindle) mass of N ∈ N sp±cld is
m0(N) :=
∫
max
{
f
(
(−ξN (s−))−
)
, f
(− ξN (s−)) }dN(s, f). (4.3)
See Figure 4.1 for an illustration highlighting this and other quantities. Consider N ∈ N sp±cld for
which ξ(N) is typical. Recalling the definition of broken spindles in (3.24), fT+0
(−ξN (T+0 −)) =
fˆ0
T+0
(0) = fˇ0
T+0
(
(−ξN (T+0 −))−
)
. Thus, m0(N) = m0(N+) = m0(N−).
Lemma 4.6. Under νcld, the variable m
0 satisfies νcld{m0 > 1} <∞.
Proof. Since m0(N) evaluates a single spindle in N at a single point,
F0
(
[0, 1]× {m0 > 1}) ≤ N ((0, τ0(1))× {f ∈ E : supy∈R f(y) > 1}) .
Theorem 3.28 implies that τ0(1) is a.s. finite. Since N is a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES), by Lemma 3.7
the right-hand side is a.s. finite. The desired formula follows from the PRM description of F0 in
Proposition 4.3. 
Fix y ∈ R and n, j ∈ N. For the purpose of the following, let
T yn,j := inf
{
t > 0:
∫
s∈[0,t]
1
{
f
(
y −X(s−)) > 1/n} dN(s, f) ≥ j} . (4.4)
This is the jth time at which a spindle of N crosses level y with mass at least 1/n.
Lemma 4.7 (Mid-spindle Markov property). Let T be either the stopping time T≥y for some
y > 0 or T yn,j for some y ∈ R, n, j ∈ N. Let fT denote the spindle of N at this time. Let fˆyT and
fˇyT denote the split of this spindle about level y, as in (3.24). Then, given fT (y −X(T−)) =
a > 0, (
N
∣∣
[0,T )
, fˇyT
)
is conditionally independent of
(
N
∣∣←
(T,∞), fˆ
y
T
)
.
Under this conditional law, N|←(T,∞) is a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) independent of fˆyT , which is a BESQ(−1)
started at a and killed upon hitting zero.
Proof. We start by proving the case T = T yn,j . By the strong Markov property of N, it suffices
to prove this with j = 1. For the purpose of the following, let En :=
{
f ∈ E : supu f(u) > 1n
}
,
where E is the space of excursions of (3.4). Lemma 3.7 asserts that νBES(En) < ∞. Thus, we
may sequentially list the points of N in En:
N
∣∣
[0,∞)×En =
∞∑
i=1
δ (Ti, fi) with T1 < T2 < . . . .
First, note that each time Ti is a stopping time in the time-filtration (Ft); thus, by the Poisson
property of N, each fi is independent of FTi−. Also the (fi) are i.i.d. with the law νBES( · | En).
We define first passage times of fi, Hi := inf{z > 0: fi(z) = 1/n}. Then by Lemma 3.4, for
each i the process
(
fi(Hi + z), z ≥ 0
)
is a BESQ(−1) starting from 1/n. We define a stopping
ρi for fi as follows. If fi(y −X(Ti−)) > 1/n, set ρi := y −X(Ti−); otherwise, set ρi := ζ(fi).
Thus, ρi is always greater than Hi, and hence ρi−Hi is a stopping time for
(
fi(Hi+z), z ≥ 0
)
.
Recall Definition 3.36 of (Ft, t ≥ 0). For the purpose of the following, for i ≥ 1 let
Gi := σ(FTi−, fi|(−∞,ρi)). The sequence of pairs
(
X(Ti−), fi|(−∞,ρi)
)
is a Markov chain in
this filtration. Indeed, in the case ρi = ζ(fi), the process X simply runs forward from its value
X(Ti) = X(Ti−) + ζ(fi) until the (Ft)-stopping time Ti+1. In the case ρi < ζ(fi), we have
fi(ρi) > 1/n. Then by the Markov property of
(
fi(Hi + z), z ≥ 0
)
at ρi − Hi, conditionally
given Gi the process fˆyi = fi|←[ρi,∞) is a BESQ(−1) starting from fi(ρi). In particular, fˆ
y
i is
conditionally independent of Gi given fi(ρi). Then X(Ti) = y + ζ
(
fˆyi
)
.
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Let J := inf
{
i ≥ 1: ρi < ζ(fi)
}
, so TJ = T . This J is a stopping time for (Gi). Therefore,
conditionally given fJ(ρJ), the process fˆ
y
J is independent of GJ , distributed like a BESQ(−1) start-
ing from fJ(ρJ). By the strong Markov property of N, the process N
∣∣←
(T,∞) is a PRM(Leb⊗ νcld),
independent of N
∣∣
[0,T ]
, as desired.
For the case T = T≥y, note that T≥y = infn≥1 T
y
n,1. It follows from Proposition 3.33 that
this infimum is almost surely attained by some n. Thus, the result in this case follows from the
previous case. 
Lemma 4.8. The Itoˆ measure νcld admits a unique m
0-disintegration νcld( · | m0) with the
scaling property
νcld(B | m0 = a) = νcld
(
1
a
cld B
∣∣∣∣ m0 = 1) for a > 0, B ∈ Σ (N sp±cld) . (4.5)
Likewise, ν+cld and ν
−
cld admit unique m
0-disintegrations with this same scaling property.
Proof. Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 and the scaling property noted in Table 4.2 satisfy the hypotheses
of Lemma 3.2, which then implies the claimed result. 
Proposition 4.9. (i) Fix a > 0. Let Na have distribution νcld( · | m0 = a), and let (N+a , N−a )
denote its decomposition into clade and anti-clade. Then (N+a , N
−
a ) has distribution
ν+cld( · | m0 = a)⊗ ν−cld( · | m0 = a); (4.6)
in particular, N+a and N
−
a are independent.
(ii) Let fˆ denote a BESQ(−1) started at fˆ(0) = a and absorbed upon hitting 0, independent of
N, and let T̂ 0 := inf
{
t > 0: ξN(t) = −ζ(fˆ)
}
. We define
N+a := δ
(
0, fˆ
)
+ N
∣∣
[0,T̂ 0). (4.7)
Then N+a has the law ν
+
cld( · | m0 = a) and Rcld(N+a ) has the law ν−cld( · | m0 = a), whereRcld is time reversal as in (4.2).
Proof. Let T = T yn,j be as in (4.4), with y = 0, n = j = 1, and let S = `
0(T ) and NS =
N
∣∣←
(τ0(S−)τ0(S)). Then (S,NS) is the earliest point of F
0 in {N ∈ N sp±cld : m0(N) > 1} and
(T, fT ) is the spindle in N that corresponds to the jump of ξ(NS) across level zero. By the PRM
description of F0, the bi-clade NS has law νcld( · | m0 > 1). Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, N :=
1
m0(NS)
cld NS has distribution νcld( · | m0 = 1), and Na := acld N has law νcld( · | m0 = a).
The marginal distributions of N+a and N
−
a stated in (i) follow straight from the definitions of
νcld, ν
+
cld and ν
−
cld. The independence of N
+
a and N
−
a asserted in (i) and the description of ν
+
cld
stated in (ii) follow from Lemma 4.7. To obtain the corresponding description of ν−cld in (ii),
observe that
(Rcld(N))− = Rcld(N+) and m0(Rcld(N)) = m0(N). (4.8)
(We refer the reader back to Figure 3.1 for an illustration; Rcld time-reversal corresponds to
holding the page upside down.) By Lemma 4.5, if Na has law νcld( · | m0 = a) then so does
Rcld(Na). Thus, Rcld(N+a ) has law ν−cld( · | m0 = a), as desired. 
Definition 4.10. We define several statistics of bi-clades N ∈ N sp±cld.
Overshoot: J+(N) := ξN (T
+
0 (N)).
Undershoot: J−(N) := −ξN (T+0 (N)−).
Crossing size: J(N) := J+(N) + J−(N).
Lifetime: ζ+(N) := sup
t∈[0,len(N)]
ξN (t).
Anti-clade lifetime: ζ−(N) := − inf
t∈[0,len(N)]
ξN (t).
We call ζ+ “lifetime” rather than “maximum” since values in the scaffolding function play
the role of times in the evolving interval partitions (skewer(y,N), y ≥ 0) that we ultimately
wish to study. The above quantities appear labeled in Figure 4.1. The rates at which they
scale under cld are listed in Table 4.2. By Lemma 3.2, νcld admits unique kernels with scaling
properties that allow us to condition on the exact value of any one of these quantities and get
a resulting probability distribution.
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J+
−ζ−
−J−
ζ+
T+0
m0
Figure 4.1. A bi-clade, with the statistics of (4.3) and Definition 4.10 labeled.
J+(ccld N) = cJ+(N) J−(ccld N) = cJ−(N) J(ccld N) = cJ(N)
ζ+(ccld N) = cζ+(N) ζ−(ccld N) = cζ−(N) m0(ccld N) = cm0(N)
T+0 (ccld N) = c3/2T+0 (N) len(ccld N) = c3/2len(N) `yccldN (t) = c
1/2`
y/c
N (tc
−3/2)
Table 4.2. How statistics of (4.3) and Definition 4.10 scale as N is scaled, as in (4.2).
Proposition 4.11. (i) νcld
{
m0 > a
}
=
1√
pi
a−1/2.
(ii) νcld
{
ζ+ > z
}
=
1√
2
z−1/2.
(iii) νcld
{
J+ ∈ dy ∣∣ m0 = a} = a3/2√
2piy5/2
e−a/2ydy.
(iv) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ m0 = a} = e−a/2z.
(v) νcld
{
m0 ≤ a ∣∣ J+ = y} = 1− e−a/2y.
(vi) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ J+ = y} = 1{z ≥ y}√z − y
z
.
(vii) νcld
{
m0 ∈ da ∣∣ ζ+ ≥ z} = z1/2√
2pia3/2
(1− e−a/2z)da.
All of these equations remain true if we replace all superscript ‘+’s with ‘-’s.
The proof of this is given in Appendix B; it is based on Proposition 4.9 and well-known
properties of our spectrally one-sided Stable
(
3
2
)
process.
Corollary 4.12. Take y > 0. Let A ∼ Exponential (1/2y). Conditionally given A, let f
denote a BESQ(−1) first-passage bridge from f(0) = A to f(y) = 0, in the sense of [9]. Let N be
a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES), with T−y the hitting time of −y in ξ(N). Then δ (0, f) + N|[0,T−y ] has law
ν+cld( · | J+ = y).
Proof. By Proposition 4.9, under ν+cld( · | m0 = a) a clade N+ has the form δ
(
0, f
)
+ N′.
Here, f is a BESQ(−1) starting from a and, conditionally given f , the point process N′ is
distributed like N stopped at time T−ζ(f). Then J+(N+) = ζ(f). Thus, we may further
condition ν+cld( · | m0 = a, J+ = y). Under this new law, N+ has the same form, and f is now
distributed like a BESQ(−1) first-passage bridge from a to 0 in time y. So, since its lifetime is
fixed, in this setting f is independent of N′. Now,
ν+cld( · | J+ = y) =
∫
ν+cld( · | m0 = a, J+ = y)ν+cld(m0 ∈ da | J+ = y).
The conditional law of m0 above appears in Proposition 4.11 (v). In particular, under this law,
m0 ∼ Exponential (1/2y). 
4.3. The skewer map and type-1 evolutions. We now make a slight modification to Defi-
nition 1.2 of the aggregate mass process, with the aim of having it apply nicely to anti-clades.
Compare this to (4.3), which defines m0.
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Definition 4.13. For N ∈ N sp and y ∈ R, the aggregate mass process of N at level y is
MyN (t) := M
y
N,ξ(N)(t) :=
∫
[0,t]×E
max
{
f
(
(y − ξN (u−))−
)
, f
(
y − ξN (u−)
) }
dN(u, f)
for t ≥ 0. We leave the definition of the skewer map unchanged, but abbreviate it
skewer(y,N) := skewer(y,N, ξ(N)) =
{(
MyN (t−),MyN (t)
)
: t ≥ 0, MyN (t−) < MyN (t)
}
.
Finally, we abbreviate skewer(N) := skewer(N, ξ(N)) =
(
skewer(y,N), y ≥ 0).
Recall the level y inverse local time of X, (τy(s), s ≥ 0) of Definition 3.26.
Proposition 4.14 (Aggregate mass from F y(N)). Take N ∈ N sp and y ∈ R and suppose that
level y is nice for ξ(N), in the sense of Proposition 3.33. Suppose also that either len(N) =∞
or ξN (len(N)) < y. We write F
y
N := F
y(N). For every s ≥ 0,
MyN ◦ τyN (s) = MyN ◦ τyN (0) +
∫
(0,s]×N sp±cld
m0(N ′)dF yN (r,N
′)
and skewer(y,N) =
{(
MyN ◦ τyN (s−),MyN ◦ τyN (s)
)
: s ≥ 0, τy(s) > τy(s−)}, (4.9)
where we take τy(0−) := 0. In particular, for fixed y ∈ R this holds for N = N almost surely.
For fixed y ∈ R, the process (MyN ◦ τyN(s) −MyN ◦ τyN(0), s ≥ 0) is a Stable(12) subordinator
with Laplace exponent Φ(λ) =
√
λ.
Proof. As noted in Proposition 3.37, the bi-clades of F y(N), along with the potential initial
and final incomplete bi-clades, partition the spindles of N . At most one of the spindles in
the initial incomplete bi-clade crosses level y. Each subsequent excursion interval IyN (a, b) with
[a, b] ∈ V y(N) includes at most one jump of ξ(N) that crosses level y. If N ′ := N |←
IyN (a,b)
then
this spindle crosses with mass m0(N ′). Finally, our requirement that either len(N) = ∞ or
ξN (len(N)) < y implies that either there is no final incomplete bi-clade about y or, if there
is, then this bi-clade dies during the incomplete anti-clade N≤ylast, without contributing mass
at level y. This gives us the claimed description of MyN ◦ τyN . The subsequent description of
skewer(y,N) follows from our assumption that level y is nice for ξ(N), whereby no two level
y bi-clades, complete or incomplete, arise at the same local time.
If N = N then by Proposition 3.33, level y is nice for X almost surely. By the Poisson
property of Fy, MyN is a shifted subordinator with Le´vy measure specified by Proposition 4.11
(i). Thus, its Laplace exponent follows from
∫∞
0 (1− e−λx)x−3/2dx = 2
√
piλ. 
Theorem 4.15 (Scaffolding local time equals skewer diversity everywhere; Theorem 28 of
[30]). There is an event of probability 1 on which, for every y ∈ R and s ≥ 0, the partition
αys := skewer
(
y, N|[0,τy(s)]
)
possesses the diversity property of (2.1), and for all t ∈ [0, τy(s)],
`y(t) = Dαys
(
MyN(t)
)
=
√
pi lim
h↓0
√
h
∫
1{m0(N) > h, τy(r) ≤ t}dFy(r,N). (4.10)
The strength of the preceding result is that it holds a.s. simultaneously at every level y.
Proposition 4.14 implies the weaker result that (4.10) holds a.s. for every s ≥ 0, for any fixed
y. Recall Definition 3.16 of the measurable spaces (N sp,Σ(N sp)) and (N spfin ,Σ(N spfin )). We
are interested in diffusions on (I, dI). To that end we require measures N ∈ N spfin for which
skewer(N) is path-continuous in (I, dI).
Definition 4.16 (N sp,∗, N sp,∗fin ). Let N sp,∗ denote the set of all N ∈ N sp with the following
additional properties.
(i) The aggregate mass MyN (t) is finite for every y ∈ R and t ≥ 0.
(ii) The occupation density local time (`yN (t)) is continuous on t ≥ 0, infu∈[0,len(N)] ξN (u) <
y < supu∈[0,len(N)] ξN (u), and for every (y, t) in this range,
Dskewer(y,N |[0,t])
(
MyN (u)
)
= `yN (u), u ∈ [0, t]. (4.11)
(iii) For every t > 0, the skewer process skewer
(
N |[0,t]
)
is continuous in (I, dI).
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Let N sp,∗fin := N spfin ∩N sp,∗. Let Σ(N sp,∗) := {A ∩N sp,∗ : A ∈ Σ(N sp)}, and correspondingly
define Σ(N sp,∗fin ).
In condition (ii) above, we restrict y away from boundary values because (4.11) can fail at
y = 0 for the point processes Nβ constructed in Definition 3.21.
Proposition 4.17. The map skewer is measurable from (N sp,∗fin ,Σ(N sp,∗fin )) to the space of
continuous functions C([0,∞), I) under the Borel σ-algebra generated by uniform convergence.
Proof. We have established in Proposition 3.18 that N 7→ ξ(N) is a measurable map from
(N sp,Σ(N sp)) to (Dstb,Σ(Dstb)). This measurability passes to the restriction ξ|N sp,∗fin . Thence,
and by Definition 4.13 of the aggregate mass process, we deduce the measurability of the
map N 7→ MyN,ξ(N)(t) from N sp,∗fin to [0,∞), for (y, t) fixed. Let D∗ denote the set of non-
decreasing ca`dla`g functions supported on intervals [0, L], L ∈ [0,∞), whose closed ranges have
zero Lebesgue measure. Since MyN,ξ(N)(t) is non-decreasing in t, we conclude that for fixed y
the map N 7→ (MyN,ξ(N)(t), t ∈ [0, len(N)]) is measurable from N sp,∗fin to D∗.
Recall the map G of Definition 2.8 that takes α ∈ IH to a closed, bounded, Lebesgue-null set
G(α). The map g 7→ G−1(range(g)) is continuous from the Skorokhod topology on D∗ to the
Hausdorff topology on IH . Thus, N 7→ skewer(y,N) is measurable from N sp,∗fin to (IH , dH)
for fixed y. From Proposition 2.10 (iv), the Borel σ-algebra generated by dI on I equals that
generated by the Hausdorff metric, dH . Thus, the map N 7→ skewer(y,N) is measurable from
N sp,∗fin to (I, dI) for y fixed. Finally, by Theorem 2.7, (I, dI) is separable. From this it follows
that the σ-algebra on C([0,∞), I) generated by uniform convergence equals that generated by
the evaluation maps [10, Theorem 14.5]. 
We do not claim that N sp,∗ ∈ Σ(N sp). However, we will show in Proposition 5.11 that the
processes that we wish to study admit N sp,∗-versions, in the following sense.
Definition 4.18. Let (Ω,F ,P) denote a probability space, (S,Σ(S)) a measurable space, and
X,Y : Ω→ S a pair of random variables. We call Y a version of X if X = Y a.s. If Y only takes
values in B ⊆ S then we call Y a B-version of X. Recall that the outer measure associated
with P is a map P◦ : 2Ω → [0, 1] given by P◦(A) := inf {P(B) : A ⊆ B ∈ F}.
Lemma 4.19. We follow the notation of the preceding definition. Suppose S∗ ⊂ S is not
necessarily measurable, but it satisfies P◦{X ∈ S \ S∗} = 0. Suppose also that there is some
y ∈ S∗ for which {y} ∈ Σ(S). Then there exists an S∗-version of X.
A related notion may be found in [61, Lemma II.(6.1)].
Proof. Let y be as above. There is some A ∈ F with X−1(S \ S∗) ⊆ A and P(A) = 0. For
ω ∈ A define X∗(ω) := y. For ω ∈ Ω \A define X∗(ω) := X(ω). Then X∗ is such a version. 
Recall Definition 3.21 of pre-type-1 evolutions, with Nβ = ?U∈βNU . Comparing that con-
struction to Proposition 4.9, we see that each NU has distribution ν
+
cld( · | m0 = Leb(U)).
Definition 4.20. For Nβ as in Definition 3.21, we abuse notation to write F
≥0
0 (Nβ) :=∑
U∈β δ (Dβ(U),NU ), substituting diversities in the place of local times in Definition 3.38. We
write P1β{F≥00 ∈ · } to denote its distribution, and correspondingly for P1µ.
We will find from Propositions 5.2 and 5.10 that almost surely for all t ≥ 0, if t falls within
the segment of Nβ corresponding to NU , then
Dβ(U) = lim
y↓0
`yNβ (t) = limh↓0
h−1Leb{u ∈ [0, t] : ξNβ (u) ∈ [0, h]}.
Proposition 4.21. (i) For every β ∈ I, the point process Nβ of Definition 3.21 a.s. has
finite length: in the notation of that definition,
∑
U∈β len(NU ) <∞ a.s..
(ii) The map β 7→ P1β is a stochastic kernel.
(iii) We have ξ(Nβ) =?U∈βξ(NU ), where concatenation is as in Definition 3.40.
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(iv) For the purpose of the following, let S := {N ∈ N spfin : skewer(0, N) ∈ I}. The laws P1β
are supported on S. There exists a measurable map φ : S → N ([0,∞) × N spfin ) such that
F≥00 (Nβ) = φ(Nβ). Moreover, the map β 7→ P1β{F≥00 ∈ · } is a stochastic kernel.
Proof. (i) By Corollary 4.12, Proposition 3.14, and standard fluctuation theory for Le´vy pro-
cesses ([6, Theorem VII.1]; see also Proposition B.2 in our appendix),
ν+cld
{
exp(−θlen(N)) ∣∣ J+ = y} = E [e−θT−y] = exp (−yψ−1(θ)) = exp(−y (pi
2
)1/3
θ2/3
)
.
Let θ˜ = θ
√
pi/2. Applying Proposition 4.11 (iii) and mixing,
ν+cld
{
exp (−θlen(N)) ∣∣ m0 = a} = ∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−yθ˜2/3
) a3/2√
2piy5/2
e−a/2ydy
=
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−avθ˜2/3
)
v−5/2e−1/2vdv =
(
1 +
√
2a θ˜1/3
)
exp
(
−
√
2a θ˜1/3
)
,
where the second equality comes from the change of variables y = av and the third from integrals
that can be found e.g. in [65, Example 33.15]. Thus,
E
[
exp
(
−θ
∑
U∈β len(NU )
)]
= exp
∑
U∈β
(
log
(
1 +
√
2Leb(U)θ˜1/3
)
−
√
2Leb(U)θ˜1/3
)
≥ exp
(∑
U∈β −Leb(U)θ˜
2/3 − C(Leb(U))3/2θ˜
)
for some C > 0 and θ sufficiently small, since a Taylor series approximation of log(1 + x) gives
that the exponent in the above is −aθ˜2/3 + O(a3/2θ˜). Since ∑U∈β Leb(U) < ∞, we conclude
that the above goes to one as θ goes to zero. Thus,
∑
U∈β len(NU ) is a.s. finite.
(ii) For β ∈ I, the counting measure ∑(a,b)∈β δ (a, |b− a|) is a measurable function of β. By
Lemma 4.2, the map from β to the law of Gβ :=
∑
(a,b)∈β δ
(
a,N(a,b)
)
is a kernel, as we have
marked the points via the kernel |b−a| 7→ ν+cld( · | m0 = |b−a|). And finally, the map that takes
Gβ to Nβ =?N(a,b) by concatenating over points of Gβ is measurable.
(iii) Let (fU , U ∈ β) denote an independent family of BESQ(−1) processes absorbed at 0, with
each fU starting from Leb(U). By Lemma 3.3,
E[ζ(fU )] =
1
Γ(3/2)
∫ ∞
0
Leb(U)
2x
√
xe−xdx = Leb(U).
For each U ∈ β, let S(U−) := ∑V ∈β : V <U ζ(fV ) and S(U) := S(U−) + Leb(U). Let L :=
supU∈β S(U). Then
E[L] =
∑
U∈β
E
[
ζ(fU )
]
=
∑
U∈β
Leb(U) = ‖β‖ <∞. (4.12)
Let N denote a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES), independent of (fU , U ∈ β). Let HU denote the first hitting
time of −S(U−) in ξ(N), let T denote the hitting time of −L, and set
N′β := N
∣∣
[0,T ]
+
∑
U∈β
δ
(
S(U), fU
)
.
It follows from the strong Markov property of N that N′β has law P
1
β. Adding spindles
δ
(
S(U), fU
)
to N with summable lifetimes modifies the associated scaffolding ξ(N′β) only by
adding jumps of the corresponding heights. In particular, ξ(N′β) is formed by concatenating
the paths of the excursions ξ
(
N′β|←[S(U−),S(U)]
)
. Thus, the claimed identity holds a.s. under P1β.
(iv) First, skewer(0,Nβ) = β for every β, so the laws P
1
β are supported on S, as claimed.
Now, we need only construct the desired measurable map φ, as the stochastic kernel claim
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follows from this and assertion (ii). We present φ(N) in the case N = Nβ, but this construction
applies to any N ∈ S. Define
G1 :=
∑
[a,b]∈V 00 (Nβ)
δ
(
a,Nβ|←[a,b),m0
(
Nβ|←[a,b)
))
.
Then for each U ∈ β we get NU = Nβ|←[a,b) for some [a, b] ∈ V 00 (Nβ), and
Dβ(U) =
√
pi lim
h↓0
√
hG1
(
[0, a)×N sp±cld × (h,∞)
)
=: D[a,b].
Finally, F≥00 (Nβ) = φ(Nβ) :=
∑
[a,b]∈V 00 (Nβ) δ
(
D[a,b],Nβ|←[a,b)
)
. The measurability of the pre-
ceding transformations follows from the measurability of restriction maps and the existence of
measurable enumerations of points of a point process, per [17, Proposition 9.1.XII]. 
Definition 4.22 (Type-1 evolution). For β ∈ I, a type-1 evolution starting from β is a process
(αy, y ≥ 0) ∈ C([0,∞), I) distributed like skewer(N∗β), where N∗β is an N sp,∗fin -version of Nβ.
We will confirm in Proposition 5.11 that such N sp,∗fin -versions exist for every β. We now relate
point processes of clades to the skewer process. Recall the cutoff processes of (3.27).
Lemma 4.23. Take N ∈ N sp, y, z ≥ 0, and suppose MyN (t) <∞ for all t < len(N).
(i) We have skewer(y,N) =
 skewer
(
y,cutoff≤zN ,cutoff
≤z
ξ(N)
)
if y < z,
skewer
(
y − z,cutoff≥zN ,cutoff≥zξ(N)
)
if y > z.
(ii) For N a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES), it is a.s. the case that for every t ≥ 0,
skewer
(
y,N
∣∣
[0,t]
)
=
 skewer
(
y,cutoff≤zN|[0,t]
)
if y ≤ z,
skewer
(
y − z,cutoff≥zN|[0,t]
)
if y ≥ z.
The same holds for Nβ, for any β ∈ IH , with z > 0.
(iii) If level z is nice for ξ(N), in the sense of Proposition 3.33, then
skewer(y,N) = ?
points (s,N+s ) of F
≥z
0 (N)
skewer(y − z,N+s ) for y ≥ z. (4.13)
(iv) Suppose β ∈ I is nice in the sense that, for U, V ∈ β, if U 6= V then Dβ(U) 6= Dβ(V ).
Let Nβ and F
≥0
0 (Nβ) be as in Definition 4.20. In the event that M
y
Nβ
(t) < ∞ for all
t < len(Nβ), (4.13) holds with z = 0 and N = Nβ.
Proof. (i). This follows from the definitions in (3.27). See Figure 3.3.
Before proceeding to prove (ii) we note that, in the general setting of (i), we make no
claim in the case y = z. These formulas fail in cases where y = z and this is a level at
which a spindle of N is born or dies discontinuously. For example, if a spindle ft of N dies
discontinuously at level z, then there is no broken spindle fˆzt incorporated into cutoff
≥z
N .
Thus, while skewer(z,N) has a block of size ft((z − ξN (t−))−) corresponding to this spindle,
skewer(0,cutoff≥zN ,cutoff
≥z
ξ(N)) has no such block.
(ii). The argument in the proof of Proposition 4.21 (iii) also shows that
ξ
(
cutoff≤zN|[0,t]
)
= cutoff≤zξ(N)|[0,t] , ξ
(
cutoff≤zNβ |[0,t]
)
= cutoff≤zξ(Nβ)|[0,t] , (4.14)
and likewise for cutoff≥z. In particular, that argument uses the a.s. summability of lifetimes
of leftmost spindles ζ(fU ) to show that the concatenation of the scaffoldings of clades ?Uξ(NU )
equals the scaffolding of their concatenation ξ(?UNU ). The same argument applies here.
Next, since no spindles in N or Nβ are born or die discontinuously at any level above 0, every
spindle ft of N or Nβ that is alive at level z > 0 has non-trivial broken components fˇ
z
t and fˆ
z
t
about level z. Thus, the strict inequalities on the conditions for the two expressions in (i) can
be replaced by weak inequalities.
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(iii). This follows from assertion (i) via Lemma 3.41, which relates cutoff≥y· to F
≥y
0 , and
via the observation that the skewer map commutes with concatenation of bi-clades.
(iv). Definition 4.20 of F≥00 (Nβ) has the property that, if β is nice in the sense described in
the assertion, then F≥00 (Nβ) does not have two points coinciding at the same time. Thus, the
conclusion of Lemma 3.41 applies to it, and cutoff≥0Nβ , which equals Nβ, may be recovered
from F≥00 (Nβ). Thus, the claim follows by the same argument as for assertion (ii). 
In light of Lemma 4.23, the skewer process skewer as a map on N sp,∗fin is adapted to the
filtration (Fy,∗, y ≥ 0), where we take Fy,∗ := {A ∩N sp,∗fin : A ∈ Fy}.
4.4. Path-continuous type-1 evolution from Poisson-Dirichlet initial distribution.
Let N be a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) living on a probability space (Ω,A,P). We continue to use the
notation of the first paragraph of Section 4.1 for objects related to N. Let (F t, t ≥ 0) and
(F y, y ≥ 0) denote P-completions of the time- and level-filtrations on (Ω,A) generated by N,
as in Definition 3.36, augmented to allow an independent random variable S measurable in
F 0 ∩ F0. That is, these are formed by augmenting the P-completions of the pullbacks, via
N : Ω→ N sp, of the time- and level-filtrations on N sp.
We define N˜ := N|[0,T ), where T is an a.s. finite (F t)-stopping time. We take “twiddled
versions” of our earlier notation to denote the corresponding objects for N˜; for instance, ˜`
will denote the jointly Ho¨lder continuous version of the local time process associated with
X˜ := ξ(N˜). It follows from Proposition 4.14 and the a.s. finiteness of T that for each y ≥ 0 we
have α˜y := skewer(y, N˜) ∈ I almost surely. I.e. α˜y is almost surely a finite interval partition
with the diversity property.
Proposition 4.24. Suppose T has the properties: (a) S0 := `0(T ) is measurable in F 0, and
(b) X < 0 on the time interval (τ0(S0−), T ). Then for each y ≥ 0, the measure F˜≥y0 = F≥y0 (N˜)
is conditionally independent of F y given α˜y, with the regular conditional distribution (r.c.d.)
P1α˜y{F≥00 ∈ · } of Definition 4.20.
In light of Lemma 4.23 (i), this proposition is very close to a simple Markov property for
(α˜y, y ≥ 0). In order to minimize our involvement with measure-theoretic technicalities, we
will postpone pinning this connection down until Corollary 5.13.
Proof. Step 1 of this proof establishes the claimed result at a fixed level y ≥ 0 when T = τy(s−),
where s > 0 is fixed. Note that this time does not satisfy conditions (a) and (b). In Step 1,
T is specific to a fixed level y, whereas in the proposition, the result holds at each level for a
single time T . In Step 2, we extend this to describe the unstopped point process F≥y0 . Finally,
in Step 3, we extend our results to the regime of the proposition.
Step 1 : Assume T = τy(s−). Note that F˜y0 = Fy0|[0,s). The strong Markov property of N
tells us that N|[0,T y) is independent of N|←[T y ,∞). Rephrasing this in the notation of Definition
3.38, (N≤yfirst,N
≥y
first) is independent of (F
≤y,F≥y). This will allow us to consider conditioning
separately for the first pair and the second. Let my : N sp → [0,∞) denote the mass of the
leftmost spindle at level y:
my(N) := MyN
(
inf{t ≥ 0: MyN (t) > 0}
)
for N ∈ N sp. (4.15)
We apply the mid-spindle Markov property, Lemma 4.7, at time T≥y. Together with the
description of ν+cld in Proposition 4.9, this implies that the clade N
≥y
first has conditional law
ν+cld( · | m0 = my(N≤yfirst)) given N≤yfirst, as desired.
Now, let γ˜y denote α˜y minus its leftmost block, so that α˜y = {(0,my(N˜))} ? γ˜y. Proposition
4.14 indicates two properties of γ˜y: (a) it is a Stable
(
1
2
)
interval partition with total diversity
s, in the sense of Proposition 2.2, and (b) it a.s. equals a function of F˜y. For β ∈ I let
(N±U , U ∈ β) denote a family of independent bi-clades with respective distributions N±U ∼
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νcld{ · |m0 = Leb(U)},
Gβ :=
∑
U∈β
δ (Dβ(U),Leb(U)) , and G
±
β :=
∑
U∈β
δ
(
Dβ(U), N
±
U
)
.
Then Gγ˜y is a PRM
(
Leb⊗ νcld{m0 ∈ · }
)
on [0, s) × (0,∞). Moreover, G±γ˜y is a PRM(Leb⊗ νcld)
on [0, s) ×N sp±cld, as it may be obtained by marking the points of Gβ via the stochastic kernel
a 7→ νcld{ · |m0 = a), and this is an m0-disintegration of νcld. By Proposition 4.3, F˜y has the
same PRM distribution as G±γ˜y . Thus, the distribution of G
±
γ˜y is a regular conditional distribution
for F˜y given γ˜y.
Extending the preceding construction of G±β , for each U ∈ β let (N+U , N−U ) denote the clade
and anti-clade components of N±U , respectively. By Proposition 4.9 these are independent.
Thus,
G+β :=
∑
U∈β
δ
(
Dβ(U), N
+
U
)
is independent of G−β :=
∑
U∈β
δ
(
Dβ(U), N
−
U
)
.
Moreover, G+β has law P
1
β{F≥00 ∈ · }, as in Definition 4.20. Thus, given γ˜y, the measure F˜≥y
is conditionally independent of F˜≤y with regular conditional distribution P1γ˜y{F≥00 ∈ · }. By
another application of the strong Markov property of N at time T , this conditional independence
extends to conditional independence between F˜≥y and F≤y. We finish with an appeal to the
general principle that from F1⊥⊥H1 G1, F2⊥⊥H2 G2, and (F1,G1,H1)⊥⊥(F2,G2,H2), we may
deduce (F1,F2)⊥⊥H1,H2(G1,G2); see e.g. [43, Propositions 6.6-6.8]. Thus, F˜≥y0 is conditionally
independent of F y given α˜y, with regular conditional distribution P1α˜y{F≥00 ∈ · }.
Step 2 : For s > 0 let αys := skewer(y,N|[0,τy(s−)). We write αy∞ := (αyn, n ∈ N); this takes
values in the subset of IN comprising projectively consistent sequences. We equip IN with
the product σ-algebra. In the regime of such projectively consistent sequences, Definition 4.20
extends naturally to define a kernel β∞ = (βn, n ≥ 1) 7→ P1β∞{F≥00 ∈ · }; i.e. a point process G
has this law if G|[0,n) d=
∑
U∈βn δ
(
Dβn(U), N
+
U
)
for every n ≥ 0, where the (N+U ) are as above.
Extending the conditioning in the conclusion of Step 1, we find that F≥y0 |[0,n) is conditionally
independent of F y given αy∞. By consistency, F≥y0 is conditionally independent of F y given
αy∞, with r.c.d. P1αy∞{F
≥0
0 ∈ · }.
Step 3 : Assume T satisfies conditions (a) and (b) stated in the proposition. We now show
that Sy := `y(T ) is measurable in F y. For y = 0, this is exactly condition (a), so assume y > 0.
From condition (b), Sy = `y(τ0(S0−)). Thus, τ0(S0−) ∈ (τy(Sy−), τy(Sy)). By monotonicity
of `0 we have S0 ∈ [`0(τy(Sy−)), `0(τy(Sy))]. In fact, we cannot have S0 = `0(τy(Sy−)), since
then we would have τy(Sy−) ∈ (τ0(S0−), T ) while X(τy(Sy−)) = y > 0, which would violate
condition (b). We conclude that Sy = inf{s ≥ 0: `0(τy(s)) ≥ S0}. Finally,
`0(τy(s)) = `0
N≤yfirst
(∞) +
∫
[0,s]×N sp−cld
`−yN (∞)dF≤y(r,N),
which is measurable in F y, as desired.
Condition (b) has the additional consequence that time T occurs in the midst of a (possibly
incomplete) bi-clade about level y at local time Sy, no later than the jump across level y. Thus,
the clade that follows at local time Sy is entirely excluded from N˜, so F˜≥y0 = F
≥y
0 |[0,Sy).
Appealing to the result of Step 2, Sy is conditionally independent of F≥y0 given α
y∞. Thus,
P1
αy∞
{F≥00 ∈ · } is a regular conditional distribution for F≥y0 given (αy∞, Sy). Consequently, for
f non-negative and measurable on the appropriate domain,
E
[
f
(
F≥y0 , S
y
)]
=
∫
f(G, s)P1β∞{F≥00 ∈ dG}P{αy∞ ∈ dβ∞, Sy ∈ ds}.
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For the purpose of the following, for (G, s) as above we will write G<s := G|[0,s) and G≥s :=
G|←[s,∞). Similarly, modifying our earlier notation, for β∞ = (βn, n ≥ 1) as in Step 2, we will
write β<s to denote the set of blocks of β∞ prior to diversity s, and β≥s will denote the remainder,
shifted to start at left endpoint zero. More formally, β<s := {U ∈ βdse : Dβdse(U) < s} and
β≥s := (β≥s,n, n ≥ 1) where, for n ≥ 1,
β≥s,n :=
{
(a− ‖β<s‖ , b− ‖β<s‖) : (a, b) ∈ βdse+n, Dβdse+n(a) ∈ [s, s+ n)
}
.
Now, suppose that in our earlier disintegration calculation, f(G, s) := h(G<s). Then
E
[
h
(
F˜≥y0
)]
=
∫
h(G<s)P
1
β∞{F≥00 ∈ dG}P{αy∞ ∈ dβ∞, Sy ∈ ds}
=
∫
h(G<s)P
1
β<s{F≥00 ∈ dG<s}P1β≥s{F≥00 ∈ dG≥s}P{αy∞ ∈ dβ∞, Sy ∈ ds}
=
∫
h(G<s)P
1
β<s{F≥00 ∈ dG<s}P{αy∞ ∈ dβ∞, Sy ∈ ds}.
The second line above comes from noting that F≥00 |[0,s) is independent of F≥00 |←[s,∞) under P1β∞ ,
and the third line comes from integrating out the P1β≥s term. Noting that α˜
y = αy<Sy , we
conclude that P1α˜y{F≥00 ∈ · } is a regular conditional distribution for F˜≥y0 given (αy∞, Sy). We
already have the desired conditional independence from F y. Finally, since this r.c.d. depends
only on α˜y, it is also an r.c.d. given α˜y. 
We now revert to the general setting of T being an a.s. finite (F t)-stopping time.
Lemma 4.25 (Proposition 6 of [30]). Fix θ ∈ (0, 12). For each spindle (t, f) of N˜, let f¯(y) :=
f(y−X˜(t−)), y ∈ R. These translated excursions can a.s. be partitioned into sequences (gnj , j ≥
1), for n ≥ 1, in such a way that in each sequence (gnj , j ≥ 1): (i) the excursions have disjoint
support, and (ii) they are uniformly Ho¨lder-θ with some constants Dn, with
∑
n≥1Dn <∞.
Corollary 4.26. It is a.s. the case that My
N˜
(T ) is finite for all y ∈ R. Moreover, (α˜y, y ∈ R)
a.s. takes values in I for all y ∈ R.
Proof. It suffices to check the first assertion: by Theorem 4.15, this implies that α˜y ∈ I for all
y simultaneously, almost surely. Fix θ ∈ (0, 12). For each n ≥ 1 let the (gnj , j ≥ 1) and Dn be
as in Lemma 4.25. Definition 4.13 of My gives
My
N˜
(T ) =
∑
n≥1
∑
j≥1
gnj (y) for y ∈ R. (4.16)
Let gn :=
∑
j≥1 g
n
j for each n ≥ 1. Since the gnj in each sequence have disjoint support, gn is
Ho¨lder-θ with constant Dn. Proposition 4.14 implies that M
0
N˜
(T ) is a.s. finite. Thus, by (4.16),
y 7→My
N˜
(T ) is almost surely Ho¨lder-θ with constant bounded by
∑
n≥1Dn. 
Recall Definition 4.16 of N sp,∗fin , the subspace of N sp on which the skewer map measurably
produces a continuously evolving interval partition.
Proposition 4.27. There exists an N sp,∗fin -version of N˜ and an N sp,∗-version of N. In partic-
ular, (α˜y, y ≥ 0) is a.s. Ho¨lder-θ in (I, dI) for every θ ∈
(
0, 14
)
.
Proof. We have already shown in Theorem 4.15 and Corollary 4.26 that N˜ (respectively N)
satisfies the first two conditions in Definition 4.16 for membership in N sp,∗fin (resp. N sp,∗). It
remains only to prove the claimed Ho¨lder continuity.
Fix θ ∈ (0, 14). For n, j ≥ 1, let gnj and Dn be as in Lemma 4.25 and let gn := ∑j≥1 gnj . Since
N˜ is stopped at an a.s. finite time, the path of X˜ lies within a random bounded space-time
rectangle. We restrict our attention to the intersection of the almost sure events posited by
Lemma 4.25, Corollary 4.26, and Theorem 3.23: that the Ho¨lder constants Dn are summable,
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the process (α˜y) lies in I, and the local times (˜`y(t)) are uniformly Ho¨lder-θ in level and
continuous in time. Let
C := sup
−∞<y<z<∞
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|˜`z(t)− ˜`y(t)|
|z − y|θ and D :=
∞∑
n=1
Dn.
Fix y, z ∈ R with y < z. Let A := {n ≥ 1: gn∣∣
[y,z]
> 0}. That is, A is the set of indices n for
which a single spindle in the sequence (gnj )j≥1 survives the interval [y, z]. For each n ∈ A, let
tn denote the time at which that particular spindle arises as a point in N˜. Recall Definition 2.5
of dI and correspondences between interval partitions. Consider the correspondence from α˜y
to α˜z that, for each n ∈ A, pairs the block Uyn ∈ α˜y with U zn ∈ α˜z, where there are the blocks
corresponding to gn. This is indeed a correspondence, respecting order in the two interval
partitions, since each paired block corresponds to the same spindle as its partner.
Note that for n /∈ A there is some x ∈ [y, z] for which gn(x) = 0. Thus, by its Ho¨lder
continuity, both gn(y) and gn(z) are bounded by Dn(z − y)θ. Therefore,∑
n∈A
|gn(z)− gn(y)|+ max
{∑
n/∈A
gn(y),
∑
n/∈A
gn(z)
}
≤
∞∑
n=1
Dn(z − y)θ,
sup
n∈A
|Dα˜z(U zn)−Dα˜y(Uyn)| = sup
n∈A
∣∣∣˜`z(tn)− ˜`y(tn)∣∣∣ ≤ C(z − y)θ,
and |Dα˜z(∞)−Dα˜y(∞)| =
∣∣∣˜`z(T )− ˜`y(T )∣∣∣ ≤ C(z − y)θ.
By Definition 2.5 of dI , we conclude that (α˜y, y ∈ R) is Ho¨lder-θ with constant bounded by
max{C,D}. 
We can now prove the existence of certain type-1 evolutions. For the purpose of the following,
let N˜∗ denote an N sp,∗fin -version of N˜ and let (αy,∗, y ≥ 0) := skewer
(
N˜∗
)
.
Corollary 4.28. Let S > 0 be independent of N.
(i) If T := τ0(S) then α0,∗ is a Stable
(
1
2
)
interval partition with total diversity S.
(ii) If T := inf
{
t > 0: M0N(t) > S
}
and S ∼ Exponential (ρ) for some ρ > 0 then α0,∗ is
distributed like a PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
multiplied by an independent Gamma
(
1
2 , ρ
)
scaling factor.
In either case, (αy,∗, y ≥ 0) is a type-1 evolution.
Proof. First, the claimed distributions for α˜0 (and therefore for α0,∗) follow from the Stable
(
1
2
)
description of MyN in Proposition 4.14 and the definitions of the Stable and PDIP interval
partition laws in Propositions 2.2 and 2.4.
Next, note that in either of the cases, F˜≥0 = F≥0|[0,`0(T )) almost surely. In case (i) there is a.s.
no bi-clade of N about level 0 at local time `0(T ) = S. In case (ii), time T occurs at the middle
spindle of a bi-clade, so N˜ cuts off before the clade component of that final incomplete bi-clade.
From Proposition 4.24 applied at level 0, we see that F˜≥00 has regular conditional distribution
P1α˜0{F≥00 ∈ · } given α˜0. Thus, it has law P1µ{F≥00 ∈ · }, where µ is the law of α˜0. Therefore,
F≥00 (N˜
∗) has law P1,∗µ {F≥00 ∈ · }. From Lemma 4.23 (iv) and Proposition 3.33, since level 0 is
a.s. nice for N and thus for N˜∗, we conclude that (αy,∗, y ≥ 0) has law P1,∗µ {skewer ∈ · }.
Therefore, it satisfies Definition 4.22 of a type-1 evolution. 
4.5. Entrance law of type-1 evolution starting from a single block. On a suitable
probability space (Ω,A,P) let N be a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES). We continue to use the notation of
the first paragraph of Section 4.1 for objects related to N. Fix a > 0 and let f be a BESQ(−1)
starting from a and absorbed upon hitting zero, independent of N. Let N := δ (0, f) + N. We
use barred versions of our earlier notation to refer to the corresponding objects associated with
N. For example, X = X + ζ(f). Let T 0 = T−ζ(f) denote the first hitting time of 0 by X and
set N̂ := N|[0,T 0). By Proposition 4.9, N̂ has distribution ν+cld( · | m0 = a). We use hatted
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versions of our earlier notation to refer to the corresponding objects associated with N̂. Set
(α̂y, y ≥ 0) := skewer(N̂).
Let (F t, t ≥ 0) and (F y, y ≥ 0) denote P-completions of the pullbacks, via N : Ω→ N sp, of
the time- and level-filtrations on N sp, as in Definition 3.36.
Corollary 4.29. There exists an N sp,∗fin -version of N̂. In particular, (α̂y, y ≥ 0) is a type-1
evolution starting from {(0, a)}, and it is a.s. Ho¨lder-θ in (I, dI) for every θ ∈
(
0, 14
)
.
Proof. For the purpose of the following let N˜ := N|[0,T−ζ(f)] = N̂−δ (0, f). Note that N˜ is in the
regime of processes considered in Section 4.4. By Proposition 4.27, N˜ ∈ N sp,∗fin almost surely.
Let X˜ := ξ(N˜) and (α˜y, y ≥ 0) := skewer(N˜). Then
X̂ = X˜ + ζ(f), My
N̂
(
T 0
)
= M
y−ζ(f)
N˜
(
T 0
)
+ f(y), and α̂y =
{
(0, f(y))
}
? α˜y−ζ(f).
By Definition 4.16, in order to have N̂ ∈ N sp,∗fin we require that: (α̂y, y ≥ 0) is continuous in y,
My
N̂
(
T 0
)
<∞, and ̂`y(t) = Dα̂y (MyN̂(t)) for t ≥ 0, y ∈ (0, ζ+ (N̂)) ,
where ζ+ denotes clade lifetime, as in Definition 4.10. In light of the connections between N̂
and N˜ mentioned above, these three properties follow from the corresponding properties for
N˜, noted in Proposition 4.27. That proposition further implies that (α˜y) is a.s. Ho¨lder-θ for
θ ∈ (0, 14). By Lemma 3.12, f is a.s. Ho¨lder-θ for θ ∈ (0, 12). Thus, (α̂y) is a.s. formed by
concatenating two Ho¨lder-θ processes, so the claimed Ho¨lder continuity follows from Lemma
2.11 on concatenation. 
We consider a non-negative random variable Ly with law
P(Ly ∈ db) = 1√
2pi
√
y
b3/2
e−b/2y
ea/2y − 1
(
1− cosh
(√
ab
y
)
+
√
ab
y
sinh
(√
ab
y
))
db. (4.17)
Let Ry be an inverse-Gaussian subordinator with Le´vy measure Πy and Laplace exponent Φy
as follows:
Πy(dx) =
1
2
√
pi
x−3/2e−x/2ydx and Φy(λ) =
(
λ+
1
2y
)1/2
−
(
1
2y
)1/2
. (4.18)
Proposition 4.30 (Entrance law for type-1 evolution from {(0, a)}). The lifetime of (α̂y) has
InverseGamma(1, a/2) distribution, i.e.
P
{
ζ+
(
N̂
)
> y
}
= P(α̂y 6= ∅) = 1− e−a/2y for y > 0. (4.19)
For y > 0, consider an independent triple (Ly, Sy, Ry), where Sy ∼ Exponential ((2y)−1/2)
and Ly and Ry are as in (4.17)-(4.18). The conditional law of α̂y given the event {α̂y 6= ∅}
equals the law of
{(0, Ly)} ? {(Ry(t−), Ry(t)) : t ∈ [0, Sy], Ry(t−) < Ry(t)}. (4.20)
Remark 4.31. Following [59, Proposition 21] and the characterization of the PDIP laws in Propo-
sition 2.4 (iii), if we take By ∼ Gamma (12 , 1/2y) independent of γ ∼ PDIP (12 , 12), then
{(Ry(t−), Ry(t)) : t ∈ [0, Sy], Ry(t−) < Ry(t)} d= By IP γ. (4.21)
We restate the claim regarding Ly in terms of the leftmost spindle mass, my(N̂), of (4.15).
Lemma 4.32. For a, b, y > 0,
νcld
{
my ∈ db
∣∣∣∣ m0 = a,ζ+ > y
}
=
1√
2pi
√
y
b3/2
e−b/2y
ea/2y − 1
(
1− cosh
(√
ab
y
)
+
√
ab
y
sinh
(√
ab
y
))
db.
We prove this lemma at the end of Appendix B.
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Proof of Proposition 4.30. By construction, ζ(f) is independent of N. Thus, by Proposition
3.33, level y is a.s. nice for X; henceforth we restrict to that event. By Proposition 4.3 and
the aforementioned independence, the point process Fy = Fy−ζ(f) is a PRM(Leb⊗ νcld). Let
Ŝy := `y(T 0). If N̂ survives past level y then Ŝy is the level y local time at which some
excursion of X about level y first reaches down to level zero:
Ŝy = 1
{
ζ+
(
N̂
)
> y
}
inf
{
s > 0: Fy
(
[0, s]× {N ∈ N sp±cld : ζ−(N) ≥ y}
)
> 0
}
.
Conditionally given the event {ζ+(N̂) > y} of survival beyond level y, it follows from the
Poisson property of Fy and the description of νcld{ζ− ∈ · } in Proposition 4.11 (ii) that Ŝy ∼
Exponential
(
(2y)−1/2
)
, which is the distribution of Sy. In light of this, up to null events,{
ζ+
(
N̂
)
≤ y
}
=
{
Ŝy = 0
}
=
{
F̂≥y = 0
}
= {α̂y = ∅} . (4.22)
Recall from Proposition 4.9 that N̂ ∼ νcld{ · | m0 = a}. Thus, (4.19) follows from the formula
for ν+cld{ζ+ > z | m0 = a} stated in Proposition 4.11 (iv).
Assuming ζ+(N̂) > y, time T 0 occurs during an anti-clade of N below level y at local time Ŝy.
In particular, the subsequent level y clade, also at local time Ŝy, is cut entirely from N̂. Thus,
F̂≥y = F≥y|
[0,Ŝy)
. That is, F̂≥y is obtained from F≥y by Poisson thinning. By Proposition 4.11
assertions (i), (ii), and (vii),
νcld{m0 ∈ db; ζ− < y} = νcld{m0 ∈ db} − νcld{m0 ∈ db | ζ− > y}νcld{ζ− > y}
=
1
2
√
pi
b−3/2db− 1√
2
y−1/2
y1/2√
2pi
(1− e−b/2y)b−3/2db
=
1
2
√
pi
b−3/2e−b/2ydb = e−b/2yνcld{m0 ∈ db}.
Thus, it follows from (4.9) that the conditional law of
(
My
N̂
◦ τy
N̂
(s)−My
N̂
◦ τy
N̂
(0), s ∈ [0, Ŝy])
given {ζ+(N̂) > y} equals the law of Ry|[0,Sy ]. Thus, appealing to (4.22), the conditional
distribution of α̂y minus its leftmost block given {α̂y 6= ∅} is as described in (4.20).
The mass my(N̂) of the leftmost block is a function of N̂|
[0,T̂ y)
, whereas α̂y minus its leftmost
block is a function of N̂|←
[T̂ y ,∞). These are independent by the strong Markov property of N̂.
We conclude by Lemma 4.32. 
We now extend the Markov-like property of Proposition 4.24 to the present setting.
Proposition 4.33. F̂≥y0 is conditionally independent of F y given α̂y with regular conditional
distribution P1α̂y
{
F≥00 ∈ ·
}
, where this law is as in Definition 4.20.
Proof. By (4.22), the claimed regular conditional distribution holds trivially on the event{
ζ+
(
N̂
) ≤ y}. Likewise, the result is trivial for y = 0.
The mid-spindle Markov property for T≥y, Lemma 4.7, may be extended from N to apply to
N. Indeed, if T≥y > 0 then the same proof goes through; otherwise, if T≥y = 0, i.e. if ζ(f) > y,
then the lemma reduces to the Markov property of f at y. We use this extension to split N into
three segments.
Let T := T≥y. Let (T, fT ) denote the spindle of N at this time, which equals (0, f) if ζ(f) > y.
Let fˆyT and fˇ
y
T denote the broken spindles of (3.24). Extending the notation of Section 3.4, set
N≤yfirst := N
∣∣
[0,T )
+ δ
(
T, fˇyT
)
, N≥yfirst := N
∣∣←
(T,T y) + δ
(
0, fˆyT
)
, Ny∗ := N
∣∣←
[T y ,∞).
Let H1 and H2 be non-negative measurable functions on N spfin , and likewise for H3 on N sp.
Recall (4.15) defining my. In the present setting my(N) = fT
(
y −X(T−)). By the preceding
extension of the mid-spindle Markov property and the disintegration of ν+cld in Proposition 4.9,
E
[
H1
(
N≤yfirst
)
H2
(
N≥yfirst
)]
= E
[
H1
(
N≤yfirst
)
ν+cld
[
H2
∣∣∣ m0 = my(N≤yfirst)]] ,
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Moreover, by the strong Markov property of N applied at T y, (N≤yfirst,N
≥y
first) is independent of
Ny∗ and the latter is distributed like N. Thus,
E
[
H1
(
N≤yfirst
)
H2
(
N≥yfirst
)
H3
(
Ny∗
)]
= E
[
H1
(
N≤yfirst
)
ν+cld
[
H2
∣∣∣ m0 = my(N≤yfirst)]]E[H3(N)].
The event {ζ+(N̂) > y} equals the event that the process ξ(N≤yfirst) is non-negative. In particular,
this belongs to the σ-algebra σ
(
N≤yfirst
)
. Thus, the above formula also holds for the conditional
expectation given this event. On this event, T≥y = T̂≥y <∞.
Let N˜ := Ny∗|[0,T−y(Ny∗)). The stopping time T−y(N) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition
4.24. Thus, that proposition applies to the stopped PRM N˜. On the event {ζ+(N̂) > y}, which
is independent of N˜, we have N˜ = N̂|←
[T̂ y ,T̂ 0)
and so F̂y = F 00 (N˜). Conditionally given this
event, by Proposition 4.24, the clade point process F̂≥y is conditionally independent of F≤y
given skewer
(
0, N˜
)
=: β, with regular conditional distribution P1β{F≥00 ∈ · }. It follows from
Proposition 3.33 that level y is a.s. nice for N. Thus, by Lemma 3.41,
(
N≤yfirst,F
≤y) generates
F y up to P-null sets. Putting all of this together, F̂≥y0 = F̂≥y + 1
{
ζ+
(
N̂
)
> y
}
δ
(
0,N≥yfirst
)
a.s.,
and this has the desired conditional independence and regular conditional distribution. 
5. Type-1 and type-0 evolutions as Hunt processes in (I, dI)
5.1. Type-1: total mass, path continuity, simple Markov property. Throughout this
section we follow the notation of Definition 3.21 for β ∈ I, (NU , U ∈ β), Nβ, and (αy, y ≥ 0).
We treat these objects as maps on a probability space (Ω,A,P). We additionally define
αyU := skewer(y,NU ) for y ≥ 0, U ∈ β, so αy =?U∈βαyU . (5.1)
For each of the filtrations (Ft), (Ft−), (Fy), and (Fy−) on N sp introduced in Definition 3.36,
we accent with a bar, as in (F t, t ≥ 0), to denote the completion of the filtration under the
family of measures (P1β, β ∈ I).
We begin this section by showing that (αy, y ≥ 0) is a.s. an I-valued process, and we derive
its transition kernel. Then we prove a simple Markov property of (αy, y ≥ 0) as a random
element of the product space I [0,∞). Next, we prove the type-1 assertion of Theorem 1.5, which
describes (‖αy‖ , y ≥ 0). Finally, we prove the existence of a continuous version of (αy, y ≥ 0),
in the sense of Definition 4.18, as well as a simple Markov property for this continuous process.
Lemma 5.1. For J ⊆ β and y > 0,
E[#{U ∈ J : αyU 6= ∅}] ≤
1
2y
∑
U∈J
Leb(U) and P{∀U ∈ J, αyU = ∅} ≥ 1−
1
2y
∑
U∈J
Leb(U).
In particular, a.s. only finitely many of the
(
αzU , z ≥ 0
)
survive to level y.
Proof. The variables 1{αyU = ∅} are independent Bernoulli trials with respective parameters
e−Leb(U)/2y, by (4.19). Thus, both inequalities follow from e−x ≥ 1− x. 
We can extend Theorem 4.15 to the present setting.
Proposition 5.2. It is a.s. the case that Dαy
(
MyNβ (t)
)
= `yNβ (t) for all t ≥ 0, y > 0.
Proof. Appealing to Corollary 4.29 and Lemma 5.1, we may restrict to an a.s. event on which:
∀U ∈ β, NU ∈ N sp,∗fin , and ∀n ∈ N, #
{
V ∈ β : ζ+ (NV ) > 1/n
}
<∞. (5.2)
Let y > 0 and consider the left-to-right ordered sequence U1, . . . , UK of intervals U ∈ β for which
ζ+(NU ) > y. For U ∈ β, define S(U−) :=
∑
V ∈β : V <U len(NV ) and S(U) := S(U−)+ len(NU ).
Since no clade prior to time S(U1−) survives to level y, Dαy
(
MyNβ (t)
)
= `yNβ (t) = 0 for
t ≤ S(U1−). We assume for induction that the same holds up to time S(Uj−). Then
Dαy
(
MyNβ (t)
)
= Dαy
(
MyNβ (S(Uj−))
)
+DαyUj
(
MyNUj
(t− S(Uj−))
)
= `yNβ (S(Uj−)) + `
y
NUj
(t− S(Uj−)) = `yNβ (t) for t ∈ [S(Uj−), S(Uj)],
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where the middle equality follows from our assumption NUj ∈ N sp,∗fin and the inductive hypoth-
esis. For t ∈ [S(Uj), S(Uj+1−)] or, if j = K, for all t ≥ S(Uj), no additional local time accrues
and at most one skewer block arrives at level y during this interval. Thus, on this interval,
Dαy
(
MyNβ (t)
)
= Dαy
(
MyNβ (S(Uj))
)
= `yNβ (S(Uj)) = `
y
Nβ
(t).
By induction, this proves that the identity holds at all t ≥ 0 at level y, for all y > 0. 
Lemma 5.3. It is a.s. the case that for every y > 0, the collection of interval partitions
(αyU , U ∈ β) is strongly summable in the sense of Definition 2.3, and αy lies in I.
Proof. This holds on the event in (5.2), as finite sequences in I are strongly summable. 
Proposition 5.4 (Transition kernel for type-1 evolutions). Fix y > 0. Let (βyU , U ∈γ) denote
an independent family of partitions, with each βyU distributed like α̂
y in Proposition 4.30 with
a = Leb(U). Then skewer(y,Nβ)
d
=?U∈ββyU , and this law is supported on I.
Proof. This follows from Definition 3.21 of P1β via the observation that the skewer map commutes
with concatenation of clades. By Lemma 5.3, the resulting law is supported on I. 
Lemma 5.5. For y > 0, it is a.s. the case that level y is nice for ξ(Nβ) in the sense of
Proposition 3.33 and αy is nice in the sense of Lemma 4.23 (iv).
Proof. Proposition 3.33 implies that for each U , level y is a.s. nice for ξ(NU ). It follows from
this and Lemma 5.1 that y is a.s. nice for ξ(Nβ). In particular, no two level y excursion intervals
arise at the same local time. Proposition 4.14 characterizes a correspondence between level y
excursion intervals of ξ(Nβ), including the incomplete first excursion interval, and blocks in α
y
whereby, via Proposition 5.2, the diversity up to each block U ∈ αy equals the level y local time
up to the corresponding excursion interval. Thus, αy is a.s. nice as well. 
We now extend the Markov-like property of Propositions 4.24 and 4.33 to the present setting.
Proposition 5.6. For y > 0, the point process F≥y0 (Nβ) is conditionally independent of F y
given αy, with regular conditional distribution P1αy(F
≥0
0 ∈ · ).
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, we may restrict to the a.s. event that level y is nice. For U ∈ β let
F≥y0,U := F
≥y
0 (NU ). By Proposition 4.33 and the independence of the family (NU , U ∈ β), the
process F≥y0,U is conditionally independent of F y given αyU , with regular conditional distribution
P1
αyU
{F≥00 ∈ · }, for each U ∈ β. By Lemma 5.1, only finitely many of the F≥y0,U are non-zero,
so F≥00 (Nβ) = ?U∈βF≥y0,U . In light of this, the claimed conditional independence and regular
conditional distribution follow from Definition 4.20 of the kernel γ 7→ P1γ{F≥00 ∈ · }. 
Corollary 5.7 (Simple Markov property for the skewer process under P1µ). Let µ be a probability
distribution on I. Take z > 0 and 0 ≤ y1 < · · · < yn. Let η : N spfin → [0,∞) be F z-measurable.
Let f : In → [0,∞) be measurable. Then
P1µ [η f (skewer(z + yj , · ), j ∈ [n])] =
∫
η(N)P1skewer(z,N) [f (skewer(yj , · ), j ∈ [n])] dP1µ(N).
Proof. By Proposition 5.6, for η as above and g : N ([0,∞)×N spfin )→ [0,∞) measurable,
P1µ
[
η g
(
F≥z0
)]
= P1µ
[
ηP1skewer(z,· )
[
g
(
F≥00
)]]
. (5.3)
By Lemma 4.23 (iii), there is a measurable function h for which (skewer(z + yj , N), j ∈ [n]) =
h(F≥z0 (N)) identically on the event that level z is nice for N ∈ N spfin . Moreover, if β ∈ I is nice in
the sense of Lemma 4.23 (iv), then that result gives (skewer(yj ,Nβ), j ∈ [n]) = h(F≥00 (Nβ)).
By Lemma 5.5, for Nµ ∼ P1µ, level z is a.s. nice for Nµ and skewer(y1,Nµ) is a.s. a nice
interval partition. Thus, setting g := f ◦ h in (5.3) gives the claimed result. 
Proposition 5.8. The process (‖αy‖ , y ≥ 0) admits a continuous version, which is a BESQ(0).
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Once we have shown that (αy, y ≥ 0) admits a continuous version, this proposition will entail
the type-1 assertion of Theorem 1.5.
Proof. Let (α̂y, y ≥ 0) be as in Section 4.5. We proceed by establishing: (i) the desired 1-
dimensional marginals; (ii) finite-dimensional marginals; and (iii) the existence of a continuous
version. For each of these, we show the property first for (‖α̂y‖), then for (‖αy‖).
(i) By [60, p. 441], the Laplace transform of the marginal distribution at time y > 0 of a
BESQ(0) process (B(z), z ≥ 0) starting from a is
E
[
e−λB(y)
]
= exp
(
− λa
2yλ+ 1
)
.
We wish to compare this to the Laplace transform of ‖α̂y‖. In the notation of Proposition 4.30,
given that it is not zero, ‖αy‖ d= Ry(Sy) + Ly. As noted in (4.21), Ry(Sy) ∼ Gamma (1/2, 1/2y),
which has Laplace transform (2yλ+ 1)−1/2. As for Ly, we note that
1− cosh(u) + u sinh(u) =
∞∑
n=1
(
1
(2n− 1)! −
1
(2n)!
)
u2n =
∞∑
n=1
2n− 1
(2n)!
u2n.
Plugging this into the probability density function for Ly in (4.17),
E
[
e−λL
y
]
=
1√
2pi
√
y
ea/2y − 1
∞∑
n=1
2n− 1
(2n)!
(
a
y2
)n ∫ ∞
0
bn−3/2e−(λ+1/2y)bdb
=
√
2yλ+ 1
ea/2y − 1
∞∑
n=1
Γ(n+ 1/2)√
pi(2n)!
(
2a
y(2yλ+ 1)
)n
. (5.4)
From (4.19), P{α̂y = ∅} = e−a/2y. Now, to prove E [exp (−λ ‖α̂‖)] = E [exp (−λB(y))] it
suffices to show
E
[
e−λB(y)
]
= e−a/2y + (1− e−a/2y)E
[
e−λR
y(Sy)
]
E
[
e−λL
y
]
;
i.e. E
[
e−λL
y
]
=
E[e−λB(y)]− e−a/2y
(1− e−a/2y)E[e−λRy(Sy)] =
√
2yλ+ 1
1− e−a/2y
(
e−λa/(2yλ+1) − e−a/2y
)
(5.5)
=
√
2yλ+ 1
ea/2y − 1
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
1
22n
(
2a
y(2yλ+ 1)
)n
.
By the Gamma duplication formula Γ(2z) = pi−1/222z−1Γ(z)Γ(z + 12) for z = n+
1
2 , this equals
the expression in (5.4). Hence, ‖α̂y‖ is distributed like B(y) for fixed y. This result extends
to general initial states β ∈ I by way of the independence of the clades (NU , U ∈ β) and [57,
Theorem 4.1 (iv)], which states that an arbitrary sum of independent BESQ(0) processes with
summable initial values is a BESQ(0).
(ii) We now prove equality of finite-dimensional marginal distributions by an induction based
on Corollary 5.7 and the Markov property of BESQ(0). For 1-dimensional marginals, we have
proved the result. We now assume the result holds for all n-dimensional marginal distributions
starting from any initial distribution. We write Qa to denote the law of a BESQ(0) process
(B(y)) starting from a > 0. For all 0 ≤ y1 < · · · < yn < yn+1 and λj ∈ [0,∞), j ∈ [n + 1], we
have
P1{(0,a)}
exp
− n+1∑
j=1
λj ‖skewer(yj , · )‖

= P1{(0,a)}
[
e−λ1‖skewer(y1,· )‖P1skewer(y1,· )
[
exp
(
−
n∑
k=1
λk+1 ‖skewer(yk+1 − y1, · )‖
)]]
= P1{(0,a)}
[
e−λ1‖skewer(y1,· )‖Q‖skewer(y1,· )‖
[
exp
(
−
n∑
k=1
λk+1B(yk+1 − y1)
)]]
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= Qa
[
e−λ1B(y1)QB(y1)
[
exp
(
−
n∑
k=1
λk+1B(yk+1 − y1)
)]]
= Qa
exp
− n+1∑
j=1
λjB(yj)
.
Again, this extends to general initial distributions by [57, Theorem 4.1 (iv)] and independence
of clades. This completes the induction step and establishes equality of finite-dimensional
distributions, hence equality of distributions of the processes.
(iii) By Corollary 4.29, there is an a.s. event on which all of the (αyU , y ≥ 0), U ∈ β, are
continuous in y. If we take continuous versions of each, then the
( ∥∥αyU∥∥ , y ≥ 0) are independent
BESQ(0) processes with summable initial states. Thus, by [57, Theorem 4.1 (iv)], their sum( ‖αy‖ , y ≥ 0) is a.s. continuous and is a BESQ(0). 
We proceed towards proving continuity of (αy, y ≥ 0). We require the following.
Lemma 5.9. Fix β ∈ I and δ > 0, and let γ denote a Stable(12) interval partition with total
diversity Dγ(∞) = Dβ(∞)+δ, as in Proposition 2.2. Then with positive probability, there exists
a matching between their blocks such that every block of β is matched with a larger block in γ.
(This is not a correspondence as in Definition 2.5, as it need not respect left-right order.) In
this event, we say γ dominates β. If, on the other hand, γ is a Stable
(
1
2
)
interval partition
with total diversity Dγ(∞) = Dβ(∞)− δ then with positive probability it is dominated by β.
Proof. We begin with the case Dγ(∞) = Dβ(∞) + δ. We will abbreviate D := Dβ(∞). By the
diversity properties of these two partitions,
lim
h↓0
√
h#{U ∈ β : Leb(U) > h} = 1√
pi
D and lim
h↓0
√
h#{V ∈ γ : Leb(V ) > h} = 1√
pi
(D + δ).
Thus, there is a.s. some H > 0 sufficiently small so that
#{U ∈ β : Leb(U) > h} < #{V ∈ γ : Leb(V ) > h} for all h < H. (5.6)
Take a > 0 sufficiently small that this holds for H = a with positive probability. It follows from
the definition of the Stable
(
1
2
)
interval partition that, conditionally given that (5.6) holds for
H = a, there is positive probability that all of the blocks in γ with mass greater than a also
have mass greater than that of the largest block of β. In particular, there is positive probability
that γ dominates β by matching, for each n ≥ 1, the nth largest block of β with that of γ.
If we instead take Dγ(∞) = Dβ(∞)− δ then there is a.s. some H > 0 such that (5.6) holds in
reverse. Let a be as before. Conditionally given that the reverse of (5.6) holds for H = a, there
is positive probability that no blocks in γ have mass greater than a. In this event, β dominates
γ by matching blocks in ranked order, as in the previous case. 
Proposition 5.10. The diversity process (Dαy(∞), y ≥ 0) is a.s. continuous at y = 0.
Proof. Fix θ ∈ (0, 14), take δ > 0, and abbreviate D := Dβ(∞). Following the notation and
situation of Corollary 4.28 (i), let N˜ denote an N sp,∗fin -version of a PRM(Leb× νBES) stopped at
an inverse local time τ0(D + δ) and let (α˜y, y ≥ 0) := skewer(N˜). Then, as in Corollary 4.28
(i), α˜0 is a Stable
(
1
2
)
interval partition with total diversity D+δ. By Lemma 5.9, α˜0 dominates
β with positive probability. Since β is deterministic, this domination event is independent of
(αy, y ≥ 0). We condition on this event.
We now define an alternative construction of (αy), coupled with (α˜y). Let (Ui)i≥1 and (Vi)i≥1
denote the blocks of β and α˜0 respectively, each ordered by non-increasing Lebesgue measure,
with ties broken by left-to-right order. For each i let N˜Vi denote the clade of N˜ corresponding
to that block. By Proposition 4.24 the (N˜Vi)i≥1 are conditionally independent given α˜0, with
conditional laws ν+cld(· | m0 = Leb(Vi)). Then
α˜y = ?
V ∈α˜0
α˜yV where
(
α˜yV , y ≥ 0
)
= skewer
(
N˜V
)
.
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Let (0, gi) denote the left-most point in N˜Vi . This is the spindle associated with the block
Vi. Conditionally given Vi, the process gi is a BESQ(−1) starting from Leb(Vi). We define
fi :=
Leb(Ui)
Leb(Vi)
BES gi, Ti := inf
{
t ≥ 0: ξ
N˜Vi
(t) ≤ ζ(fi)
}
, NUi := δ (0, fi) + N˜Vi
∣∣←
(Ti,∞).
To clarify, NUi is obtained from N˜Vi by scaling down its leftmost spindle gi to get fi and cutting
out the segment of N˜Vi corresponding to the first passage of ξ(N˜Vi) down to level ζ(fi). From
BESQ scaling and the Poisson description of the laws ν+cld( · | m0) in Proposition 4.9, it follows
that the (NUi)i≥1 are jointly independent and have respective distributions NUi ∼ ν+cld(· | m0 =
Leb(Ui)). As in (5.1) we define
αy := ?
U∈β
αyU where
(
αyU , y ≥ 0
)
= skewer(NU ) for U ∈ β.
The resulting (αy, y ≥ 0) ∼ P1β{skewer ∈ · }. By virtue of this coupling, having conditioned
on α˜0 dominating β, it is a.s. the case that DαyUi
(∞) ≤ Dα˜yVi (∞) for i ≥ 1, y ≥ 0. Thus, by the
continuity in Proposition 4.27,
lim sup
y↓0
Dαy(∞) ≤ lim sup
y↓0
Dα˜y(∞) = D + δ a.s..
Since this holds for all δ > 0, the left hand side expression is a.s. bounded above by D .
If we repeat this argument but N˜ stopped at τ0(D−δ) then we can condition on β dominating
α˜0 and reverse roles in the above coupling to show that
lim inf
y↓0
Dαy(∞) ≥ lim inf
y↓0
Dα˜y(∞) = D − δ
almost surely for any positive δ. The desired result follows. 
Proposition 5.11 (Existence of type-1 evolutions). For β ∈ I, Nβ belongs to N sp,∗fin almost
surely. In particular, skewer(Nβ) is a.s. path-continuous in (I, dI). Moreover, this process is
a.s. Ho¨lder-θ for every θ ∈ (0, 14), except possibly at time zero.
Proof. We have already checked properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.16 of N sp,∗fin , in Lemma
5.3 and Proposition 5.2 respectively. It remains only to confirm the claimed path-continuity.
By Lemma 5.1, for z > 0 the process (αy, y ≥ z) equals the concatenation of an a.s. finite
subset of the processes (αyU , y ≥ z) of (5.1). By Corollary 4.29, each of the (αyU , y ≥ 0) is a.s.
Ho¨lder-θ for θ ∈ (0, 14). This proves the a.s. Ho¨lder continuity of (αy, y ≥ z), by way of (2.9).
Since this holds for every z, it remains only to establish a.s. continuity at y = 0.
Fix  > 0. Take a subset {U1, . . . , Uk} ⊆ β of sufficiently many large blocks so that ‖β‖ −∑k
i=1 Leb(Ui) < /4. We define a correspondence by pairing each Ui with the leftmost block in
αyUi . Then there is a.s. some sufficiently small δ > 0 so that for y < δ:
(i) for i ∈ [k],
∣∣∣Dα0(Ui)−∑V ∈β : V <Ui DαyV (∞)∣∣∣ < ;
(ii)
∣∣Dα0(∞)−Dαy(∞)∣∣ < ; and
(iii) for i ∈ [k], ∣∣Leb(Ui)−my(NUi)∣∣ < /4k, where my is as in (4.15);
(iv)
∣∣ ∥∥α0∥∥− ‖αy‖ ∣∣ < /4.
The first and second of these can be controlled via Proposition 5.10. The third can be controlled
since each block Ui is associated with the initial leftmost spindle of NUi , and said spindle evolves
continuously as a BESQ(−1). Finally, the fourth comes from Proposition 5.8. Hence, (αy, y ≥ 0)
is a.s. continuous at y = 0. 
Definition 5.12 (P1β, P1µ, (FyI )). For β ∈ I, let P1β denote the distribution on C([0,∞), I)
of a continuous version of skewer(Nβ). As in Definition 3.21, for probability measures µ on
I, let P1µ denote the µ-mixture of the laws (P1β). We write (FyI , y ≥ 0) to denote the right-
continuous filtration generated by the canonical process on C([0,∞), I). In integrals under the
aforementioned laws, we will denote the canonical process by (αy, y ≥ 0).
In this setting, Corollary 5.7 extends via a monotone class theorem to the following.
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Corollary 5.13 (Simple Markov property for type-1 evolutions). Let µ be a probability distri-
bution on I. Fix y > 0. Take η, f : C([0,∞), I) → [0,∞) measurable, with η measurable with
respect to FyI . Let θy denote the shift operator. Then P1µ
[
η f ◦ θy
]
= P1µ
[
η P1αy [f ]
]
.
5.2. Type-0: construction, path continuity, total mass, simple Markov property.
The type-0 evolution may be viewed as a type-1 evolution with immigration from the left.
Let N denote an N sp,∗-version of a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES) on [0,∞) × E , the existence of which
is guaranteed by Proposition 4.27. For y ∈ R, let T y denote the first hitting time of y by
X := ξ(N). We define
↼
αyj := skewer
(
y,N|[0,T−j), j + X|[0,T−j)
)
for j ∈ N, y ∈ [0, j].
Note that for k > j we have(
N|[T j−k,T−k), k + X|[T j−k,T−k)
)
d
=
(
N|[0,T−j), j + X|[0,T−j)
)
,
and thus (
↼
αyk, y ∈ [0, j])
d
= (
↼
αyj , y ∈ [0, j]).
(5.7)
Thus, by Kolmogorov’s extension theorem and [61, Lemma II.35.1], there exists a continuous
process (
↼
αy, y ≥ 0) such that for every j ∈ N we have (↼αy, y ∈ [0, j]) d= (↼αyj , y ∈ [0, j]).
Definition 5.14 (Type-0 evolution, P0β, P0µ). Let β ∈ I. Let (↼αy, y ≥ 0) be as above and
(
⇀
αy, y ≥ 0) an independent type-1 evolution starting from β. Consider (αy, y ≥ 0) = (↼αy ?
⇀
αy, y ≥ 0). Let P0β its law on C([0,∞), I). A type-0 evolution starting from β is a process with
this law. For probability measures µ on I we write P0µ to denote the µ-mixture of the laws P0β.
Taking up the CMJ perspective of Section 1.1 and the language of immigration, in the above
definition, the type-1 component (
⇀
αy) may be viewed as all descendants of the population at
time zero, whereas (
↼
αy) may be viewed as descendants of subsequent immigrants. The existence
of continuous type-0 evolutions follows from our results for type-1 evolutions.
Remark 5.15. It is possible to construct the type-0 evolution as the skewer of a point process
of spindles, rather than via consistency and the extension theorem as we have done above.
This would involve setting up a point process of spindles
↼
N on (−∞, 0) × E such that, for a
suitable extension of Definition 3.13 of ξ, the process ξ(
↼
N) could be understood as a Stable
(
3
2
)
first-passage descent from ∞ down to 0. Related processes have been studied in the literature.
For example, Bertoin [6, Section VII.2] constructs spectrally negative Le´vy processes that are
conditioned to stay positive. Transforming such a process via sign change and an increment
reversal akin to Rstb, as in (3.21), results in a spectrally positive process coming down from ∞
to 0. We find this approach to be notationally friendlier.
Note that (
↼
αy, y ≥ 0) is itself a type-0 evolution with initial state ∅. We will see that ∅ is a
reflecting boundary for type-0 evolutions, whereas it is absorbing for type-1.
Proposition 5.16 (Transition kernel for type-0 evolutions). Take γ ∈ I and y > 0. Let
(γyU , U ∈ γ) denote an independent family of partitions, with each γyU distributed as α̂y in
Proposition 4.30 with a = Leb(U). Let (Ry, Sy) be as in Proposition 4.30, independent of
(γyU , U ∈ γ). Then under P0γ, the partition αy has the same distribution as
{(Ry(s−), Ry(s)) : s ∈ [0, Sy], Ry(s−) < Ry(s)} ? ?
U∈γ
γyU .
Proof. Let (
↼
αz) and (
⇀
αz) be as in Definition 5.14 with β = γ. By Proposition 5.4,
⇀
αy
d
=?U∈γγyU .
By construction, this is independent of
↼
αy. It remains only to show that
↼
αy is distributed like
the interval partition arising from the range of Ry, up to time Sy.
Let N̂ have law ν+cld{ · | m0 = 1, ζ+ > y}. Let T̂ y denote the first hitting time of y in
X̂ = ξ(N̂). It follows from the description of ν+cld{ · | m0 = 1} in Proposition 4.9 and the strong
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Markov property applied at time T̂ y that(
N̂|←
[T̂ y ,∞), X̂|
←
[T̂ y ,∞)
)
d
=
(
N|[T y−j ,T−j), j + X|[T y−j ,T−j)
)
for j > y,
so skewer
(
y, N̂|←
[T̂ y ,∞), X̂|
←
[T̂ y ,∞)
)
d
=
↼
αy. (5.8)
Note that skewer(y, N̂) equals a single leftmost block, corresponding to the first jump of X̂
across level y, concatenated with the skewer on the left in (5.8). By Proposition 4.30, that term
in (5.8) has the desired distribution. 
Proposition 5.17 (Simple Markov property for type-0 evolutions). Let µ be a probability
distribution on I. Fix y > 0. Take η, f : C([0,∞), I) → [0,∞) measurable, with η measurable
in FyI . Let θy denote the shift operator. Then P0µ
[
η f ◦ θy
]
= P0µ
[
η P0αy [f ]
]
.
Proof. Take β ∈ I, 0 ≤ u1 < · · · < un ≤ y, and 0 ≤ v1 < · · · < vm. Suppose η(αz, z ≥ 0) =
η′(αuj , j ∈ [n]) and f(αz, z ≥ 0) = f ′(αvj , j ∈ [m]). We will show that in this case,
P0β
[
η′(αuj , j ∈ [n])f ′(αy+vj , j ∈ [m])] = P0β[η′(αuj , j ∈ [n])P0αy[f ′(αvj , j ∈ [m])]]. (5.9)
Indeed, this will suffice to prove the proposition: we can extend to general η and f by a monotone
class theorem, and we generalize the equation from P0β to P0µ by mixing.
For x > 0, set
↼
Nx := N|[0,T−x), similar to the point processes discussed in (5.7). Let Nβ
be an N sp,∗fin -version of a P1β-distributed process, independent of
↼
Nx. For the purpose of this
argument, we define P0x,β to be the distribution of Nx,β :=
↼
Nx ?Nβ on N sp,∗fin . We work towards
a type-0 version of Proposition 5.6.
Take z > un. Set
⇀
αy := skewer(y,Nβ),
↼
αyz+y := skewer
(−z, ↼Nz+y), and αyz+y := ↼αyz+y?⇀αy.
Let
↼
Nz :=
↼
Nz+y|[0,T−z) and
↼
Nzy :=
↼
Nz+y|[T−z ,T−z−y), where T−z is the hitting time of −z in
ξ(
↼
Nz+y). By the strong Markov property, these components are independent. Recall the cutoff
processes of (3.27). In our setting,
cutoff≥−zNz+y,β =
↼
Nz ? cutoff
≥0
↼
Nzy
? cutoff≥yNβ ,
and cutoff≤−zNz+y,β = cutoff
≤0
↼
Nzy
? cutoff≤yNβ .
(5.10)
By Proposition 4.24, F≥00
(↼
Nzy
)
is conditionally independent of cutoff≤0↼
Nzy
given
↼
αyz+y, with
r.c.d. P1↼
αyz+y
{F≥00 ∈ · }. By Proposition 3.33, level 0 is a.s. nice for
↼
Nzy. Thus, by Lemma
3.41, cutoff≥0↼
Nzy
has this same conditional independence given
↼
αyz+y; and by Definitions 3.21
and 4.20, it has r.c.d. P1↼
αyz+y
. Analogously, substituting Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.5 for
Propositions 4.24 and 3.33, we see that cutoff≥yNβ is conditionally independent of cutoff
≤y
Nβ
given
⇀
αy, with r.c.d. P1⇀
αy
. Thus, since
(↼
Nz,
↼
Nzy,Nβ
)
is an independent triple, cutoff≥−zNz+y,β
is therefore conditionally independent of cutoff≤−zNz+y,β given α
y
z+y, with r.c.d. P
0
z,αyz+y
. Now,
(5.9) follows by Lemma 4.23 (ii). 
We now show that for any β ∈ I, under P0β we have (‖αy‖ , y ≥ 0) ∼ BESQ (1).
Proof of type-0 assertion of Theorem 1.5. By definition, type-0 evolutions are continuous, so it
suffices to show that the total mass process is a Markov process with the same transition kernel
as BESQ(1). First assume β = ∅. The marginal distribution of BESQ(1) is given in [37, (50)] as
q1y(0, b)db =
1√
2y
1√
pi
b−1/2e−b/2ydb,
which is the Gamma(1/2, 1/2y) distribution. Note that there is no point mass at b = 0, as 0 is
reflecting for BESQ(1). As noted in (4.21), Ry(Sy) ∼ Gamma (1/2, 1/2y) as well. The extension
to finite-dimensional marginals follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.8. This completes the
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proof when β = ∅. Now, by Definition 5.14, the total mass process of a type-0 evolution from
a general initial state is a BESQ(1) added to the total mass process of an independent type-1
evolution, which by Proposition 5.8 is a BESQ(0). Thus, the theorem follows from the well-known
additivity property of BESQ-processes; see e.g. [60, Theorem XI.(1.2)]. 
We note one additional connection between type-0 and type-1 evolutions.
Proposition 5.18. Fix β ∈ I, a > 0, and let γ := {(0, a)} ? β. Consider an independent pair
((αy, y ≥ 0), f), with (αy) ∼ P0β and f a BESQ(−1) starting from a and absorbed at 0. Let
(α˜y, y ≥ 0) ∼ P1γ and let Y denote the lifetime of the original leftmost block in (α˜y). Then Y is
an (FyI )-stopping time and (α˜y, y ∈ [0, Y ))
d
=
({
(0, f(y))
}
? αy, y ∈ [0, ζ(f))).
Proof. We begin with β = ∅. Let Nγ ∼ P1{(0,a)} = ν+cld( · | m0 = a). By Proposition 4.9, Nγ is
distributed like δ (0, f) + N|[0,T−ζ(f)), where f is a BESQ(−1) starting from a, independent of N.
Comparing this to the construction of the type-0 evolution (
↼
αy) around (5.7) proves the claimed
identity in this case. For other values of β, the type-1 and type-0 evolutions with respective
laws P1γ and P0β may be constructed by concatenating each of the evolutions in the previous case
with an independent type-1 evolution with law P1β. 
We define L : IH → [0,∞) to map an interval partition to the mass of its leftmost block, or
0 if none exists. Let R : IH → [0,∞) denote the remaining mass, R(α) = ‖α‖ − L(α). It is not
hard to see that these maps are measurable.
Corollary 5.19. Let (αy, y ≥ 0) be a type-1 evolution. Let Y := inf{y > 0: L(αy−) = 0}.
Then (L(αy), y ∈ [0, Y )) and (R(αy), y ∈ [0, Y )) are jointly distributed as an independent
BESQ(−1) and BESQ(1), stopped when the BESQ(−1) hits zero.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.18 and Theorem 1.5. 
5.3. Continuity in initial state and strong Markov properties.
Proposition 5.20 (Continuity in the initial state). For f : I → [0,∞) bounded and continuous
and z > 0, the maps β 7→ P1β[f(αz)] and β 7→ P0β[f(αz)] are continuous on (I, dI).
Proof. Fix z > 0. We begin with the type-1 assertion. We will show that for every  > 0 and
α ∈ I there is some δ > 0 such that for β ∈ I, dI(α, β) < δ implies the existence of a pair of
type-1 evolutions (αy, y ≥ 0) and (βy, y ≥ 0) starting from these two initial states, with
P{dI(αz, βz) ≥ 3} < 6. (5.11)
Fix 0 <  < z and α ∈ I. Let U1, U2, . . . denote the blocks of α, listed in non-increasing
order by mass. Let (NUj )j≥1 be as in Definition 3.21, let (α
y
Uj
, y ≥ 0) := skewer(NUj ), and
set aj := Leb(Uj). We take suitable a.s. versions so that the process (α
y, y ≥ 0) formed by
concatenating the (αyUj ) according to the interval partition order of the Uj in α, as in (5.1), is
a type-1 evolution starting from α.
We take L, M , and K sufficiently large and δ > 0 sufficiently small so that setting
E1 :=
{
Dαz(∞) < L; ‖αz‖ < M
}
, E2 :=
{∀j > K, ζ+(NUj ) < z},
and Ej3 :=
{
supy∈[(1−(δ/aK))z,(1+(δ/aK))z] dI
(
αyUj , α
z
Uj
)
<

K
}
for j ∈ [K],
we have P(E1) ≥ 1 − , P(E2) ≥ 1 − , and P(Ej3) ≥ 1 − (/K) for each j. By Lemma 5.1, it
suffices that we take the smallest K large enough that
∑
j>K aj < 2z. The existence of such a
δ is then guaranteed by the continuity of the type-1 evolution. We further require
δ < min
{
aK , z,
aK
KL
,
aK
KM
}
. (5.12)
Now take β ∈ I with dI(α, β) < δ. By definition of dI , there exists a correspondence
(U˜j , V˜j)j∈[K˜] from α to β with distortion less than δ. Since δ < aK , we get K˜ ≥ K and
{Uj}j∈[K] ⊆
{
U˜j
}
j∈[K˜]. Let (Vj)j∈[K] denote the terms paired with the respective Uj in the
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correspondence; i.e. for each j ∈ [K], the pair (Uj , Vj) equals (U˜i, V˜i) for some i ∈ [K˜]. For
j ∈ [K], let bj := Leb(Vj).
We assume w.l.o.g. that our probability space is sufficiently large for the following construction
of a type-1 evolution (βy, y ≥ 0) starting from β, coupled with (αy, y ≥ 0). For j ∈ [K], set
NVj := (bj/aj) cld NUj . We take (NV , V ∈ β \ {Vj : j ∈ [K]}) to be an independent family,
independent of (NU , U ∈ α), with distributions as in Definition 3.21. We write (βyV , y ≥ 0) :=
skewer(NV ) for each V ∈ β. From Lemma 4.8 and the definition of cld in (4.2), we deduce
that for j ∈ [K] and y ≥ 0,
NVj ∼ ν+cld
( · ∣∣ m0 = Leb(Vj)) and βyVj = bjaj IP αy(aj/bj)Uj .
Then (βy, y ≥ 0) := (?V ∈ββyV , y ≥ 0) is a type-1 evolution from β.
By Definition 2.5 of dI and our choices of K and δ,
‖β‖ −
K∑
j=1
bj ≤ dI(α, β) + ‖α‖ −
K∑
j=1
aj < δ + 2z < 3z.
Thus, by Lemma 5.1, the event E4 :=
{
ζ+(NV ) < z for every V ∈ β \ {Vj : j ∈ [K]}
}
has
probability at least 1− 3. On E2 ∩E4, the partition αz is formed by concatenating, in interval
partition order, the αzUj , and correspondingly for β
z.
Inequality (2.12) and the last two constraints on δ in (5.12) imply that on E1,
dI
(
αzUj , β
z(bj/aj)
Vj
)
≤ max
{∣∣∣∣∣
√
bj
aj
− 1
∣∣∣∣∣L,
∣∣∣∣ bjaj − 1
∣∣∣∣M
}
<

K
.
Moreover, (2.13) implies that for each j, on E3j ∩ E1,
dI
(
β
z(bj/aj)
Vj
, βzVj
)
< max
{
bj
aj
,
√
bj
aj
}

K
<
2
K
, so dI
(
αzUj , β
z
Vj
)
<
3
K
.
Finally, by Lemma 2.11, dI(αz, βz) < 3 on E1 ∩ E2 ∩ E4 ∩
⋂K
j=1E
j
3, and this intersection has
probability at least 1− 6, as claimed in (5.11).
For the type-0 result, recall Definition 5.14 of a type-0 evolution as (
↼
αy, y ≥ 0) concatenated
with an independent type-1 evolution. Suppose (αy) and (βy) are the coupled type-1 evolutions
described above and (
↼
αy) is independent of both. Set α˜y :=
↼
αy ? αy and β˜y :=
↼
αy ? βy for
y ≥ 0. Then dI(α˜y, β˜y) = dI(αy, βy), so our earlier argument applies to the type-0 evolutions
(α˜y, y ≥ 0) and (β˜y, y ≥ 0). 
Corollary 5.21. Take m ∈ N, let f1, . . . , fm : I → [0,∞) be bounded and continuous, and take
0 ≤ y1 < · · · < ym. Then β 7→ P1β [
∏m
i=1 fi(α
yi)] and β 7→ P0β [
∏m
i=1 fi(α
yi)] are continuous.
Proof. The same proof applies to both type-0 and type-1, requiring only Proposition 5.20 and
the simple Markov property. We state our proof in terms of the type-1 case. The case m = 1
is covered by Proposition 5.20. Assume for induction that for some m ≥ 1, the assertion holds
for all m-tuples (f1, . . . , fm) and y1 < · · · < ym as above. Now, fix 0 ≤ y1 < · · · < ym < ym+1
and suppose f1, . . . , fm, fm+1 : I → [0,∞) are bounded and continuous. Then by the inductive
hypothesis and the continuity of f1, the function
h(β) = f1(β)P1β
[
m∏
i=1
fi+1(α
yi+1−y1)
]
is bounded and continuous. The simple Markov property, noted in Corollary 5.13, and Propo-
sition 5.20 applied to h yield that for all sequences βj → β,
P1βj
[
m+1∏
i=1
fi(α
yi)
]
= P1βj [h(α
y1)]→ P1β[h(αy1)] = P1β
[
m+1∏
i=1
fi(α
yi)
]
.
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This proves the continuity of β 7→ P1β
[∏m+1
i=1 fi(α
yi)
]
, thereby completing the induction. 
Proposition 5.22 (Strong Markov properties for type-1 and type-0). Let µ be a probability
distribution on I. Let Y be an a.s. finite stopping time in (FyI , y ≥ 0). Take η, f : C([0,∞), I)→
[0,∞) measurable, with η measurable with respect to FyI . Let θy denote the shift operator. Then
P1µ
[
η f ◦ θY
]
= P1µ
[
η P1
αY
[f ]
]
and P0µ
[
η f ◦ θY
]
= P0µ
[
η P0
αY
[f ]
]
.
Proof. If Y only takes finitely many values, this is implied by the simple Markov property. In
general, this follows via a standard discrete approximation of Y , as in the proof of [43, Theorem
19.17], in which we replace the Feller property by Corollary 5.21. 
We now prove our first main theorem, characterizing type-1 and type-0 evolutions as Hunt
processes.
Proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. Theorem 1.3 follows from Corollary 4.28 (i) and Proposition
5.22. For Theorem 1.4, referring to Sharpe’s definition of Borel-right Markov processes and
Hunt processes, e.g. [46, Definition A.18], we must check four properties.
(i) The state space (I, dI) must be a Radon space. In fact it is Lusin, by Theorem 2.7.
(ii) The semi-groups must be Borel measurable in the initial state. From Proposition 5.20,
they are continuous.
(iii) Sample paths must be right-continuous and quasi-left-continuous. In fact they are con-
tinuous, by Proposition 5.11 and the construction around (5.7).
(iv) The processes must be strong Markov under a right-continuous filtration. We have this
from Proposition 5.22. 
5.4. Interval partition evolutions started without diversity. The construction in Defi-
nition 3.21 of Nβ =?U∈βNU , for β ∈ I, can be carried out for β ∈ IH as well. Extending the
notation of that definition, let P1β denote the law of the resulting point process. The proof of
Proposition 4.21 (i) and (ii) that len(Nβ) <∞ a.s. and β 7→ P1β is a kernel still holds, without
modification, in this generality. The same is true of the proofs of results in Section 5.1, from
Lemma 5.1 up through Proposition 5.8. Several of these involve Dαy(t) for y > 0, but none take
y = 0. In particular, we note the extensions of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 to this setting.
Lemma 5.23. For β ∈ IH and y > 0, a.s. only finitely many of the (NU , U ∈ β) survive to
level y. Moreover, it is a.s. the case that for every y > 0 we have skewer(y,Nβ) ∈ I.
Proposition 5.10 deals specifically with the diversity of the interval partition at level 0. It
is used in the proof of Proposition 5.11 to check continuous diversities as the type-1 evolution
enters from its initial state. However, without this observation, what remains of the proof of
Proposition 5.11 includes a proof of the following.
Proposition 5.24. For β ∈ IH , it is a.s. the case that skewer(Nβ) is continuous in (IH , dH).
Moreover, this process is Ho¨lder-θ in (I, dI) on the time interval (0,∞), for every θ ∈ (0, 14).
Proof. The first part of the proof of Proposition 5.11 applies to show that for z > 0 the process
(skewer(y+ z,Nβ), y ≥ 0) has the claimed Ho¨lder continuity on (I, dI). By Proposition 2.10,
this implies continuity in (IH , dH). Then the latter part of the proof, and particularly the bounds
on quantities (iii) and (iv), show that (skewer(y,Nβ), y ≥ 0) enters d′H -continuously from
y = 0, where d′H is as in Definition 2.8. By Proposition 2.10 (iii), this yields dH -continuity. 
We extend the notation of Definition 5.12 to define P1β for β ∈ IH \ I, to denote the law of a
version of skewer(Nβ) that enters dH -continuously and is subsequently dI-continuous. We call
this continuous version a Hausdorff type-1 evolution. Then, we can do the same for Definition
5.14 of P0β, concatenating (
↼
αy, y ≥ 0) with a Hausdorff type-1 evolution to get a Hausdorff
type-0 evolution. Again all proofs of results in Section 5.2 apply without modification to this
variant of the process. In Section 5.3, the same coupling argument used to prove Proposition
5.20 also proves the following variant.
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Proposition 5.25. Let β ∈ IH . For f : IH → [0,∞) bounded and continuous and z > 0, the
maps β 7→ P1β[f(αz)] and β 7→ P0β[f(αz)] are continuous on (IH , dH).
Proof. By Proposition 2.10 (iii), it suffices to prove continuity under d′H . We follow the same
argument, but omit the definition of L and resulting bound on δ in (5.12). So E1 becomes
{‖αz‖ ≤ M}. Then we make the same coupling to define (βy) based on (αy). In this setting,
applying (2.11), the final two displays in the proof become: for each j, on E3j ∩ E1,
d′H
(
αzUj , β
z(bj/aj)
Vj
)
≤
∣∣∣∣ bjaj − 1
∣∣∣∣M < K , d′H (βz(bj/aj)Vj , βzVj) < bjaj K < 2K ,
and so d′H
(
αzUj , β
z
Vj
)
< 3/K. Otherwise, the proof is as before. 
This result extends to a Hausdorff variant of Corollary 5.21, in the same manner as before, via
the simple Markov property. Then the statement of the strong Markov property, Proposition
5.22, holds for initial distributions µ on IH , via the same standard argument.
6. De-Poissonization and stationary interval-partition diffusions
6.1. Pseudo-stationarity of type-1 and type-0 evolutions. Neither the BESQ(0) total mass
law of the type-1 evolution nor the BESQ(1) total mass law of the type-0 admit stationary
distributions, so neither do the type-1 or type-0 evolutions themselves. However, we do have the
following “pseudo-stationarity” results. These will help us prove Theorem 1.6, which describes
stationary variants of the interval partition evolutions. Recall the Poisson-Dirichlet interval
partitions of Proposition 2.4.
Theorem 6.1 (Pseudo-stationarity). Consider an independent pair (B( · ), β), where β ∼
PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
(respectively PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
) and B is a BESQ(0) (resp. BESQ(1)) with an arbitrary initial
distribution. Let (αy, y ≥ 0) be a type-1 (resp. type-0) evolution with α0 d= B(0) IP β. Then
for each fixed y ≥ 0 we have αy d= B(y)IP β.
We prove this theorem in stages over the course of this section by considering different cases
for the law of B(0). Later, we demonstrate a stronger form of this statement in Theorem 6.9.
Proposition 6.2. Suppose that in the setting of the type-1 (respectively type-0) assertion of
Theorem 6.1 we have B(0) ∼ Exponential (ρ) (resp. Gamma(12 , ρ)) for some ρ ∈ (0,∞). Then
the conditional law of αy, given {αy 6= ∅}, equals the unconditional law of (2yρ+ 1)B(0)IP β.
Proof. We begin with the type-1 case. We prove this by separately comparing the Laplace
transforms of the leftmost blocks of the two interval partitions, comparing Laplace transforms
of the subordinators of remaining block masses, and confirming that in each partition the
leftmost block is independent of the remaining blocks. This is done in three steps.
Step 1. Following Proposition 2.4 (iii), we may represent β as {(0, L)}?((1−L)IP γ), where
L ∼ Beta (12 , 12) is independent of γ ∼ PDIP (12 , 12). Let β := B(0) IP β and γ := B(0)(1 −
L)IPγ. We denote the leftmost block of β by U0 := (0, B(0)L). Since B(0) ∼ Exponential (ρ),
the masses Leb(U0) and ‖γ‖ are i.i.d. Gamma
(
1
2 , ρ
)
variables. Thus, we can take (αy, y ≥ 0) :=
skewer(NU0 ?Nγ), where Nγ ∼ P1γ is independent of NU0 ∼ ν+cld( · | m0 = B(0)L).
By Proposition 2.4 (iii), the partition γ corresponds to the range of a Stable
(
1
2
)
subor-
dinator stopped prior to crossing an independent random level S ∼ Exponential (ρ). This
stopping corresponds to thinning the Poisson point process of jumps of the subordinator, tilt-
ing the Le´vy measure by a factor of e−ρx. In turn, appealing to Proposition 4.14, the point
process F≥00 (Nγ) of Definition 4.20 may be viewed as a PRM(Leb⊗ µ), where µ is given by
dµ(N) = e−ρm0(N)dν+cld(N), stopped at an independent random exponential time whose rate
can be calculated from Proposition 4.11 (i) to be∫ ∞
0
(1− e−ρa)ν+cld{m0 ∈ da} =
∫ ∞
0
(1− e−ρa) 1
2
√
pi
a−3/2da =
√
ρ.
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Via Proposition 4.11 (iv) and the density function of Leb(U0) ∼ Gamma
(
1
2 , ρ
)
,
P{ζ+(NU0) ≤ y} =
∫ ∞
0
e−a/2y
1
Γ
(
1
2
)√ρ
a
e−ρada =
√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
. (6.1)
To get the rate at which clades exceeding level y arise in F≥00 (Nγ), we apply Proposition 4.11
(i) and (iv):
µ{ζ+ > y} =
∫ ∞
0
(1− e−a/2y) 1
2
√
pi
e−ρaa−3/2da =
√
ρ+
1
2y
−√ρ =
(√
2yρ+ 1
2yρ
− 1
)√
ρ.
By competing exponential clocks, the probability of seeing no such clade before the independent
Exponential
(√
ρ
)
time is
P{ζ+(Nγ) ≤ y} =
√
ρ(√
(2yρ+ 1)/(2yρ)− 1
)√
ρ+
√
ρ
=
√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
. (6.2)
Thus, by the independence of NU0 and Nγ ,
P{αy 6= ∅} = E [Pβ {ζ+ > y}] = 1− (√ 2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)2
=
1
2yρ+ 1
. (6.3)
Step 2. First, we compute the Laplace transform of the leftmost block mass in the event that
it arises from NU0 ; then, we compute it in the event that the leftmost block arises from one of
the clades that make up Nγ . The Laplace transform ν
+
cld[e
−λmy | m0 = a], where my is as in
(4.15), may be read from (5.5). We multiply this by the survival probability of Proposition 4.11
(iv) and integrate against the Gamma
(
1
2 , ρ
)
law of Leb(U0):
E
[
e−λm
y(NU0 )1{ζ+(NU0) > y}
]
= E
[
ν+cld
[
e−λm
y
1{ζ+ > y} ∣∣ m0 = Leb(U0)]]
=
∫ ∞
0
√
2yλ+ 1
1− e−a/2y
(
e−λa/(2yλ+1) − e−a/2y
)(
1− e−a/2y
) 1√
pi
√
ρ
a
e−ρada
=
√
2yλ+ 1
(√
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
ρ(2yλ+ 1) + λ
−
√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)
.
The clades in F≥00 (Nγ) that exceed lifetime y form an i.i.d. sequence with law µ( · | ζ+ > y).
Then the contribution to E[exp(−λmy(NU0 ?Nγ))] follows similarly:
E
[
e−λm
y(Nγ)1{ζ+(Nγ) > y ≥ ζ+(NU0)}
]
= P{ζ+(Nγ) > y ≥ ζ+(NU0)}µ
[
e−λm
y
∣∣∣ ζ+ > y]
=
P{ζ+(Nγ) > y ≥ ζ+(NU0)}
µ{ζ+ > y}
∫ ∞
0
ν+cld
[
e−λm
y
1{ζ+ > y} ∣∣ m0 = a]µ{m0 ∈ da} (6.4)
=
√
2yρ
2yρ+1
(
1−
√
2yρ
2yρ+1
)
(√
2yρ+1
2yρ − 1
)√
ρ
∫ ∞
0
√
2yλ+ 1
(
e−λa/(2yλ+1) − e−a/2y
) 1
2
√
pi
a−3/2e−ρada
=
√
2yλ+ 1
(√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
−
(
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)√
λ+ ρ(2yλ+ 1)
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
)
.
Adding these terms and dividing by the formula for P{αy 6= ∅} in (6.3), we get
E
[
Pβ
[
e−λm
y ∣∣ ζ+ > y]] = √2yλ+ 1((2yρ+ 1)√ ρ(2yλ+ 1)
ρ(2yλ+ 1) + λ
− 2yρ
√
ρ(2yλ+ 1) + λ
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
)
=
√
ρ
ρ(2yλ+ 1) + λ
=
√
ρ/(2yρ+ 1)
(ρ/(2yρ+ 1)) + λ
.
This equals the Laplace transform of (2yρ+ 1)Leb(U0) ∼ Gamma (1/2, ρ/(2yρ+ 1)).
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Step 3. By Lemma 4.23 (iv), αy equals skewer(y,NU0) concatenated with the skewers of
the clades in F≥00 (Nγ) that survive to level y. By Lemma 5.1, only finitely many clades survive.
Recall from Step 1 that we may view F≥00 (Nγ) as a PRM(Leb⊗ µ) stopped at an independent
Exponential
(√
ρ
)
time. If we condition on {αy 6= ∅} then, following the competing exponential
clocks argument around (6.2), we may view the surviving clades beyond the leftmost surviving
clade as coming from an infinite sequence of independent clades with distribution µ( · | ζ+ > y)
stopped after an independent Geometric
(√
2yρ/(2yρ+ 1)
)
number G of clades, where G can
equal 0.
By Propositions 4.30 and 5.4, for all i ≥ 1, the ith clade with distribution µ( · | ζ+ > y)
contributes its own leftmost block (0, Lyi ) at level y, followed by masses from an independent
subordinator Ryi stopped at an independent Exponential
(
(2y)−1/2
)
time Syi . The leftmost
surviving clade contributes a special leftmost block studied in Step 2, and independent masses
from (Ry0, S
y
0 ), as for i ≥ 1. We call the masses from (Ryi , Syi ), i ≥ 0, the “remaining masses.” So,
we may view the masses in αy beyond the far leftmost as arising from an alternating sequence
of remaining masses of clades i = 0, . . . , G and the leftmost blocks of clades i = 1, . . . , G.
The stopped Ryi from all clades i ≥ 0 can be combined to capture all remaining masses in a
single unstopped subordinator Ryrem with Laplace exponent Φ
y
rem = Φy of (4.18), independent
of (Syi , i ≥ 0) and G, and hence of S˜y := Sy0 + · · ·+ SyG, which is exponential with parameter
(2y)−1/2
√
2yρ/(2yρ+ 1) =
√
ρ/(2yρ+ 1).
This is the time that corresponds to stopping Ryrem after the Gth surviving clade. This inde-
pendence also yields the independence of Ryrem from the subordinator that has jumps of sizes
Lyi at times S0 + · · ·+ Syi−1, i ≥ 1, with Laplace exponent (2y)−1/2µ[1− e−λm
y | ζ+ > y]. Note
µ
[
1− e−λmy
∣∣∣ ζ+ > y] = 1− ∫ ∞
0
ν+cld
[
e−λm
y
1{ζ+ > y} ∣∣ m0 = a]µ{m0 ∈ da}
µ{ζ+ > y}
= 1−
√
2yλ+ 1
√
2yρ+1
2yρ −
√
ρ+(2yρ+1)λ
ρ(1+2λy)√
2yρ+1
2yρ − 1
,
where the integral is a multiple of that in (6.4). By an elementary thinning argument, this
subordinator stopped after the Gth jump can be viewed as a subordinator with Laplace exponent
ΦyLMB(λ) =
1√
2y
(
1−
√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
)
µ
[
1− e−λmy
∣∣∣ ζ+ > y]
=
1√
2y
(
1−
√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
−
√
2yλ+ 1
(
1−
√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
√
ρ+ (2yρ+ 1)λ
ρ(2yλ+ 1)
))
.
stopped at the independent time S˜y ∼ Exponential(√ρ/(2yρ+ 1)).
Putting these pieces together, ΦyRem(λ) + Φ
y
LMB(λ) is given by
1√
2y
(√
2λy + 1− 1 + 1−
√
2yρ
2yρ+ 1
−
√
2yλ+ 1 +
√
2y
2yρ+ 1
√
ρ+ (2yρ+ 1)λ
)
=
√
λ+
ρ
2yρ+ 1
−
√
ρ
2yρ+ 1
=
∫ ∞
0
(1− e−λx) 1
2
√
pi
e−xρ/(2yρ+1)x−3/2dx.
The last expression above is the Laplace transform of a subordinator that, when stopped at an
independent Exponential
(√
ρ/(2yρ+ 1)
)
time, corresponds as in (4.21) to a PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
scaled
by an independent Gamma(1/2, ρ/(2yρ+ 1)) variable. Putting this together with the result of
Step 2 and the independence, in both αy and β, of the leftmost block from the rest, we conclude
that αy is distributed like a PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
scaled by an independent Exponential(ρ/(2yρ+ 1))
variable, as desired.
Looking at the transition description in Proposition 5.16, Step 3 above also proves the claim
for the type-0 evolution. 
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Lemma 6.3 (Scaling invariance of type-1 and type-0 evolutions). Fix c > 0. If (αy, y ≥ 0) is
a type-1 (respectively type-0) evolution then so is (cIP αy/c, y ≥ 0).
Proof. Recall the construction Nγ =?U∈γNU of Definition 3.21. By Lemma 4.5 and the scaling
of m0 noted in Table 4.2, c cld Nγ ∼ PcIPγ . This proves the result for type-1. For type-0,
recall the construction prior to Definition 5.14, and note that
ccld N d= N, so (↼αy, y ≥ 0) d= (cIP ↼αy/c, y ≥ 0).
This proves the result for type-0 evolutions. 
We can now invert Laplace transforms to deduce the following.
Proposition 6.4. Both assertions of Theorem 6.1 hold if B(0) = a ≥ 0 is fixed.
Proof. Type-1 case. The case a = 0 is trivial. The transition density of BESQ(0) can be read
from [37, equation (51)]. For B(0) = a > 0 we get P{B(y) = 0} = e−a/2y and
P{B(y) ∈ db} = 1
2y
√
a
b
exp
(
−a+ b
2y
)
I1
(√
ab
y
)
db for b ∈ (0,∞), (6.5)
where I1 is the Bessel function. Let (α
y
1, y ≥ 0) denote a type-1 evolution with initial state
β ∼ PDIP (12 , 0). For b > 0 and y ≥ 0 let αyb := b IP αy/b1 ; by Lemma 6.3 this is a type-1
evolution. For ρ > 0 let Zρ ∼ Exponential (ρ) be independent of (αy1). By Proposition 6.2, for
all ρ > 0 and all bounded continuous f : I → [0,∞) with f(∅) = 0 we have∫ ∞
0
e−ρaE[f(αya)]da =
1
ρ
E
[
f
(
αyZρ
)]
=
1
2yρ+ 1
∫ ∞
0
e−ρaE[f((2yρ+ 1)aIP β)]da
=
1
(2yρ+ 1)2
∫ ∞
0
e−ρb/(2yρ+1)E(f(bIP β))db. (6.6)
We want to identify this Laplace transform as the claimed∫ ∞
0
e−ρa
∫ ∞
0
1
2y
√
a
b
exp
(
−a+ b
2y
)
I1
(√
ab
y
)
E(f(bIP β))dbda
=
∫ ∞
0
1
2y
1√
b
e−b/2yE(f(bIP β))
∫ ∞
0
√
ae−(ρ+(1/2y))aI1
(√
ab
y
)
dadb
=
∫ ∞
0
1
2y
1√
b
e−b/2yE(f(bIP β))
√
b
y2
1
2(ρ+ (1/2y))2
exp
(
b
4y2(ρ+ (1/2y))
)
db, (6.7)
where we use well-known formulas for integrals involving the Bessel function I1: specifically,
the normalization of (6.5) and differentiation d/dx under the integral sign give rise to∫ ∞
0
1√
u
e−xuI1(
√
uv)du =
2√
v
(
ev/4x − 1
)
and
∫ ∞
0
√
ue−xuI1(
√
uv)du =
√
v
2x2
ev/4x
for all x, v ∈ (0,∞). As desired, (6.6) and (6.7) can easily be seen to be equal. By Proposition
5.20, the map a 7→ E(f(αya)) is continuous, so for all a, y ∈ (0,∞),
E [f(αya)] =
∫ ∞
0
1
2y
√
a
b
e−(a+b)/2yI1
(√
ab
y
)
E(f(bIP β))db = E
[
f(B(y)IP β)
]
.
Equality in distribution follows since, as noted in Theorem 2.7, (I, dI) is Lusin, so bounded
continuous functions separate points in I.
Type-0 case. We begin with a similar argument, making the obvious adjustments of letting
(αya, y ≥ 0) denote a type-0 evolution for a > 0, taking β ∼ PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
, and setting Zρ ∼
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Gamma
(
1
2 , ρ
)
. Then Proposition 6.2 gives us∫ ∞
0
1√
pi
√
ρ
a
e−ρaE[f(αya)]da = E
[
f(αyZρ)
]
=
∫ ∞
0
1√
pi
√
ρ
a
e−ρaE[f((2ρy + 1)aIP β)]da
=
∫ ∞
0
1√
pi
1√
b
√
ρ
2ρy + 1
e−ρb/(2ρy+1)E[f(bIP β)]db.
Since the total mass evolution is BESQ(1), considering f of the form g (‖ · ‖) gives
1√
pi
1√
b
√
ρ
2ρy + 1
e−ρb/(2ρy+1) =
∫ ∞
0
1√
pi
√
ρ
a
e−ρaq1y(a, b)da,
where q1y is the time-y transition density of BESQ(1). Hence, after the cancellation of
√
ρ/pi,∫ ∞
0
a−1/2e−ρaE[f(αya)]da =
∫ ∞
0
a−1/2e−ρa
∫ ∞
0
q1y(a, b)E[f(bIP β)]dbda.
Since this holds for all ρ > 0, we conclude by uniqueness of Laplace transforms that
a−1/2E[f(αya)] = a
−1/2
∫ ∞
0
q1y(a, b)E[f(bIP β)]db,
first for Lebesgue-a.e. a > 0, then for every a > 0 by continuity. Again, this gives equality in
distribution, since (I, dI) is Lusin. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The arguments for type-0 and type-1 are identical. We showed in the
proof of Proposition 6.4 that αya has the same distribution as B(y)IP β for all B(0) = a ≥ 0.
Now consider any random B(0) independent of (αy1, y ≥ 0).
E
[
f
(
αyB(0)
)]
=
∫ ∞
0
E[f(αya)]P{B(0) ∈ da}
=
∫ ∞
0
E[f(B(y)IP β) | B(0) = a]P{B(0) ∈ da} = E[f(B(y)IP β)]. 
6.2. Two diffusions on (I, dI), stationary with PDIP
(
1
2 , 0
)
and PDIP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
laws. Through-
out this section we write I1 := {γ ∈ I : ‖γ‖ = 1}. Recall the de-Poissonization transformation
of Theorem 1.6. In this section, we prove that theorem. We slightly update our earlier notation.
Definition 6.5 (De-Poissonization). For α = (αy, y ≥ 0) ∈ C([0,∞), I) with α0 6= ∅, we set
αu :=
∥∥∥αρα(u)∥∥∥−1 IP αρα(u), where ρα(u) = inf {y ≥ 0: ∫ y
0
‖αz‖−1 dz > u
}
, u ≥ 0.
We call the map D sending (αy, y ≥ 0) 7→ (αu, u ≥ 0) the de-Poissonization map and we call
(αu, u ≥ 0) the de-Poissonized process.
Proposition 6.6. For α = (αy, y ≥ 0) a type-0 or type-1 evolution with initial state β 6= ∅, the
time-change ρα is continuous and strictly increasing, and limu↑∞ ρα(u) = min{y > 0: αy = ∅}.
This is really an assertion about integrals of inverses of the BESQ total mass processes of
Theorem 1.5, and in that setting it is common knowledge. It can be read, for example, from
[37, p. 314-5]. The a.s. path-continuity claimed in Theorem 1.6 follows from Proposition 6.6
and the path-continuity of the type-1 and type-0 evolutions. It remains to prove the claimed
Markov property and stationary distributions.
Take α = (αy, y ≥ 0) ∈ C([0,∞), I) with α0 6= ∅. By changes of variables we see that
D(α) = D(cIP αy/c, y ≥ 0) for all c > 0.
Consequently, a type-1 (respectively, type-0) evolution starting from c IP β has the same de-
Poissonized process as a type-1 (resp. type-0) evolution starting from β. Thus, for laws µ on
I \{∅} we can denote by P1µ (resp. P0µ) the distribution of a de-Poissonized type-1 (resp. type-0)
evolution starting from the initial distribution µ of ‖β‖−1 IP β, where β ∼ µ.
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Recall the filtration (FyI , y ≥ 0) of Definition 5.12. Since (ρα(u), u ≥ 0) is an increasing
family of (FyI )-stopping times, we can introduce the time-changed filtration FuI = Fρα(u)I ,
u ≥ 0. Note that, whereas in Section 5, (F y) denotes the completion of the level filtration (Fy),
here we use the bar to indicate the relationship with the de-Poissonized (αu).
Proposition 6.7 (Strong Markov property of de-Poissonized evolutions). Let µ be a probability
distribution on I1. Let U be an a.s. finite (FuI )-stopping time. Let η and f be non-negative,
measurable functions on C([0,∞), I1), with η being FUI -measurable. Then
P1µ
[
η f ◦ θU
]
= P1µ
[
η P1αU
[
f
]]
, and likewise P0µ
[
η f ◦ θU
]
= P0µ
[
η P0αU
[
f
]]
.
Proof. We begin by proving the type-1 assertion. In fact, we prove a stronger statement.
Consider the canonical process α = (αy, y ≥ 0) under P1µ, so D(α) is a de-Poissonized type-1
evolution with law P1µ. We show the strong Markov property of D(α) with respect to (FuI , u≥0).
Let V be an a.s. finite (FuI)-stopping time. Consider η : C([0,∞), I) → [0,∞) measurable
in FVI and set f := f ◦ D, where f is as in the statement above. Let Y := ρα(V ). Since ρα
is (FuI)-adapted, continuous and strictly increasing, [43, Proposition 7.9] yields that Y is an
(FyI )-stopping time and FYI = FVI . Now, let θ denote the shift operator. For u ≥ 0,
αV+u =
∥∥∥αρα(V+u)∥∥∥−1 IP αρα(V+u) = ∥∥∥αY+h(u)∥∥∥−1 IP αY+h(u),
where h(u) := ρθY α(u). Thus, θV ◦D = D ◦ θY . Then
P1µ
[
η f ◦ θV ◦D
]
= P1µ [η f ◦ θY ] = P1µ
[
η P1αY [f ]
]
= P1µ
[
η P1αY
[
f ◦D]] = P1µ [η P1αV [f ]] ,
by the strong Markov property of the type-1 evolution, Proposition 5.22. The same argument
works for the de-Poissonized type-0 evolution and the laws P0µ. 
Proof of the Hunt assertion of Theorem 1.6. We check the same four points as in the proof of
Theorem 1.4 at the end of Section 5.3.
(i) By Theorem 2.7, (I, dI) is Lusin. Since the mass map ‖ · ‖ is continuous, the set I1 is a
Borel subset of this space, and is thus Lusin as well.
(ii) From Proposition 5.20, the semi-group for the type-1 (respectively type-0) evolution is
continuous in the initial state. Helland [39, Theorem 2.6] shows that time-change operations
of the sort considered here are a continuous maps from Skorokhod space to itself. Thus, the
semi-group for the de-Poissonized type-1 (resp. type-0) is also continuous.
(iii) Sample paths are continuous, as noted after the statement of Proposition 6.6.
(iv) Proposition 6.7 gives the required strong Markov property. 
To prove stationarity, we progressively strengthen the pseudo-stationarity results of Theorem
6.1. Denote by (Fymass, y ≥ 0) the right-continuous filtration on C([0,∞), I) generated by
(‖αy‖ , y ≥ 0).
Lemma 6.8. Let µ denote the law of B IP β, where B is some non-negative random variable
independent of β ∼ PDIP (12 , 0). Then for all y ≥ 0, all Fymass-measurable η : C([0,∞), I) →
[0,∞), and all measurable h : I1 → [0,∞), we have
P1µ
[
η1{αy 6= ∅}h
(
‖αy‖−1 IP αy
)]
= P1µ [η1{αy 6= ∅}] E
[
h
(
β
)]
.
The same assertion holds if we replace superscript ‘0’s with ‘1’s and take β ∼ PDIP (12 , 12).
Proof. We begin with the type-1 assertion. Let (γy, y ≥ 0) denote a type-1 evolution with
γ0 = β ∼ PDIP (12 , 0), and suppose this is independent of B, with both defined on (Ω,A,P).
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Then (BIP γy/B, y ≥ 0) has law P1µ. By Theorem 6.1, for f0, f1 : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) measurable,
P1µ
[
f0(
∥∥α0∥∥)f1 (‖αy‖) 1{αy 6= ∅}h(‖αy‖−1 IP αy)]
= E
[
f0(B)f1
(
B
∥∥∥γy/B∥∥∥)1{γy/B 6= ∅}h(∥∥∥γy/B∥∥∥−1 IP γy/B)]
=
∫ ∞
0
f0(m)E
[
f1
(
m
∥∥∥γy/m∥∥∥)1{γy/m 6= ∅}h(∥∥∥γy/m∥∥∥−1 IP γy/m))]P{B ∈ dm}
=
∫ ∞
0
f0(m)E
[
f1
(
m
∥∥∥γy/m∥∥∥)1{γy/m 6= ∅}]E[h(β)]P{B ∈ dm}
= P1µ
[
f0
(∥∥α0∥∥) f1 (‖αy‖) 1{αy 6= ∅}]E[h(β)].
An inductive argument based on the Markov property of the type-1 evolution then says that
for 0 < y1 < · · · < yn and f0, . . . , fn : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) measurable,
P1µ
[
n∏
j=0
fj (‖αyj‖) 1{αyn 6= ∅}h
(
‖αyn‖−1 IP αyn
)]
= P1µ
[
f0
(∥∥α0∥∥)P1αy1
[
n∏
j=1
fj
(∥∥αyj−y1∥∥)1{αyn−y1 6= ∅}h(∥∥αyn−y1∥∥−1 IP αyn−y1)
]]
= P1µ
[
f0
(∥∥α0∥∥)P1αy1
[
n∏
j=1
fj
(∥∥αyj−y1∥∥)1{αyn−y1 6= ∅}]E[h(β)]]
= P1µ
[
n∏
j=0
fj (‖αyj‖) 1{αyn 6= ∅}
]
E[h(β)].
A monotone class theorem completes the proof. The same argument works for type-0. 
To do de-Poissonization, we will replace y by a stopping time in the filtration (Fymass), specif-
ically the time-change stopping times Y = ρα(u).
Theorem 6.9 (Strong pseudo-stationarity). Let µ denote the law of BIP β, where B is some
non-negative random variable independent of β ∼ PDIP (12 , 0). Let Y be an (Fymass, y ≥ 0)-
stopping time. Then for all FYmass-measurable η : C([0,∞), I) → [0,∞) and all measurable
h : I1 → [0,∞), we have
P1µ
[
η1{αY 6= ∅}h
(∥∥αY ∥∥−1 IP αY )] = P1µ [η1{αY 6= ∅}]E [h (β)] .
The same assertion holds if we replace superscript ‘0’s with ‘1’s and take β ∼ PDIP (12 , 12).
Proof. We begin with the type-1 assertion. We use the standard dyadic approximation of Y by
Yn = 2
−nb2nY + 1c ∧ 2n which eventually tends to Y from above. Since Y and Yn are (Fymass)-
stopping times, the random variable ηk = η1{Yn = k2−n} is Fk2−nmass -measurable for k ∈ [22n−1].
By Lemma 6.8,
P1µ
[
η1
{
αYn 6= ∅; Yn = k2−n
}
h
(∥∥αYn∥∥−1 IP αYn)]
= P1µ
[
ηk1
{
αk2
−n 6= ∅
}
h
(∥∥∥αk2−n∥∥∥−1 IP αk2−n)] = P1µ [ηk1{αk2−n 6= ∅}]E[h(β)]
= P1µ
[
η1
{
αYn 6= ∅; Yn = k2−n
}]
E[h(β)].
Summing over k ∈ [22n− 1] and letting n→∞, the continuity of (αy) and the observation that⋃
k∈[22n−1]
{
αYn 6= ∅; Yn = k2−n
}
increases to
{
αYn 6= ∅} complete the proof for type-1. The
type-0 argument is identical. 
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Proof of the stationarity assertions of Theorem 1.6. We apply Theorem 6.9 to η = 1 and the
stopping times Y = ρα(u), which satisfy α
Y 6= ∅ a.s.. In the notation of Proposition 6.7,
P1µ[h(αu)] = P1µ
[
1
{
αρα(u) 6= ∅
}
h
(∥∥∥αρα(u)∥∥∥−1 IP αρα(u))] = E[h(β)]
for each u > 0, as required. The same argument applies to type-0. 
6.3. Connection with Petrov’s Poisson-Dirichlet diffusions. Recall the Kingman sim-
plex:
∇∞ :=
{
x = (x1, x2, . . .) : x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0,
∞∑
i=1
xi = 1
}
. (6.8)
This is a metric space under `∞. Its closure under `∞, denoted by ∇∞, is the set of non-
increasing sequences in [0, 1] with sum at most 1. Petrov [53] introduced a two-parameter
family of diffusions on ∇∞ extending a previously existing one-parameter family introduced by
Ethier and Kurtz [23]. These processes can be described via their generators. Denote by F the
commutative unital algebra of functions on ∇∞ generated by qk(x) =
∑
i≥1 x
k+1
i , k ≥ 1, and
the constant function q0(x) := 1. On this algebra, and for 0 ≤ α < 1 and θ > −α, Petrov
considers the linear operator
B =
∑
i≥1
xi
∂2
∂x2i
−
∑
i,j≥1
xixj
∂2
∂xi∂xj
−
∑
i≥1
(θxi + α)
∂
∂xi
, (6.9)
and shows that there is a Markov process on ∇∞ that is symmetric with respect to the law
PD (α, θ) whose generator restricted to F is given by B. Moreover, it has been shown in [24]
that the process, starting at x ∈ ∇∞, never leaves ∇∞. We are going to denote the laws of this
two-parameter family of diffusions on ∇∞ by EKP (α, θ).
In this section we prove Theorem 1.7. The proofs for type-1 and type-0 are similar. We will
mostly focus on type-1 and ask the reader to make the appropriate changes for type-0. We start
by proving the Markov property of the process W . The same method allows us to prove that
this is a Hunt process, which also follows from our identification with EKP diffusion.
Lemma 6.10. For type-1 evolutions the process (W (y), y ≥ 0) is a path-continuous, ∇∞-valued
Markov process that is stationary with respect to the PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
law. For type-0 evolutions a similar
statement holds with PD
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
stationary law.
Proof. Let IH,1 denote the set of elements in β ∈ IH such that ‖β‖ = 1. For β ∈ IH,1,
let ranked(β) denote the decreasing order statistics of Lebesgue measures of intervals in β.
It is easy to see that ranked : (IH,1, dI) → ∇∞ is continuous and consequently (W (y) =
ranked(αy), y ≥ 0) is continuous.
For x ∈ ∇∞, consider any pair β, β′ ∈ IH,1 such that ranked(β) = ranked(β′) = x. Then
there is a correspondence between intervals of β and β′ given by the coordinates of x. For an
interval U ∈ β we will denote its corresponding interval in β′ by U ′. Hence Leb(U) = Leb(U ′).
Consider a coupled pair of type-1 evolutions
(
αβ,αβ′
)
starting with α0β = β and α
0
β′ = β
′
constructed by
αβ = skewer
(
?
U∈β
NU
)
, αβ′ = skewer
(
?
U ′∈β′
N′U ′
)
,
where NU = N
′
U ′ , U ∈ β, are independent with NU ∼ ν+cld( · | m0 = Leb(U)).
Let F : ∇∞ → [0,∞) be bounded and measurable. By our coupling, we have P1β (F (W (y))) =
P1β′ (F (W (y))). In particular, the conditional expectation of F (W (y)) is a function of W (0) =
x ∈ ∇∞. By [61, Lemma I.14.1], W is a Markov process.
The claims about stationary laws follow from Theorem 1.6. 
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We will frequently employ the natural inclusion map ι : ∇∞ → IH :
ι(x) =
{(
j∑
i=1
xi,
j+1∑
i=1
xi
)
, j = 0, 1, 2, . . .
}
,
where for j = 0 the interval starts at 0. Thus, when we say consider a type-1 (or type-0)
evolution starting with W (0) = x, we mean that α0 or α0 is given by ι(x). By an abuse of
notation, we will denote the law P1ι(x) on C ([0,∞), IH) by P1x.
We will also follow the convention of including finite-dimensional unit simplices in ∇∞ by
appending zeros.
Proposition 6.11. Fix x ∈ ∇∞ and consider a type-1 evolution α with α0 = ι(x). Let
W (y) = ranked
(∥∥∥αρα(y)∥∥∥−1 IP αρα(y)) , y ≥ 0.
For every q ∈ F we have
lim
y→0+
P1x [q (W (y))]− q(x)
y
= 2B (q) (x), for every x ∈ ∇∞, (6.10)
where B is the generator for EKP (12 , 0). The above convergence also holds in L2 with respect to
the law of PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
. A similar statement holds for type-0 evolutions for the parameters
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
.
Proposition 6.11 is proved in two steps: first when q = qm for some m, and then the rest.
The first case is shown in Lemma 6.14, and the latter is shown in Lemma 6.17. First we need
the following lemma, which is well-known under other conditions. See, for example, [68].
Lemma 6.12. For any bounded measurable f : IH → R, we have
lim
y→0+
P1β
[
f
(
αρα(y)
)]− f (β)
y
= ‖β‖ lim
y→0+
P1β [f (αy)]− f (β)
y
, β ∈ IH \ {∅}, (6.11)
in the sense that if the limit on one side exists and coincides with a bounded, continuous function
g : IH\{∅} → R, then the limits on the other side also exist and coincide with g on IH\{∅}.
Proof. We will consider the process α to be killed the first time ‖αy‖ = 0. Therefore, the empty
set ∅ will act as the cemetery state for our Markov process. Therefore, in the following proof,
all real functions on this state will take value zero.
Fix a bounded measurable f and suppose that the limit on the right exists and equals g (β)
for a bounded, continuous function g : IH\{∅} → R. Then, by [25, Proposition 4.1.7], we get
that M(y) = f (αy) − f (α0) − ∫ y0 g (αs) ds is a martingale. Since g is bounded and ρα(y)
has finite expectation for every y > 0 ([70, Section 4]), we can apply the Optional Sampling
Theorem at the stopping time ρα(y) to find
P1β
[
f
(
αρα(y)
)]− f (α0)
y
= P1α0
[
1
y
∫ ρα(y)
0
g (αs) ds
]
. (6.12)
Since g is bounded, continuous and (αy, y ≥ 0) is continuous at y = 0 it follows that
lim
y→0+
1
y
∫ ρα(y)
0
g (αs) ds = g
(
α0
)
ρ′α (0+) = g
(
α0
) ∥∥α0∥∥ a.s..
An application of the Dominated Convergence Theorem to (6.12) settles the claim.
The reverse implication is slightly more complex. Let C(t) :=
∫ t
0 ‖αz‖−1 dz, t ≥ 0. This
is the inverse process of ρα, thus C(t) is a (FuI)-stopping time for each t. Now, consider the
time-changed strong Markov process βy = αρα(y), y ≥ 0, and repeat the previous argument
reversing the roles of ρα and C. Note that β
C(y) = αy, for all y ≥ 0 until α is killed. However,
we cannot directly apply the Optional Sampling Theorem since C(y) is not integrable for any
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y. To fix this, we apply the Optional Sampling Theorem to the bounded stopping time C(y)∧1
to obtain
P1α0
[
f
(
βC(y)∧1
)]− f(α0)
y
= P1α0
[
1
y
∫ C(y)∧1
0
g
(
αρα(s)
)
ds
]
. (6.13)
As y → 0+, the right side converges to g (α0) ∥∥α0∥∥ as before. For the left side, let K denote a
bound on |f |. Then∣∣∣∣∣P1α0
[
f
(
βC(y)∧1
)]− P1α0 [f (βC(y))]
y
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2KP1α0 (C(y) > 1)y . (6.14)
We will now show that the limit of the right side above is zero as y → 0+. We complete the
argument in the case
∥∥α0∥∥ = 1, from which the general case follows immediately.
By Theorem 1.5, the total mass process ‖α‖ is distributed as a BESQ (0) process starting from
1. Let X be a BESQ (0) process starting from 1 on some probability space. Then
P1α0(C(y) > 1) = P
(∫ y
0
ds
X(s)
> 1
)
≤ P
(
inf
0≤s≤y
X(s) < y
)
≤ P
(
sup
0≤s≤y
|X(s)− 1| > 1− y
)
.
Let σy denote the exit time of X from the interval [y, 2 − y]. The quadratic variation ([37,
Definition 3]) of the stopped martingale X (σy ∧ t) satisfies the inequality
〈X〉 (σy ∧ t) ≤ 4
∫ σy∧t
0
X(s)ds ≤ 4(2− y)t.
Therefore, by the martingale concentration inequality, we get
P
(
sup
0≤s≤y
|X(s)− 1| ≥ 1− y
)
= P
(
sup
0≤s≤y
|X (s ∧ σy)− 1| ≥ 1− y
)
≤ 2 exp
[
− (1− y)
2
8(2− y)y
]
.
In particular, limy→0+ P1α0 (C(y) > 1) /y = 0. Plugging in this estimate in (6.14) gives us that
limy→0+ of both sides is zero showing finally that
lim
y→0+
P1α0 [f (α
y)]− f(α0)
y
= lim
y→0+
P1α0
[
f
(
βC(y)
)]− f(α0)
y
= lim
y→0+
P1α0
[
f
(
βC(y)∧1
)]− f(α0)
y
.
The last expression is given by g
(
α0
)
from (6.13). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We will also need a generalization of the previous lemma to a countable collection of inde-
pendent type-1 evolution. Consider the space:
H :=
(αi, i ≥ 1) ∈ INH , ∑
i≥1
‖αi‖ <∞

Suppose we have a countable independent collection of type-1 evolutions (αi, i ∈ N) such that(
α0i , i ≥ 1
) ∈ H. By Theorem 1.5 and the additivity of BESQ (0) processes, with probability
one, (αyi , i ≥ 1) ∈ H for all y > 0. Then, (αi, i ∈ N) is a strong Markov process in H. Let
αy = ?i≥1αyi denote the resulting type-1 evolution obtained by concatenating the individual
ones. Let ρα refer to the de-Poissonization time-change for α.
Lemma 6.13. Suppose F : H → R is a bounded function. Then (6.11) holds for the function
F applied to (αi, i ∈ N) by replacing the measure P1β by the product measure
⊗
i≥1 P1α0i .
Proof. The proof remains exactly the same after replacing the strong Markov process α in (6.11)
by the strong Markov process (αi, i ∈ N). 
To prove Proposition 6.11 we will employ the transition description for the type-1 evolution,
stated in Proposition 5.4. On IH , consider the function
fm(β) =
∑
U∈β
(Leb(U)/ ‖β‖)m+1 , m ≥ 1, β ∈ IH\{∅}, fm(∅) = 0.
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Then fm is a bounded function on IH that is continuous on IH\{∅}.
Consider a type-1 evolution α = (αy, y ≥ 0) starting from ι(x). Then, clearly ∥∥α0∥∥ = 1.
Then, it follows by symmetry that qm (W (y)) = fm
(
αρα(y)
)
. There is a natural one-to-one
correspondence between elements of the algebra formed by (qm, m ≥ 0) and (fm, m ≥ 0), with
f0 ≡ 1. If (q, f) are corresponding functions from these algebras, we still have q (W (y)) =
f
(
αρα(y)
)
. In particular, for that pair of functions (q, f) and initial conditions (x, α0) we have
lim
y→0+
P1x [q (W (y))]− q(x)
y
= lim
y→0+
P1x
[
f
(
αρα(y)
)]− f (α0)
y
. (6.15)
Therefore, in order to show (6.10) we will perform our calculations on the algebra generated by
(fm, m ≥ 0). Since the case of m = 0 is trivial, we will restrict ourselves to (fm, m ≥ 1).
Lemma 6.14. Fix x ∈ ∇∞ and consider a type-1 evolution α starting with W (0) = x.
(i) For f = fm, the limit on the right of (6.11) is given by the bounded continuous function
G (fm) (α0) := 2(m+ 1)mqm−1(x)− 2(m+ 1)mqm(x)− (m+ 1)qm−1(x). (6.16)
As a consequence, for any x ∈ ∇∞ and for any m ≥ 1,
lim
y→0+
P1x [qm (W (y))]− qm(x)
y
= 2B (qm) (x),
where B is the generator of the process EKP (12 , 0).
(ii) The above convergence also holds in L2 with respect to the law of PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
.
Proof. Fix x = (xi, i ≥ 1) ∈ ∇∞ and consider a type-1 evolution α with W (0) = x. The
coordinate labeling of x allows us to consider the countably many intervals in α0 as a sequence
(Ui, i ≥ 1) such that xi = Leb (Ui), i ≥ 1. Hence,
∥∥α0∥∥ = ∑i≥1 xi = 1. This labeling allows us
to identify the type-1 evolution of the ith interval in α0 for each i ≥ 1. Fix y > 0 and let us
introduce the following notation following the description in Proposition 4.30.
(i) Let Zyi denote the total mass of the clade that starts with the ith interval in α
0. In
particular, ‖αy‖ = ∑i≥1 Zyi .
(ii) If Zyi > 0, the ith clade has two parts. The mass of the leftmost spindle will be denoted
by Lyi . The rest of the mass Z
y
i − Lyi will be denoted by Ryi . Otherwise, we will define
both Lyi and R
y
i to be zero.
(iii) When Ryi > 0, it is the sum of the jumps of an inverse Gaussian subordinator stopped
at an independent exponential time. Let us arrange the resulting jump sizes of this
subordinator in a decreasing order by
(
xyij , j ≥ 1
)
. Also, let
wyij :=
xyij
Ryi
, j ≥ 1. Thus, wyi· :=
(
wyij , j ≥ 1
) ∈ ∇∞, for each i ≥ 1.
(iv) When Ryi = 0, by convention, we define w
y
ij to be sampled from a PD
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
distribution,
independently for all (i, j) and independently of all (Lyi , R
y
i , i ≥ 1).
Lemma 6.15. For every y > 0, the family of sequences
(
wyij , j ≥ 1
)
, i ≥ 1, is i.i.d., with each(
wyij , j ≥ 1
) ∼ PD (12 , 12). Moreover, this is jointly independent of (Lyi , Ryi , i ≥ 1) and β0.
Proof. This follows from [59, Proposition 21] for α = θ = 12 . The factor 1/2y in the jump
measure of the inverse Gaussian subordinator is absorbed by scaling. That proposition shows
that the sequence wyi· is independent of R
y
i and distributed as PD
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
. By Proposition 4.30,
we know that Lyi and x
y
i· are independent and they are independent across i ≥ 1. 
Let Qδx denote the law of the squared Bessel process of dimension δ ∈ R and starting from
x ≥ 0. We are also going to need the family of Wright-Fisher (WF) diffusions on the unit simplex.
Fix k ≥ 2 and fix real parameters δ1, δ2, . . . , δk and let δ0 =
∑
i∈[k] δi. Let I
+ and I− refer to
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the respective subsets of [k] such that δi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I+ and δi < 0 for all i ∈ I−. Consider a
diffusion on the following subset of the closed unit simplex in Rk:{
(x1, x2, . . . , xk) : xi ≥ 0, i ∈ I+, and xi > 0, i ∈ I−,
k∑
i=1
xi = 1
}
.
Consider a diffusion on the above state space with the generator:
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
xi (1{i = j} − xj) ∂
2f
∂xi∂xj
− 1
2
n∑
i=1
(δi − δ0xi) ∂f
∂xi
. (6.17)
Since the coefficients are smooth and bounded, starting from the open unit simplex, the process
is well-defined and unique in law until the first time any coordinate Xi, i ∈ I−, hits zero, at
which time we kill the process. We will refer to this law as the WF process with parameters
(δ1, . . . , δk), or just WF(δ1, . . . , δk). This is a generalization of the usual WF models with all
nonnegative parameters and the extension in [51] to all negative parameters.
Fix an m ≥ 1. By our definition of fm the following is true:
fm (α
y) =
1
‖αy‖m+1
∑
i≥1
(Lyi )
m+1
+
∑
i≥1
(Ryi )
m+1
∑
j≥1
(
wyij
)m+11{‖αy‖ > 0}. (6.18)
Let Cm1/2 denote a constant that represents the expectation of
∑
i≥1w
m+1
i , where (wi, i ≥ 1) is
sampled from PD
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
. Then, by Lemma 6.15, we get that for all y > 0 we have
P1x [fm (αy)] =
∑
i≥1
P1x
[(
Lyi
‖αy‖
)m+1
1{‖αy‖ > 0}
]
+ Cm1/2
∑
i≥1
P1x
[(
Ryi
‖αy‖
)m+1
1{‖αy‖ > 0}
]
.
(6.19)
Now, we need to compute the following limit:
lim
y→0+
1
y
(
P1x [fm (αy)]− qm(x)
)
. (6.20)
Consider the countable collection of type-1 evolutions (αi, i ≥ 1), where αi is the evolution
starting with the interval partition {(0, xi)}. Then, the concatenation
(?i≥1αyi , y ≥ 0) has
law P1x. For the rest of the proof we will work on a probability space (Ω,F ,P) rich enough to
support this countable collection. We will denote expectation with respect to P by E. The
dependence on x will be suppressed from this notation.
Consider the functions L,R defined in Corollary 5.19. Consider the set-up of Lemma 6.13.
For (βi, i ≥ 1) ∈ H, consider the pairs (L(βi), R(βi)). Define F : H → [0, 1] by
F ((βi, i ≥ 1)) =
∑
i≥1
(
L(βi)∑
i≥1 ‖βi‖
)m+1
+ Cm1/2
∑
i≥1
(
R(βi)∑
i≥1 ‖βi‖
)m+1
, (βi, i ≥ 1) ∈ H\{∅}.
We take F (∅) = 0. Then F is a bounded function on H. Then, by an application of Lemma
6.13, the limit in (6.20) is equal to the following limit:
lim
y→0+
1
y
(
F
(
α
ρα(y)
i
)
1
{∥∥∥αρα(y)∥∥∥ > 0}− qm(x)) ,
once the assumptions are satisfied.
However, note that with probability one
∥∥αρα(y)∥∥ > 0 for all y > 0. Hence, we can drop the
indicator above and prove the following claim.
lim
y→0+
1
y
∑
i≥1
E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
+ Cm1/2∑
i≥1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1 = 2B (qm) (x),
(6.21)
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where (Lyi = L (α
y
i ) , y ≥ 0) and (Ryi = R (αyi ) , y ≥ 0), for i ≥ 1. By our correspondence be-
tween symmetric functions on ∇∞ and those on IH , the limit 2B (qm) (x) can be extended to a
bounded continuous function on IH\{∅}. This justifies the sufficiency of proving (6.21).
Now, either all xi > 0 or there exists a first k such that xk+i = 0 for all i ≥ 1. We
start by assuming the latter. Then, there are initially only k intervals in α0. The joint law of
(Lyi , R
y
i , i ∈ [k]) is known from Corollary 5.19. Let ςk be the first time y such that mini∈[k] Ly−i =
0. Then, the process (Lyi , R
y
i , i ∈ [k]), 0 ≤ y < ςk, has the same joint distribution as a vector of
independent BESQ processes killed at ςk. Each Li is distributed as Q
−1
xi and each Ri as Q
1
0.
We now claim that the time-changed vector of ratios((
L
ρα(y)
i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥ , R
ρα(y)
i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥ , i ∈ [k]
)
, y ≥ 0
)
is distributed as a WF diffusion with parameters −1/2 for each Li and 1/2 for each Ri, running
at 4 times the speed. This claim follows from an argument very similar to [51, Theorem 4].
Although this cited result only has nonpositive parameters for WF, the argument is valid in the
case where we have some positive parameters. The factor of 4 comes from the difference between
ρα and the time-change used in [51].
This WF diffusion is a diffusion on the unit simplex in R2k. Let us rearrange the coordinates
of (v1, . . . , v2k) ∈ R2k such that the ones corresponding to (L1, . . . , Lk) are given by (v1, . . . , vk)
and those corresponding to (R1, . . . , Rk) by (vk+1, . . . , v2k). Then the generator of the diffusion
that is the WF diffusion, running 4 times faster, can be identified from [51, equation (13)] as an
example of (6.17) with δi = −1/2 for i ∈ [k], δi = 1/2 for i = k + j, j ∈ [k], and δ0 = 0:
L = 2
2k∑
i,j=1
vi (1{i = j} − vj) ∂
2
∂vi∂vj
−
k∑
i=1
∂
∂vi
+
2k∑
i=k+1
∂
∂vi
. (6.22)
However, since L0i = xi and R
0
i = 0, for each i ∈ [k], the limit on the left of (6.21) is given
by the application of the generator L in (6.22) to the smooth function gm(v) =
∑k
i=1 v
m+1
i +
Cm1/2
∑2k
i=k+1 v
m+1
i , at any point v such that for all i ∈ [k] we have vi = xi and vk+i = 0.
However, at any such point we get
Lgm(v) = 2(m+ 1)m
k∑
i=1
xi(1− xi)xm−1i − (m+ 1)
k∑
i=1
xmi . (6.23)
We get the right side of (6.21) by a straightforward simplification.
Next we will drop the assumption of finitely many initial intervals. For every k ≥ 1, consider
the infinite sequence (Lyi , R
y
i , i ≥ 1) and the finite sequence comprised of the first k elements
(Lyi , R
y
i , i ∈ [k]). Recall that these correspond to the largest k intervals in α0. Set
Γyk :=
k∑
i=1
E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
+ Cm1/2 k∑
i=1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1 . (6.24)
Let xk ∈ ∇∞ be given by xki = xi for i ∈ [k] and xkk+i = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Finally, define
∆yk :=
∞∑
i=k+1
E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
+ Cm1/2 ∞∑
i=k+1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1 .
Lemma 6.16. We have limy→0+ Γ
y
k/y = 2B (qm)
(
xk
)
. Moreover,
sup
y>0
(
y−1∆yk
) ≤ 2m(m+ 1) ∞∑
i=k+1
xi, inf
y>0
(
y−1∆yk
) ≥ −(m+ 1) ∞∑
i=k+1
xi.
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Before proving the lemma, let us show how Lemma 6.14 (i) follows. Since the sequence
(x1, x2, . . .) is summable, given any  > 0, we can find a k ≥ 1 such that supy≥0
∣∣∆yk/y∣∣ ≤ .
Letting k →∞ and → 0 and appealing to the continuity of B(qm)(·) shows (6.21).
Proof of Lemma 6.16. The first claim follows in the same way as in the case of finitely many
initial intervals by considering the vector of processes(
Lyi , R
y
i , i ∈ [k], ‖αy‖ −
k∑
i=1
(Lyi +R
y
i )
)
,
which, until the first time the left limit of any Li hits zero, is an independent vector of squared
Bessel processes killed when the corresponding coordinate hits zero. In particular, the last
coordinate is distributed as Q0
1−∑ki=1 xi . We move on to the second claim.
For every y and i > k consider the function
hy(i) = E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
+ Cm1/2E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1 .
Then, y−1∆yk =
∑
i>k y
−1hy(i).
Recall Zi = Li +Ri. Since the constant C
m
1/2 must be less than one, it follows that
hy(i) ≤ E
(Lρα(y)i +Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
 = E
( Zρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
 .
We will now estimate the above expectation for every fixed i ≥ k + 1. By Theorem 1.5,
for every i ≥ k + 1, the joint distribution of the vector (Zyi , T yi := ‖αy‖ − Zyi ) is that of an
independent pair of diffusions where the first coordinate is distributed as Q0xi and the second
is Q01−xi . By [69, Proposition 8], the de-Poissonized ratio ξ
y
i := Z
ρα(y)
i
/∥∥αρα(y)∥∥ , y ≥ 0, is a
Jacobi diffusion on [0, 1] with the generator 2u(1 − u) d2
du2
for u ∈ (0, 1) and starting from xi.
In particular, it is a martingale and E (ξsi ) = xi for all s ≥ 0. Note that this is also the first
coordinate of the WF diffusion with parameters (0, 0), running at 4 times the usual speed.
By Itoˆ’s rule applied to the bounded function u 7→ um+1 on [0, 1], we get
y−1hy(i) =
E
[
(ξyi )
m+1
]
− xm+1i
y
=
2m(m+ 1)
y
∫ y
0
E [(ξsi )
m (1− ξsi )] ds.
In particular, y−1hy(i) ≤ 2m(m + 1)y−1
∫ y
0 E [ξ
s
i ] ds = 2m(m + 1)xi. Adding up these bounds
over i ≥ k + 1 gives us the upper bound of the lemma.
A similar argument holds for the lower bound. Start by noting that
hy(i) ≥ E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
 .
Define the stopping time χi = inf{y ≥ 0: Ly−i = 0} to be the first time such that the mass of
the initial spindle hits zero. Then
hy(i) ≥ E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
1{χi > ρα(y)} − xm+1i
 . (6.25)
By de-Poissonization, the ratio
(
ηyi := L
ρα(y)
i /
∥∥αρα(y)∥∥), 0 < y < χi, is a Jacobi diffusion
with parameters (−1/2, 1/2), i.e. a diffusion on (0, 1] with generator 2u(1 − u) d2
du2
− ddu and
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starting from xi > 0. Let χ˜i = ρα (χi) be the hitting time of zero by ηi. Then, the stopped
process ηχ˜i∧·i it is a supermartingale. Moreover,
hy(i) ≥ E
[
(ηyi )
m+1
1{χ˜i > y} − xm+1i
]
= E
[(
ηy∧χ˜ii
)m+1 − xm+1i ] .
By Itoˆ’s rule and the Optional Sampling Theorem, we get
E
[(
ηy∧χ˜ii
)m+1 − xm+1i ]
y
=
1
y
E
[∫ y∧χ˜i
0
(2m(m+ 1) (ηsi )
m (1− ηsi )− (m+ 1) (ηsi )m) ds
]
≥ −m+ 1
y
∫ y
0
E
[(
ηs∧χ˜ii
)m]
ds ≥ −m+ 1
y
∫ y
0
E
[
ηs∧χ˜ii
]
ds ≥ −(m+ 1)xi.
Summing up over i > k, gives us the lower bound in the statement of the lemma. 
We now move on to prove Lemma 6.14 (ii). We first argue that the limit in (6.21) holds in
L2 := L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
. Consider Lemma 6.16 for k = 0. Since
∑∞
i=1 xi = 1, we get that for all y > 0,∣∣∣∣∣∣1y
∑
i≥1
E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
+ Cm1/2∑
i≥1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2m(m+ 1),
Since 2B (qm) is also a bounded function on ∇∞, the difference
1
y
∑
i≥1
E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
+ Cm1/2∑
i≥1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1− 2B (qm) (x),
denoted by y−1∆ym(x), is a family of bounded functions that converge to zero pointwise as
y → 0+. Therefore, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, the convergence also holds in L2.
Now, consider the difference
∆˜ym(x) := E [qm (W (y))]−
∑
i≥1
E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
− xm+1i
+ Cm1/2∑
i≥1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1.
Since y−1 [Eqm (W (y))− qm (W (0))]−2B (qm) (x) = y−1∆ym(x)+y−1∆˜ym(x), once we show that
y−1∆˜ym converges to zero in L2, we are done.
Towards this goal, note that the difference ∆˜ym(x) can be written as∑
i≥1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(Y )∥∥
)m+1∑
j≥1
(
w
ρα(y)
ij
)m+1− C1/2m ∑
i≥1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1 .
Since
∑
j≥1
(
w
ρα(y)
ij
)m+1
is always bounded above by one, we get
∣∣∣y−1∆˜ym∣∣∣ (x) ≤ (1 + C1/2m ) 1y∑
i≥1
E
( Rρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1 .
Now, using a similar logic as in the case of ∆
y
m, the right side above converges to zero in L
2 as
y → 0+. Hence, so does y−1∆˜ym and we are done. 
We will now extend Lemma 6.14 to finite multiples of (qk, k ≥ 1). Consider the family of
functions (fm, m ≥ 1) as before. Fix l ≥ 1 and {m1,m2, . . . ,ml} ⊂ N and consider the product
function from IH to R: fm1,m2,...,ml =
∏
j∈[l] fmj and the corresponding function qm1,m2,...,ml =∏
j∈[l] qj from ∇∞ to R.
Lemma 6.17. Fix x ∈ ∇∞ and consider a type-1 evolution α starting with W (0) = x. For
every m1, . . . ,ml ≥ 1, the limit on the right of (6.11) exists for f = fm1,m2,...,ml and is given by
G (fm1,...,ml)
(
α0
)
:= 2B (qm1,...,ml) (x), where B is the generator of EKP
(
1
2 , 0
)
.
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(i) In particular, for any x ∈ ∇∞ and for any q ∈ F,
lim
y→0+
P1x [q (W (y))]− q(x)
y
= 2B (q) (x).
(ii) The above convergence also holds in L2 with respect to the law of PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
.
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 6.14, only computationally more intensive.
Hence, the strategy remains the same and we only highlight the differences.
Start by noting that we can assume without loss of generality that each mj ≥ 1. The special
case of l = 1 and m1 = 0 is trivial. Let us start with the case l = 2.
Fix m,n > 1 and y > 0. According to the notation in (6.18) and taking expectations, and
using the independence of (wy· ) from (Ly, Ry), we get
E [fm (α
y) fn (α
y)] = E
∑
i≥1
(
Lyi
‖α‖y
)m+1∑
j≥1
(
Lyj
‖αy‖
)n+1
+ Cn1/2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
E
( Lyi
‖αy‖
)m+1( Ryj
‖αy‖
)n+1+ Cm1/2∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
E
( Lyi
‖αy‖
)n+1( Ryj
‖αy‖
)m+1
+
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
Cm,ni,j E
( Ryi
‖αy‖
)n+1( Ryj
‖αy‖
)m+1 . (6.26)
Here, the constants Cm1/2, C
n
1/2 are as before and C
m,n
i,j are suitably defined.
Now, we change time in (6.26) and define hy(i, j) for i, j ≥ 1 by
E
( Lρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1(
L
ρα(y)
j∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)n+1
− xm+1i xn+1j + Cn1/2
(
L
ρα(y)
i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1(
R
ρα(y)
j∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)n+1
+ Cm1/2
(
L
ρα(y)
i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)n+1(
R
ρα(y)
j∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1
+ Cm,ni,j
(
R
ρα(y)
i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)n+1(
R
ρα(y)
j∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1. (6.27)
Consider Gy(x) =
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
(
hy(i, j) + x
m+1
i x
n+1
j
)
=
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1 hy(i, j) + qm,n(x). Then,
it suffices to show that the limit limy→0+ y−1 [Gy(x)− qm,n(x)] is given by 2B (qm,n) (x).
Now, as before we are going to start by assuming that there are only k intervals in α0 and
consider the following polynomial on the unit simplex in R2k:
gm,n(v) =
k∑
i=1
vm+1i
k∑
i=1
vn+1i + C
n
1/2
k∑
i=1
vm+1i
2k∑
i=k+1
vn+1i
+ Cm1/2
k∑
i=1
vn+1i
2k∑
i=k+1
vm+1i +
2k∑
i=k+1
2k∑
j=k+1
Cm,ni,j v
n+1
i v
m+1
j .
(6.28)
Then, as before, the limit G (fmfn) (α0), with W (0) = x, is equal to Lgm,n(v) where L is the
generator of the WF diffusion, running at 4 times the usual speed, and v is any point such that
vi = xi for i ∈ [k] and vk+i ≡ 0 for all i ∈ [k].
Lemma 6.18. Let gm,ni,j (v) := v
m+1
i v
n+1
j for i, j ∈ [2k]. If either i or j belongs to the set
{k + 1, . . . , 2k}, then Lgm,ni,j (v) = 0 for all v such that vk+i ≡ 0 for all i ∈ [k].
Proof. This follows from the polynomial form of the generator L. Let us show this explicitly
for the special case of i = 1, j = k + 1 and leave all other cases for the reader.
Lgm,n1,k+1(v) =2m(m+ 1)(1− v1)vm1 vn+1k+1 + 2n(n+ 1)(1− vk+1)vm+11 vnk+1
− 2(m+ 1)(n+ 1)vm+11 vn+1k+1 −mvm1 vn+1k+1 + nvm+11 vnk+1.
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Since n ≥ 1 and vk+1 = 0, every term above is zero proving that Lgm,n1,k+1(v) = 0. 
By the above lemma and (6.28) it is clear that for all v such that vk+i ≡ 0 for all i ∈ [k], we
have
Lgm,n(v) = L
 k∑
i=1
vm+1i
k∑
j=1
vn+1j
 .
However, restricted to functions of the first k coordinates, the generator L is exactly 2B.
To drop the assumption of finitely many initial intervals, proceed as in the proof of Lemma
6.14. As in there, fix a k ≥ 1 and consider i ≥ k + 1. Recall that xk ∈ ∇∞ denotes the vector
such that xki = xi for i ∈ [k] and xkk+i = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Consider the quantity
Γ
y
mn(x) =
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
[
hy(i, j) + x
m+1
i x
n+1
j
]
=
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
hy(i, j) + qm,n
(
xk
)
,
that depends only on the first k coordinates, and the difference ∆
y
mn(x) = Gy(x)− Γymn(x).
Lemma 6.19. There is a constant C1 > 0 that does not depend on x such that
sup
y>0
y−1
∣∣∆ymn(x)∣∣ ≤ C1 ∞∑
i=k+1
xi.
Proof. The difference ∆
y
mn(x) =
∑
i≥k+1,j≥1 hy(i, j) +
∑
i≥1,j≥k+1 hy(i, j). We now give upper
and lower bounds on each hy(i, j) as before.
For the upper bound, if Zi = Li +Ri denote the total mass of the clade, then
hy(i, j) ≤ E
( Zρα(y)i∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)m+1(
Z
ρα(y)
j∥∥αρα(y)∥∥
)n+1
− xm+1i xn+1j
 .
When i 6= j, the processes
(
Z
ρα(y)
i
‖αρα(y)‖ ,
Z
ρα(y)
j
‖αρα(y)‖
)
are the first two coordinates of a WF(0, 0, 0)
diffusion, running at 4 times the usual speed. Therefore, the product of the two is a martingale.
Then, by Itoˆ’s rule, supy>0 y
−1hy(i, j) ≤ xixj . When i = j, we are back to the proof of Lemma
6.16, and thus, supy>0 y
−1hy(i, j) ≤ xi. Hence,
∆
y
mn(x) ≤
∑
i≥k+1,j≥1,i 6=j
xixj +
∑
i≥1,j≥k+1,i 6=j
xixj +
∑
i≥k+1
xi ≤ 3
∑
i≥k+1
xi.
The lower bound also follows similarly to that in Lemma 6.16. Following the notation there,
hy(i, j) ≥ E
[(
ηy∧χ˜ii
)m+1 (
η
y∧χ˜j
j
)n+1 − xm+1i xn+1j ] .
The rest again follows by Itoˆ’s rule. 
For a general l, the product E
[∏
j∈[l] fmj (α
y)
]
can be expressed in terms of a polynomial
of (Lyi , R
y
i , i ≥ 1) whose individual terms will be of the type
∏
j∈[l] v
mj
ij
for different choices of
{i1, . . . , il} ⊆ [k]l. An extension of Lemma 6.18 applied to each such term will give us zero,
unless every ij ∈ [k]. For this remaining case, we already have exactly twice the generator of
EKP
(
1
2 , 0
)
. The L2 converges follows similarly. The extension to all q ∈ F follows by linearity. 
We now argue that our process W (·) is the one that is described in [27]. Let L2 [12 , 0] refer to
the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on ∇∞ with respect to the measure PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
.
Also, for this section, the corresponding norm will be denoted by ‖·‖1/2,0.
Let Px denote the probability measure on C ([0,∞),∇∞) which is the law of W (·) under P1x.
We will continue to use the notation W for this canonical random process.
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Lemma 6.20. Let (Ty, y ≥ 0) denote the transition semigroup of the process W . Then, for
every y > 0, Ty is an operator on L
2
[
1
2 , 0
]
and the semigroup is strongly continuous as a
semigroup.
Proof. By definition, Tyf(x) = Px[f(W (y))] =
∫
∇∞ f(v)py(x, dv), where py(x, dv) is the transi-
tion operator of W . We first show that Ty is an operator on L
2
[
1
2 , 0
]
in the sense that
(i) If f is square integrable with respect to PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
then so is Tyf ,
(ii) If f = 0 PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
-a.e. then so is Tyf .
The second condition shows that the PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
-equivalence class of Tyf is determined by the
PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
-equivalence class of f , so that we may consider Ty : L
2
[
1
2 , 0
] → L2 [12 , 0]. From
Jensen’s inequality we see that∫
∇∞
(Tyf(x))
2PD
(
1
2
, 0
)
(dx) ≤
∫
∇∞
Tyf
2(x)PD
(
1
2
, 0
)
(dx) =
∫
∇∞
f2(v)PD
(
1
2
, 0
)
(dv)
since PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
is the stationary distribution of W . Both claims follow immediately.
It is easy to see that every element in the unital algebra F is in L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
. As a corollary of
Lemma 6.17 (ii), for any q ∈ F, we have limy→0+ ‖Tyq − q‖1/2,0 = 0. Consider any f ∈ L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
.
Then, there exists a sequence {qn} ⊆ F such that limn→∞ qn = f in L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
. By the triangle
inequality, ‖(Ty − I)f‖1/2,0 ≤ ‖(Ty − I)qn‖1/2,0 +‖(Ty − I) (qn − f)‖1/2,0. Since (Ty − I, y ≥ 0)
is a uniformly bounded family of operators, we get limy→0+ Tyf = f in L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
. This proves
strong continuity of the semigroup. 
Hence, by [25, Corollary 1.1.6], the L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
generator A of (Ty, y ≥ 0) is closed and has
a dense domain in L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
. Moreover, by [25, Proposition 2.1], for any λ > 0, the resolvent
(λ−A)−1 exists as a bounded operator on L2 [12 , 0] and is one-to-one and has dense range.
Lemma 6.21. For any λ > 0, we have (λ−A)F = F.
Proof. Since A = 2B on F, it is clear that (λ−A)F ⊆ F. So, the nontrivial part is the converse.
For any m ≥ 1, consider the subspace spanned by {q0, q1, . . . , qm}. Notice that (λ−A) qi is
a polynomial of degree at most i. In fact,
(λ−A) qi = (λ+ 2i(i+ 1)) qi − (2i− 1)(i+ 1)qi−1.
Therefore, the operator (λ−A) restricted to this finite-dimensional vector space is given by a
lower bidiagonal matrix with positive elements on the diagonal. This matrix clearly has full
rank and is invertible. By taking m → ∞ we have shown that the vector space spanned by
{q0, q1, q2, . . .} is invariant under (λ−A)−1.
Now, fix any m ≥ 1 and consider the finite-dimensional subspace of F spanned by the basis
{qiqj , i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, i+ j ≤ m} ∪ {qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1} ∪ {q0}.
By a calculation similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 6.18, we get that, (λ−A) qiqj(x)
is given by a linear combination of qiqj , qi−1qj , qiqj−1, and qi+j+1, with positive coefficient for
qiqj , and therefore belongs to the above subspace when i, j ≥ 1 and i + j ≤ m. The same
is true for (λ−A) qi, as we have verified in the previous paragraph. Hence, we can label the
elements in the basis such that A restricted to this subspace is a again a lower diagonal matrix
with positive coefficients on the diagonal. Hence, the subspace spanned by {qiqj , i ≥ 0, j ≥ 0}
is invariant under the operator (λ−A)−1.
The general pattern is now clear. For any l,m ≥ 1, consider the subspace spanned by
{q0} ∪
⋃
j∈[l]
∏
k∈[j]
qik , ik ≥ 1, k ∈ [j],
∑
k∈[j]
ik ≤ m+ (l − j)
 .
A similar argument verifies that this subspace, and that spanned by
{∏
k∈[l] qik , i1, . . . , il ≥ 0
}
,
are invariant under (λ−A)−1. Taking a union over l ≥ 1 completes the proof. 
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The previous lemma allows us to avoid Dirichlet form techniques while identifying our process
W to be the one described in [27]. For example, the symmetry of the resolvent (λ−A)−1 follows
from the symmetry of 2B on F (see the calculation in [27, equation (2.5)]) and Lemma 6.21.
This shows that our process W is reversible with respect to PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
. We skip the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Lemmas 6.20 and 6.21 together with [25, Proposition 1.3.1] imply that
F is a core for A. Letting (T˜y, y ≥ 0) be the L2
[
1
2 , 0
]
semigroup considered by Feng and Sun
[27], this shows that (Ty, y ≥ 0) and (T˜2y, y ≥ 0) have the same generator (given by the closure
of (A,F)) and thus Ty = T˜2y. Let (W˜ (y), y ≥ 0) be the diffusion associated with (T˜y, y ≥ 0)
constructed in [53] (which is the Feller version of the diffusion constructed in [27]). Let P˜x
denote the law of W˜ , when starting from x. Then we find that for every f ∈ L2 [12 , 0] we have
Px [f(W (y))] = Tyf(x) = T˜2yf(x) = P˜x[f(W˜ (2y))] PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
-a.e..
If f is bounded and continuous then x 7→ Px[f(W (y))] is continuous by Proposition 5.25 and
x 7→ P˜x[f(W˜ (2y))] is continuous by [53, Proposition 4.3]. Since any set of full PD
(
1
2 , 0
)
-measure
is dense in ∇∞, we get Px[f(W (y))] = P˜x[f(W˜ (2y))] for every bounded, continuous f and every
x ∈ ∇∞. Together with path-continuity and the Markov property, this identifies the laws of the
processes. The argument for the type-0 evolution is similar. 
Proof of Corollary 1.8. By Theorem 1.6 and Definition 2.5 of dI , the de-Poissonized type-1 and
type-0 evolutions have continuously evolving diversity. By Theorem 1.7 and the compatibility
between definitions of diversity in (1.7) and (2.1), this extends to the EKP
(
1
2 , 0
)
and EKP
(
1
2 ,
1
2
)
processes. 
Appendix A. Topology of (I, dI)
It will be useful to separate the diversity of a partition from most of its mass in the following
sense. For α ∈ I and  > 0, let
δ(α, ) := sup
{
m > 0:
∑
U∈α
1
{
Leb(U) < m
}
Leb(U) < 
}
(A.1)
For the purpose of the following, let A := {U ∈ α : Leb(U) ≥ δ(α, )},
SA(x) :=
∑
(a,b)∈A
(b− a)1{b ≤ x}, and Sα\A(x) :=
∑
(a,b)∈α\A
(b− a)1{b ≤ x} for x ≥ 0.
We define
αD :=
{
(a− SA(a), b− SA(a)) : (a, b) ∈ α \A
}
and αM :=
{
(a− Sα\A(a), b− Sα\A(a)) : (a, b) ∈ A
}
.
(A.2)
Effectively, we form αM by taking the large blocks of α and sliding them down to sit next to each
other, and correspondingly for αD with the small blocks. These partitions have the properties
DαD (∞) = Dα(∞),
∥∥∥αD ∥∥∥ ≤ , DαM (∞) = 0, ∥∥αM ∥∥ ≥ ‖α‖ − .
Proof of Proposition 2.10 (i)-(iii). (i) Fix  > 0. Consider an arbitrary α ∈ I with Dα(∞) >
1/. The pair
(
α, αM2
)
defined in (A.2) has the desired property.
(ii) This is immediate from Definition 2.8 of d′H .
(iii) First, we show dH(β, γ) ≤ 3d′H(β, γ) for every β, γ ∈ IH . Suppose d′H(β, γ) < x for some
x > 0. Then there is some correspondence (Ui, Vi)i∈[n] from β to γ with Hausdorff distortion
less that x. Recall from Definition 2.5 that, in a correspondence, the (Ui) and (Vi) are each
listed in left-to-right order. Let
β′ := ?
i∈[n]
{(0,Leb(Ui))}, γ′ := ?
i∈[n]
{(0,Leb(Vi))}.
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By Definition 2.8 of Hausdorff distortion, ‖β‖ − ‖β′‖ < x, and likewise for γ and γ′. Thus, for
each j ∈ [n− 1], the right endpoint of Uj and the left endpoint of Uj+1 are within distance x of
the corresponding point in β′, and similarly for the left endpoint of U1 and the right endpoint
of Un. Thus, dH(β, β
′) < x and correspondingly for γ. Moreover, by definition of distortion, we
also find dH(β
′, γ′) < x. By the triangle inequality, dH(β, γ) < 3x, as desired.
Now, consider β ∈ IH and  > 0. Take δ0 > 0 small enough that
∑
U∈β : Leb(U)≤2δ0 Leb(U) <
/3. Let K denote the number of blocks in β with mass at least 2δ0. Take δ := min{δ0, /(6K+
3)}. It suffices to show that for γ ∈ IH , if dH(β, γ) < δ then d′H(β, γ) < .
Suppose dH(β, γ) < δ for some γ ∈ IH . Then for each U ∈ β with Leb(U) > 2δ0 ≥ 2δ,
the midpoint of U must lie within some block V of γ. Consider the correspondence from β
to γ that matches each such (U, V ). Then, by the bound on dH(β, γ), for each such pair,
|Leb(U) − Leb(V )| < 2δ ≤ /3K. Moreover, by our choice of δ0, the total mass in β excluded
from the blocks in the correspondence is at most /3. Similarly, the reader may confirm that
the mass in γ excluded from the correspondence is at most (/3) + 2Kδ + δ ≤ 2/3. Thus, by
Definition 2.8 of d′H , we have d
′
H(β, γ) < , as desired. 
We prove Proposition 2.10 (iv) at the end of this appendix. We now proceed towards proving
Theorem 2.7, that (I, dI) is Lusin.
Proposition A.1. The metric space (I, dI) is isometric to a path-connected Borel subset of a
complete separable metric space (J , dJ ). This space (J , dJ ) cannot be chosen locally compact.
We prove this proposition by identifying an explicit completion (J , dJ ) of (I, dI), which
allows to identify I with a Borel subset.
Lemma A.2. (I, dI) is path-connected and separable.
Proof. For path-connectedness, just note that c 7→ c IP α, c ∈ [0, 1], is a path from ∅ ∈ I to
α ∈ I. Specifically, continuity holds since Lemma 2.12 yields for 0 < a < b ≤ 1
dI(aIP α, bIP α) = dI(aIP α, aIP b/aIP α) ≤
√
amax
{∣∣∣∣∣
√
b√
a
− 1
∣∣∣∣∣Dα(∞),
∣∣∣∣ ba − 1
∣∣∣∣ ‖α‖
}
and dI(∅, bIP α) = max{
√
bDα(∞), b ‖α‖}.
For separability, we fix a partition α ∈ I with Dα(∞) > 0 and such that t 7→ Dα(t) is
continuous on [0, ‖α‖]. For the purpose of this proof we abbreviate our scaling notation from
cIP α to cα. We will construct a countable S ⊂ I in which each element is formed by taking
(cα)D , as in (A.2), for some c ≥ 0 and  > 0, and inserting finitely many large blocks into the
middle, via the following operation. For s ∈ [0,Dα(∞)] and m > 0, we define
α⊕s m :=
({U ∈ α : Dα(U) ≤ s} ? {(0,m)}) ∪ {(a+m, b+m) : (a, b) ∈ α, Dα(a) > s}.
This operation inserts a new interval V of length m into the middle of α in such a way that
Dα⊕sm(V ) = s. Let
S :=
{
(cα)Dε ⊕s1 m1 · · · ⊕sr mr
∣∣∣∣ r ∈ N, s1, . . . , sr ∈ [0,Dcα(∞)) ∩Q,c, ,m1, . . . ,mr ∈ (0,∞) ∩Q
}
.
By Lemma 2.12, Dcα(∞) =
√
cDα(∞) for c ≥ 0. Thus, any β ∈ I can be approximated in S
by the partitions constructed from the following rational sequences. First, take rational
cn →
(
Dβ(∞)
Dα(∞)
)2
, n =
1
n
↓ 0, and rn = #βMn .
Then let {U ∈ β : Leb(U) > δ (β, n)} =
{(
a
(n)
j , a
(n)
j +k
(n)
j
)
, j ∈ [rn]
}
with a
(n)
1 ≤ · · · ≤ a(n)rn ,
where δ is as in (A.1). This is the sequence of blocks of β that comprise βMn . Finally, we take
rational sequences
((
s
(n)
j ,m
(n)
j
)
, j ∈ [rn]
)
so that
supj∈[rn]
∣∣∣s(n)j −Dβ (a(n)j )∣∣∣ ≤ n and ∑j∈[rn] ∣∣∣k(n)j −m(n)j ∣∣∣ ≤ n. 
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Corollary A.3. There is a metric on I that generates the same topology as dI , for which I is
isometric to a subset of a compact metric space.
Proof. Since (I, dI) is a separable metric space, Dudley’s [20, Theorem 2.8.2] applies. 
Unfortunately, this argument is unsuitable to show that the subset can be chosen as a Borel
subset. Indeed, the argument can be applied to non-Borel subsets of a compact metric space.
Lemma A.4. Let J be the set of pairs (α, f), where α is an interval partition of [0, ‖α‖]
with Leb([0, ‖α‖] \⋃U∈α U) = 0, and where f : [0,∞]→ [0,∞) is a right-continuous increasing
function that is constant on every interval U ∈ α and on [‖α‖ ,∞]. We replace Dα and Dβ in
Definition 2.5, the definition of dI(α, β), by f and g, to define dJ ((α, f), (β, g)). Then dJ is a
metric on J .
Proof. Given the proof of Proposition 2.6, the only change needed for this lemma is in proving
positive-definiteness, since now f is not determined by α. However, this follows easily since
we assume that f is right-continuous and constant on each U ∈ α and on [‖α‖ ,∞], and f is
therefore determined by the values it takes on these sets. 
For n ≥ 1 and β ∈ IH , let βn denote the interval partition formed by deleting all but the
n largest blocks from β (breaking ties via left-to-right order) and sliding these large blocks
together, as in the construction of αM in (A.2). For t ≥ 0, let
Dβ,n(t) :=
√
pixn#{(a, b) ∈ βn : b ≤ t}, where xn = min{Leb(U) : U ∈ βn}. (A.3)
If the following two limits are equal, then we adapt Definition 2.1 to additionally define
D+β (t) := limu↓t
lim sup
h↓0
√
pih#{(a, b) ∈ β : (b− a) > h, b ≤ u}
= lim
u↓t
lim inf
h↓0
√
pih#{(a, b) ∈ β : (b− a) > h, b ≤ u}.
(A.4)
Lemma A.5. (i) The maps β 7→ βn and βn 7→ Dβ,n are Borel under d′H .
(ii) The set {(β, t) ∈ IH × [0,∞) : Dβ(t) exists} is Borel under d′H in the first coordinate plus
the Euclidean metric in the second. The map (β, t) 7→ Dβ(t) is measurable on this set,
under the same σ-algebra. The same assertions hold with Dβ(t) replaced by D
+
β (t).
(iii) For β ∈ I, the pairs (βn, Dβ,n) converge to (β,Dβ( ·+)) under dJ .
Proof. (i) The map ranked that sends β ∈ IH to the vector of its order statistics is continuous
under d′H . The restriction map (β, t) 7→ β|[0,t] := {U ∩(0, t) : U ∈ β, U ∩(0, t) 6= ∅} is continuous
from d′H plus the Euclidean metric to d
′
H . If ranked(β) = (x1, x2, . . .), then we determine
whether the block of mass x1 is to the right of the block of mass x2 by finding the least t1, t2 ∈
x2N for which β|[0,t1] has x1 as its first order statistic and β|[0,t2] has (x1, x2) as its first two order
statistics. If t1 < t2 then β2 = {(0, x1), (x1, x1 + x2)}; otherwise, β2 = {(0, x2), (x2, x2 + x1)}.
This method extends to give the desired measurability of β 7→ βn. The measurability of βn 7→
Dβ,n follows similarly from the measurability of ranked and restrictions.
(ii) Consider β ∈ IH . For n ≥ 1, let U1, . . . , Un denote the n largest blocks of β, in left-
to-right order. Let θβ,n : [0, ‖β‖] → [0, ‖βn‖] denote the continuous time-change starting from
θβ,n(0) = 0, increasing with slope 1 on
⋃
i∈[n] Ui, and having slope 0 on [0, ‖β‖]\
⋃
i∈[n] U i, where
U denotes closure. Note that {θβ,n(U1), . . . , θβ,n(Un)} = βn. It follows from similar arguments
to those in the proof of (i) that β 7→ θβ,n is measurable from (IH , d′H) to C([0,∞), [0,∞)).
By comparing (A.3) to Definition 2.1 of Dβ, for every t ≥ 0 we see that limn↑∞Dβ,n(θβ,n(t)) =
Dβ(t), with each limit existing if and only if the other exists. By (i), this proves the two claims
for Dβ(t). By monotonicity of the limiting terms in (A.4), D
+
β (t) exists if and only if
lim
m↑∞
lim sup
n↑∞
Dβ,n
(
θβ,n
(
t+m−1
))
= lim
m↑∞
lim inf
n↑∞
Dβ,n
(
θβ,n
(
t+m−1
))
.
If these limits are equal, then they equal D+β (t). This proves the two claims for D
+
β (t).
(iii) This follows from the previous argument by taking the correspondences from β to βn
that pair Ui with θβ,n(Ui), for each i ∈ [n]. 
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Lemma A.6. Consider the map ι : I → J given by ι(α) = (α,Dα( ·+)).
(i) Both ι(I) and J \ ι(I) are dense in (J , dJ ).
(ii) Both ι(I) and J \ ι(I) are Borel subsets of J .
(iii) The space (J , dJ ) is a completion of (I, dI), with respect to the isometric embedding ι.
Proof. (i) By the definitions of dI and dJ , the map ι is an isometry. Take (β, g) ∈ J \ ι(I) and
α ∈ I with Dα(∞) = g(∞) ≥ 0 and such that t 7→ Dα(t) is continuous on [0, ‖α‖]. Using the
notation of the proof of Lemma A.2, we consider
β(n) := αD1/n ⊕g(a(n)1 ) k(n)1 · · · ⊕g(a(n)rn ) k(n)rn .
Then dJ
((
β(n),Dβ(n)
)
, (β, g)
)
→ 0, i.e. β is in the closure of ι(I). The same argument, with
roles of (α,Dα( ·+)) and (β, g) swapped (now α ∈ I general and (β, g) ∈ J \ ι(I) and such that
g is continuous), shows that (α,Dα) is in the closure of J \ ι(I).
(ii) Recall that for α ∈ I we have Dα( ·+) = D+α identically. Thus,
ι(I) = {(α, f) ∈ J : for all t ∈ [0, ‖α‖], Dα(t) exists and D+α (t) = f(t)} .
By Lemma A.5 (ii) and Proposition 2.10 (ii), the following set is Borel under dJ :
A :=
{
(α, f) ∈ J : for all t ∈ [0, ‖α‖] ∩Q, D+α (t) exists and equals f(t)
}
.
For (α, f) ∈ A, by the right-continuity and monotonicity of f and D+α we have f = D+α
identically. By comparing Definition 2.1 of Dα with (A.4), we see that if D+α is continuous at
some t ∈ [0, ‖α‖] then Dα(t) exists and equals D+α (t), by a sandwiching argument. Thus, ι(I)
is the set of (α, f) ∈ A for which Dα(t) exists at each time t at which f jumps.
By Lemma A.5 (ii) and Proposition 2.10 (ii), (α, f) 7→ f(s) = D+α (s) is Borel measurable
on (A, dJ ). By [10, Theorem 14.5], the Borel σ-algebra on Skorokhod space is generated by
the evaluation maps, so (α, f) 7→ f is measurable from (A, dJ ) to Skorokhod space. By [41,
Proposition II.(1.16)], the map from f to the point process of its jumps is measurable; and by
[17, Proposition 9.1.XII], we can measurably map the latter to a sequence (t1,∆1), (t2,∆2), . . .
listing times and sizes of all jumps of f , though these may not be listed in chronological order.
We write τi(α, f) := ti, or τi(α, f) := −1 if f has less than i jumps. Then
ι(I) = {(α, f) ∈ A : for all i ∈ N, τi(α, f) = −1 or Dα(τi(α, f)) exists} .
By Lemma A.5 (ii), this set is measurable.
(iii) It is clear from the definition of dJ , based on that of dI , that ι is an isometry. Now
consider any Cauchy sequence ((αn, fn), n ≥ 1) in (J , δJ ). Then (fn(∞), n ≥ 1) is a Cauchy
sequence in [0,∞); let us denote the limit by f(∞). Consider (β(0), f (0)) = (∅, f(∞)) ∈ J ,
i.e. the empty partition with the increasing function that is constant f(∞). Let sn = (s(i)n , i ≥
1) = (Leb(U), U ∈ αn)↓ ∈ S↓ be the decreasing rearrangement of interval sizes. Then for all
correspondences (Uj , Vj)j∈[k],
`1(sn, sm) =
∞∑
i≥1
∣∣∣s(i)n − s(i)m ∣∣∣ ≤∑
j∈[k]
|Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+‖αn‖+‖αm‖−
∑
j∈[k]
Leb(Uj)+Leb(Vj),
Let  > 0. By the Cauchy property of ((αn, fn), n ≥ 1), there is some N1 ≥ 1 so that
dJ
(
(αn, fn), (αm, fm)
)
< /2 for all m,n ≥ N1. Taking the infimum over all correspondences
on the RHS of the display, this yields `1(sn, sm) <  for all m,n ≥ N1. By completeness of
(S↓, `1), we have convergence sn → s = (s(i), i ≥ 1) ∈ S↓.
Now consider any r ≥ 1 such that s(r) > s(r+1). Consider  > 0 with 3 < s(r) − s(r+1).
Then there is N2 ≥ 1 such that for all n ≥ N2, there are precisely r intervals (a(n)1 , a(n)1 + k(n)1 ),
. . . , (a
(n)
r , a
(n)
r + k
(n)
r ) ∈ αn of length greater than s(r)− . We define β(r)n :=?j∈[r]
{(
0, k
(n)
j
)}
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and associate to these intervals the fn-values of the corresponding intervals in αn:
f (r)n
(
k
(n)
1 + · · ·+ k(n)j + x
)
=
{
fn
(
a
(n)
j
)
for x ∈ [0, k(n)j ), j ∈ [0, r − 1],
fn(∞) for x ≥ k(n)1 + · · ·+ k(n)r .
Then dJ ((β
(r)
n , f
(r)
n ), (β
(r)
m , f
(r)
m )) ≤ dJ ((αn, fn), (αm, fm)), so (β(r)n , f (r)n ), n ≥ 1, is a Cauchy
sequence in (J , dJ ); and since for n ≥ N2
dJ (β(r)n , β
(r)
m ) = max
{
supj∈[r]
∣∣∣fn(a(n)j )− fm(a(m)j )∣∣∣ , ∑j∈[r] ∣∣∣k(n)j − k(m)j ∣∣∣
}
,
the vector
((
fn
(
a
(n)
j
)
, k
(n)
j
)
, 1 ≤ j ≤ r
)
is a Cauchy sequence in the metric space (R2r, ‖·‖∞).
By completeness of (R2r, ‖ · ‖∞), we have convergence to a limit ((fj , kj), 1 ≤ j ≤ r), which
gives rise to a dJ -limit (β(r), f (r)) ∈ J of ((β(r)n , f (r)n ), n ≥ 1). By construction, (β(r), f (r)) is
consistent as r varies, in the sense that they are related by insertions of intervals of sizes from
s, and natural correspondences demonstrate that convergence (β(r), f (r)) → (β, f) holds in J
for a limiting (β, f) ∈ J that incorporates intervals of all sizes s(i), i ≥ 1.
Finally, let  > 0 and N1 ≥ 1 be as above. Then there is r large enough so that, following
the notation of (A.2), ∥∥∥βDs(r)∥∥∥ = ∑
j≥r+1
sj < /4.
Since sn → s, there is N3 ≥ N1 such that for all n ≥ N3, we have `1(sn, s) < /4. Finally, there
is N4 ≥ N3 so that for all n ≥ N4 we have dJ
((
β
(r)
n , f
(r)
n
)
,
(
β(r), f (r)
))
< /4. Then for all
n ≥ N4, we have
dJ ((αn,fn), (β,f)) ≤ dJ ((αn,fn), (β(r)n ,f (r)n )) + dJ ((β(r)n ,f (r)n ), (β(r),f (r))) + dJ ((β(r),f (r)), (β,f))
<
∞∑
j=r+1
sj + `
1(sn, s) +

4
+

4
< .
Hence, ((αn, fn), n ≥ 1) converges to (β, f) in (J , dJ ). Therefore, (J , dJ ) is complete. 
Corollary A.7. (J , dJ ) is a complete and separable metric space.
Proof. We have shown in the lemmas that (J , dJ ) is a complete metric space, and since the
completion of a separable metric space is also separable, (J , dJ ) is also separable. 
Lemma A.8. (J , dJ ) is not locally compact.
Proof. Consider the interval partitions αn = {((k − 1)2−n, k2−n), 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n} and fn ≡ 0.
For m < n, any correspondence for αm and αn that matches up any intervals of αm and αn
attracts a term 2−m − 2−n ≥ 2−n, so it is best to use the trivial correspondence which gives
dJ ((αn, fn), (αm, fm)) = 1. Now assume that (∅, 0) ∈ J has a compact neighbourhood K.
Then K contains an open ball of some radius 2 > 0, which contains (IP αn, 0) for all n ≥ 1.
Covering K with open balls of radius /2, the open balls around ( IP αn, 0) are disjoint, so
there cannot be a finite subcover. This contradicts the compactness of K. Hence (∅, 0) does
not have a compact neighbourhood, and (J , dJ ) is not locally compact. 
Even though (J , dJ ) is not locally compact, we can now deduce that (I, dI) is Lusin:
Proof of Proposition A.1 and Theorem 2.7. Lemma A.6 and Corollary A.7 yield that (I, dI) is
isometric to a Borel subset of the Polish space (J , dJ ), completing the proof of Proposition
A.1. By [61, Theorem II.82.5], this implies (I, dI) is Lusin, which proves Theorem 2.7. 
We now proceed towards proving Proposition 2.10 (iv). Recall the Skorokhod metric of [10,
equations (14.12), (14.13)]; we denote this by dD. For n ≥ 1, let Jn ⊆ J denote the set of
(β, f) ∈ J for which β has exactly n blocks.
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Lemma A.9. For n ≥ 1, the metric dJ on Jn is topologically equivalent to the maximum of
d′H in the first coordinate and the dD in the second.
Proof. Fix (β, f) ∈ Jn. We denote the blocks of β by U1, . . . , Un, in left-to-right order. Take
r ∈ (0,minj∈[n] Leb(Uj)). We will show that, for (γ, g) ∈ Jn, we get dJ ((β, f), (γ, g)) < r if
and only if both d′H(β, γ) < r and dD(f, g) < r.
Consider (γ, g) ∈ Jn with d′H(β, γ) < r and dD(f, g) < r. Since we have required r to
be smaller than all block masses in β, the only correspondence from β to γ that can have
Hausdorff distortion less than r is (Ui, Vi)i∈[n], where V1, . . . , Vn denote the blocks of γ in left-
to-right order. In particular,
∑
i∈[n] |Leb(Vi) − Leb(Ui)| < r. Thus, in order for a continuous
time-change λ : [0, ‖β‖] → [0, ‖γ‖] to never deviate from the identity by r, it must map some
time in each Ui to a time in the corresponding Vi. Therefore, by our bound on dD, we have
maxi∈[n] |g(Vi)− f(Ui)| < r. We conclude that dJ ((β, f), (γ, g)) < r.
Now, consider (γ, g) ∈ Jn with dJ ((β, f), (γ, g)) < r. Following our earlier notation, the only
correspondence that can give distortion less than r is (Ui, Vi)i∈[n]. As in Proposition 2.10 (ii),
it follows immediately from the characterization of dJ in Lemma A.4 and Definition 2.8 of d′H
that d′H(β, γ) ≤ dJ ((β, f), (γ, g)) < r. We define λ : [0, ‖β‖]→ [0, ‖γ‖] by mapping the left and
right endpoints of each Uj to the corresponding left and right endpoints of Vj and interpolating
linearly. Since
∑
i∈[n] |Leb(Vi) − Leb(Ui)| < r, it follows that |λ(t) − t| < r for t ∈ [0, ‖β‖] as
well. By definition of dJ , we have |g(Vi)− f(Ui)| < r for each i ∈ [n]. Thus, |g(λ(t))− f(t)| < r
for t ∈ [0, ‖β‖]. This gives dD(f, g) < r. 
Proof of Proposition 2.10 (iv). In light of Proposition 2.10 (ii)-(iii), we need only check that all
dI-balls are Borel sets with respect to d′H . Recall the βn and Dβ,n of Lemma A.5. By Lemma
A.5 (iii), the dI-ball of radius r > 0 about β equals⋃
m≥1
⋃
N≥1
⋂
n>N
{
γ ∈ I : dJ
(
(βn, Dβ,n), (γn, Dγ,n)
)
< r −m−1} .
The claimed measurability now follows by Lemmas A.5 (i) and A.9. 
Appendix B. Statistics of clades and Stable
(
3
2
)
excursions
In this section we prove Proposition 4.11, as well as some related results on the Stable
(
3
2
)
process X of Proposition 3.14. More results in the vein of Proposition B.1 may be derived from
these in a similar manner. Several of the following may be construed as descriptions of the Itoˆ
measure νstb associated with X.
Proposition B.1. (i) νcld
{
len > x
}
=
3
22/3pi1/3Γ (2/3)
x−1/3.
(ii) νcld
{
J > y
}
=
3
pi
√
2
y−1/2.
(iii) νcld
{
J+ ∈ dy ∣∣ m0 = a} = a3/2√
2piy5/2
e−a/2ydy.
(iv) νcld
{
m0 > a
}
=
1√
pi
a−1/2.
(v) νcld
{
J+ > y
}
=
√
2
pi
y−1/2.
(vi) νcld{m0 ≤ a | J+ = y} = 1− e−a/2y.
(vii) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ J+ = y} = 1{z ≥ y}√z − y
z
.
(viii) νcld
{
ζ+ ≤ z ∣∣ m0 = a} = e−a/2z.
(ix) νcld
{
ζ+ > z
}
=
1√
2
z−1/2.
(x) νcld{m0 ∈ da | ζ+ ≥ z} = z
1/2
√
2pia3/2
(1− e−a/2z)da.
Each of these identities also holds if we replace all superscript ‘+’s with ‘-’s.
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The equivalence when replacing ‘+’s with ‘-’s follows from the time-reversal invariance of
Lemma 4.5. Before proving these identities we note a pair of relevant properties of X. Recall
that (T y, y ∈ R) denotes the first hitting times for X.
Proposition B.2 (Theorem VII.1 of [6]). The hitting time process (T−y, y ≥ 0) is Stable(23)
subordinator, and its Laplace exponent is the inverse ψ−1 of the Laplace exponent of X:
E
[
e−θT
−y]
= e−yψ
−1(θ), where ψ−1(θ) =
(pi
2
)1/3
θ2/3. (B.1)
Proposition B.3. For each y ∈ R, the shifted inverse local time process (τy(s)− τy(0), s ≥ 0)
is a Stable
(
1
3
)
subordinator with Laplace exponent Φ(θ) = 3(θ/4pi)1/3.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that this is a Stable
(
1
3
)
subordinator. For f : R → R
bounded and measurable,∫ ∞
−∞
f(y)`y(t)dy =
∫ t
0
f(X(s))ds
d
=
∫ t
0
f
(
c2/3X
(s
c
))
ds =
∫ t/c
0
f
(
c2/3X(r)
)
cdr
=
∫ ∞
−∞
cf
(
c2/3y
)
`y
(
t
c
)
dy =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(z)c1/3`c
−2/3z
(
t
c
)
dz.
Hence (c1/3`c
−2/3y(t/c); t ≥ 0, y ∈ R) d= (`y(t); t ≥ 0, y ∈ R) and so
τ0(s)
d
= inf
{
t ≥ 0 : c1/3`0(t/c) > s
}
= cτ0(s/c1/3)
satisfies Stable
(
1
3
)
self-similarity. Thus, E(e−θτ0(s)) = e−sbθ1/3 for some b ∈ (0,∞). To identify
b, we use the property that P(X(t) ≤ 0) = 2/3 for all t > 0. This follows from an identity in
[6, p. 218]. Specifically, let Sθ be an Exponential (θ) random variable independent of X and
define Kθ := E[`
0(Sθ)]. Then on the one hand,
Kθ =
∫ ∞
0
P{`0(Sθ) > s}ds =
∫ ∞
0
P{Sθ > τ0(s)}ds =
∫ ∞
0
E
[
e−θτ
0(s)
]
ds =
1
b
θ−1/3.
On the other hand, by the Strong Markov Property of X at the hitting time T y, spatial homo-
geneity, and Proposition B.2,
E[`y(Sθ)] = P{T y < Sθ}E[`0(Sθ)] = eyψ−1(θ)Kθ for y ≤ 0.
By Fubini’s Theorem and the local time identity (3.14),
2
3
= P{X(Sθ) ≤ 0} = E
[∫ ∞
0
θe−θs1{X(s) ≤ 0}ds
]
= E
[∫ ∞
0
θ2e−θt
∫ t
0
1{X(s) ≤ 0}dsdt
]
= E
[∫ ∞
0
θ2e−θt
∫ 0
−∞
`y(t)dydt
]
= θ
∫ 0
−∞
E [`y(Sθ)] dy
= θKθ
∫ 0
−∞
eyψ
−1(θ)dy = θKθ
(pi
2
)−1/3
θ−2/3.
Substituting in for Kθ, we get 2/3 = (1/b) (pi/2)
−1/3; isolating b gives the desired value. 
Note that P(X(t) ≤ 0) = 2/3 while, by Lemma 3.30, the Itoˆ measure νstb is invariant under
increment reversal (180◦ rotation around the unique jump across 0). This means that typically,
the process has spent half its time positive up to the last zero but is likely to be found in the
first half of a much longer excursion. We now derive the results in Proposition B.1.
Proof of Proposition B.1. (i). It follows from the scaling property of νcld, noted in Lemma 4.5,
that νcld(len > x) = Cx
−1/3, for some constant C. As noted in Proposition B.3, the inverse
local time process (τ0(s)) is a subordinator. Its Le´vy measure Π equals νcld{len ∈ · }. Then,
recalling the identity Φ(θ) =
∫∞
0 (1 − e−θx)dΠ(x), which may be read from [6, Chapter 3], we
obtain (i) by solving for C in 3(θ/4pi)1/3 =
∫∞
0 (1− eθx)(C/3)x−4/3dx.
(ii). The length of a bi-clade N equals the time until the first crossing of zero, plus the
subsequent time until the ξ(N) hits zero. Suppose N ∼ νcld( · | J+ = b). Then ξ(N+) is a
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Stable
(
3
2
)
first-passage path from b down to zero independent of ξ(N−), by the strong Markov
property under νstb at the crossing time T
+
0 . Thus, by Lemma 4.5, if N ∼ νcld( · | J− = a)
then ξ(N−) is the increment reversal of a Stable
(
3
2
)
first-passage path from a down to zero,
again independent of ξ(N+). Appealing to the subordinator property noted in Proposition B.3,
under νcld( · | (J−, J+) = (a, b)), the length len is distributed as the hitting time T−a−b. Thus,
νcld{len ∈ · | J = y} equals the law of T−y.
It follows from the right-continuity of X that νcld{J > y} is finite for all y > 0. By the
scaling property (3.23), this equals Cy−1/2 for some constant C. It remains to determine the
value of C. By Proposition B.3, our argument for (i) above, and Proposition B.2,
3
22/3pi1/3
θ1/3 = νcld
[
1− e−θlen(N)
]
=
∫ ∞
0
(
1−E
[
e−θT
−y]) 1
2
Cy−3/2dy =
pi2/3
21/6
Cθ1/3.
Solving for C gives the desired result.
(iii). Let N have law νcld( · | m0 = a). Let fˆ denote the leftmost spindle in N+, i.e. the top
part of the middle spindle of N . By Proposition 4.9, fˆ is a BESQ(−1) started from y and killed
at zero. Then J+(N) = ζ(fˆ); the law of the latter is specified in Lemma 3.3, which quotes [37].
In particular, this has distribution InverseGamma(3/2, a/2).
(iv). We know this formula up to a constant from Lemma 4.5 and the m0 entry in Table 4.2
on page 28. To obtain the constant, we appeal to (ii) and (iii). In particular, it follows from
Proposition 4.9 that for N with law νcld( · | m0 = a), the over- and undershoot are i.i.d. with
law InverseGamma
(
3
2 ,
a
2
)
, as in (iii) above. This gives
νcld{J ∈ dy | m0 = a} =
∫ y
0
a3
2pi
1
(zy − z2)5/2 exp
(
− a
2z
− a
2(y − z)
)
dz.
Integrating this against the law νcld{m0 ∈ da} = Ca−3/2da, we get
νcld{J ∈ dy} = dy
∫ ∞
0
Ca−3/2
∫ y
0
a3
2pi
(zy − z2)−5/2 exp
(
− a
2z
− a
2(y − z)
)
dzda
=
Cdy
2pi
∫ y
0
(zy − z2)−5/2Γ
(
5
2
)(
y
2(zy − z2)
)−5/2
dz =
3C√
2pi
y−3/2dy.
Setting this equal to (ii) gives C = 1/(2
√
pi), as desired.
(v) and (vi). The former arises from integrating the product of formula (iii) with the derivative
of (iv). The latter is then computed by Bayes’ rule.
(vii). By the strong Markov property under νstb at the crossing time T
+
0 , this equals the
probability that a Stable
(
3
2
)
process started from y exits the interval [0, z] out of the lower
boundary first. This is a standard calculation via scale functions [6, Theorem VII.8], carried
out for a spectrally negative Stable(α) process in [7], from which the claimed result can be
gotten by a sign change.
(viii). This is computed by integrating the product of formulas (iii) and (vii), which can be
reduced to a Gamma integral.
(ix) and (x). The former is computed by integrating the product of the derivative of formula
(iv) with (viii). The latter follows via Bayes’ Rule. 
The remaining results in this section go towards proving Lemma 4.32 and thereby completing
the proof of Proposition 4.30.
Lemma B.4. Recall (4.15) defining my(N) as the mass of the leftmost spindle at level y.
ν+cld{my ∈ db | J+ = z, ζ+ > y} =
b−3/2√
2pi
(
e−b/2y − e−b/2(y−z)
(y − z)−1/2 − y−1/2
)
db for 0 < z < y. (B.2)
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N̂1
T̂ 01 T̂
0
2T̂
z
2
N̂2
y
N∗
y
ζ−(N∗)
z
my
(
N̂1
) m0(N∗)
z
Figure B.1. Illustration of the coupling in the proof of Lemma B.4.
Proof. We prove this by showing that ν+cld{my ∈ db | J+ = z, ζ+ > y} equals
ν+cld(m
0 ∈ db | ζ+ ∈ (y − z, y))
=
ν+cld{m0 ∈ db | ζ+ > y − z}ν+cld{ζ+ > y − z} − ν+cld{m0 ∈ db | ζ+ > y}ν+cld{ζ+ > y}
ν+cld{ζ+ > y − z} − ν+cld{ζ+ > y}
.
The latter equals the right hand side of (B.2) by Proposition B.1 (ix) and (x). We prove this
by a coupling construction, illustrated in Figure B.1.
Fix y > z > 0. Let N̂1 ∼ ν+cld( · | J+ = z). As in Corollary 4.12, this may be expressed
as N̂1 = δ (0, f1) + N1
∣∣
[0,T−z1 ]
, where ζ(f1) = z, N1 is a PRM(Leb⊗ νBES), and T−z1 = T̂ 01 is
the hitting time of −z by X1 := ξ(N1), or that of 0 by X̂1 := ξ(N̂1). Correspondingly, let
N̂2 = δ (0, f2) + N2
∣∣
[0,T−y2 ]
have distribution ν+cld( · | J+ = y). Let T̂ z2 denote the time at which
X̂2 := ξ(N̂2) first hits z and T
−y
2 = T̂
0
2 the time at which it hits zero. Then
N̂2
∣∣←
(T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 )
d
= N̂1
∣∣
(0,T̂ 01 )
and X̂2
∣∣←
[T̂ z2 ,T̂
0
2 ]
d
= X̂1, (B.3)
which is a Stable
(
3
2
)
first passage from z down to zero.
The time T̂ z2 = T
z−y
2 occurs during the first bi-clade N
∗ of N2 about level 0 that has ζ−(N∗) ≥
y − z. Now, consider the event A2 that X̂2 returns up to level y during the time interval
[T̂ z2 , T̂
0
2 ]. Then A2 = {ζ−(N∗) < y}. Thus, conditionally given A2, the mass m0(N∗) has law
ν+cld{m0 ∈ · | ζ− ∈ (y − z, y)}. This is equal, via the time-reversal invariance noted in Lemma
4.5, to ν+cld{m0 ∈ · | ζ+ ∈ (y − z, y)}.
The quantity m0(N∗) and the event A2 correspond, via (B.3), to the quantity my(N̂1) and
the event A1 that X̂1 reaches level y before reaching zero. Conditionally given A1, the mass
my(N̂1) has law ν
+
cld{my ∈ · | J+ = z, ζ+ > y}. Thus, the two laws are equal, as desired. 
Proof of Lemma 4.32. Fix y > 0. We decompose the event {ζ+ > y} into two components,
based on whether J+ > y:
ν+cld{my ∈ db | m0 = a, ζ+ > y} =
[
νcld{my ∈ db, y ∈ [J+, ζ+) | m0 = a}
+ νcld{my ∈ db, y < J+ | m0 = a}
]
νcld{ζ+ > y | m0 = a} . (B.4)
The second summand in the above numerator describes the case in which the initial leftmost
spindle of the clade survives to level y. Thus, this summand equals the density of the time y
distribution of a BESQ(−1) started from a. We denote this by q−1y (a, b)db. From [37, Proposition
3; Equation (49)],
q−1y (a, b) = q
5
y(b, a) =
1
2y
(a
b
)3/4
e−(a+b)/2yI3/2
(√
ab
y
)
for b > 0.
Substituting in for the modified Bessel function I3/2(x) from [1, equation 10.2.13],
νcld(m
y ∈ db, y < J+ | m0 = a) =
√
y√
2pi
1
b3/2
e−(a+b)/2y(w cosh(w)− sinh(w))db, (B.5)
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where w :=
√
ab/y.
It remains to evaluate the first summand in the numerator in (B.4). Via Corollary 4.12,
under the law ν+cld( · | J+ = z), the variables ζ+ and my for y > z are independent of m0. Thus,
ν+cld(m
y ∈ db, y ∈ [J+, ζ+) | m0 = a)
=
∫ y
z=0
νcld(m
y ∈ db | J+ = z, ζ+ > y)νcld(ζ+ > y | J+ = z)νcld(J+ ∈ dz | m0 = a).
We have formulas for these three conditional laws in Lemma (B.4) and Proposition B.1 (iii) and
(vii). Plugging in, the above expression equals[∫ y
z=0
b−3/2√
2pi
(
e−b/2y − e−b/2(y−z)
(y − z)−1/2 − y−1/2
)(
1−
√
y − z
y
)
a3/2√
2piz5/2
e−a/2zdz
]
db.
Set u = z/y and then v = (1− u)/u. Note that 1/(1− u) = 1 + (1/v). Our integral becomes
1
2piy
(a
b
)3/2
exp
(
−a+ b
2y
)
db
∫ ∞
0
(
1− exp
(
− b
2y
1
v
))
exp
(
− a
2y
v
)√
vdv.
We distribute the difference and compute the two resulting integrals separately:∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− a
2y
v
)√
vdv = Γ(3/2)
(
2y
a
)3/2
=
√
2pi
(y
a
)3/2
and, via [65, Example 33.15],∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− b
2y
1
v
− a
2y
v
)√
vdv =
√
2pi
(y
a
)3/2(√ab
y
+ 1
)
exp
(
−
√
ab
y
)
.
As in (B.5), let w :=
√
ab/y. Subtracting the second component from the first and multiplying
in all constants,
νcld(m
y ∈ db, y ∈ [J+, ζ+) | m0 = a) =
√
y√
2pi
1
b3/2
e−(a+b)/2y(1− (w + 1)e−w)db. (B.6)
Via Proposition B.1 (viii), the denominator in (B.4) is 1− e−a/2y. Adding (B.5) to (B.6) and
dividing by 1− e−a/2y, the expression in (B.4) equals
√
y√
2pi
1
b3/2
e−(a+b)/2y
1− e−a/2y (1− cosh(w) + w sinh(w)),
since (1− (w + 1)e−w) + (w cosh(w)− sinh(w)) = 1− cosh(w) + w sinh(w). 
This lemma completes the proof of Proposition 4.30.
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